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LETTER TO THE

SPEAKER OF PARLIAMENT
The Speaker of the National Assembly
Honourable Ms Baleka Mbete, MP
P. O. Box 15
Cape Town
8000

COMMISSION FOR GENDER EQUALITY (CGE) ANNUAL REPORT 2018/19
Section 181(5) of the Constitution of South Africa, read together with section 40(1)(e)
of the Public Finance Management Act of 1999, requires all state institutions supporting
constitutional democracy to report their activities and performance of their functions to
the National Assembly at least once a year.
The Commission for Gender Equality would like to table this report to the National
Assembly in accordance with these legal requirements.
Accordingly, we respectfully place for your receipt and consideration bound hard copies
of the Annual Report for the financial year ended 31 March 2019.
We trust that you will find the report both informative and interesting.
Yours faithfully,

Ms. Keketso Maema
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FOREWORD FROM

THE CHAIRPERSON
It is my pleasure to present the Commission for Gender
Equality’s Annual Report for the financial year 2017/2018
as required by Section 181 (5) of the Constitution Act (108
of 1996) as well as the Public Finance Management Act
of 1999.
I present this annual report having taken over the reign
from my predecessor, Ms. Lulama Nare whose term of office
came to an end on 31 December 2018. The Commission
battled with its operations resulting from the end of terms
of Commissioners who vacated their positions in the last two
quarters of the previous financial year. We are, however grateful
for the appointment of new Commissioners who were appointed by
His Excellency, President Cyril Matamela Ramaphosa after in August 2019. On this note, I
would like to welcome newly appointed Commissioners who now join us in our journey of
advancing a vision-based mandate of the Commission. The new Commissioners are: Ms.
Octavia Lindiwe Ntuli-Tloubatla, Ms. Jennifer Smout, Dr. Tlaleng Mofokeng, Ms. O’hara
Ngoma-Diseko, Ms. Dibeela Gertrude Mothupi and Mx. Busisiwe Deyi. Commissioners
joining us for their second term are Mr. Mbuyiselo Botha and Ms. Nomasonto Mazibuko.
I would like to take this opportunity to wish the new Commissioners well in their future
endeavours within the Commission.
My reflection on the 2018/2019 financial year is filled with a great deal of possibilities amidst
daunting moments that define South Africa’s landscape in relation to gender equality.
In 2018, the Commission adopted a five-year organisational strategy which presented
some of the possibilities of re-aligning the efforts of the Commission in light of the current
challenges that face us as a country. The strategy aims to project a much higher impact
on the work of the Commission for public benefit. Indeed, some of the notable outcomes
are numerous, particularly those that are aimed at attaining social justice. The impact
that the Commission can make in light of the social challenges includes but not limited
to the national crisis on gender-based violence (GBV), gender transformation in the
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workplace and several initiatives aimed at raising awareness about the general state of
gender equality in South Africa.

During the financial period under review, the Commission became amicus curiae in
the matter concerning the recognition of Muslim Marriages which was heard in the
Constitutional Court. In this matter the Commission argued for the state to introduce
legislation that recognises the validity of Muslim marriages. It is anticipated that the
intervention of the Commission in this matter will have a lasting effect on the state of
marriages that exist along religious and cultural grounds. The Commission also became
amicus curiae in the matter of Laubscher Vs Duplan. The position of the Commission
pertaining to the latter was that same sex marriages should be deemed legitimate and
it was also our position that same sex marriages should get an equal status to other
forms of marriage. The court in this case ruled in favour of the position of the Commission
by declaring that the same sex life partners have a right to inherit intestate from the
deceased estate.
It should also be noted that lessons drawn from our litigation processes are likely to inform
the courts as the arbiter in other cases of a similar nature through the existing case law,
from which the Commission became a contributor. This is the impact that we seek as
a constitutional body given the mandate to influence law and policy frameworks on
gender equality.
So therefore, the mandate of the Commission remains a source of social justice,
through which the public will be of benefit in the future. Our notion of social justice as
the Commission permeates through several other initiatives that are derived from legal
mandate of the CGE Act 39 of 1996. It is through this mandate that the Commission is
able to investigate matters concerning discrimination and systemic gender abuse. It is in
this instance that the Commission would be able to hold accountable those who have
the authority to ensure that gender equality becomes a reality in any sphere of society.
In the past financial year, the Commission had indeed lived up to this objective by
holding several hearings aimed at holding the state accountable for lack of adherence
to legislation and policy on gender equality. One notable matter is that of the South
African Police Service (SAPS). This matter should be notable in light of dealing with the
current scourge of GBV in South Africa. SAPS plays an important role in making sure that
perpetrators of GBV crimes are arrested and presented in courts.
The perpetual public pressure as it rests on the Commission often conveys a sentiment
of justice, or the ability of the Police to arrest and charge those who are responsible
for heinous crimes of femicide, rape, and other forms of GBV. In response to several
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complaints levelled against the Police, the Commission called SAPS to appear in a public
hearing where we sought to ascertain the challenges and problems related GBV. The
investigative outcome on SAPS established that SAPS were faced with the following
challenges:

-

-

Poor turn around on the administration of DNA testing especially in cases
that involve GBV
Poor enforcement of protection orders
Lack of provision of rape kits
Inadequate training of SAPS officials to deal effectively with gender-based
violence crimes
Unresolved cases on GBV
Lack of provision for the establishment of adequate victim friendly rooms
in police stations and shortage of vehicles to transport survivors to medical
facilities for examination and or places of safety
Limited allocations of specialised detectives working in FCS Units.

Having failed to act on the recommendations of the Commission on the enumerated
problems above, the Commission called SAPS into a follow up hearing which took place
in the new financial year. The delay in making sure that the recommendations are
actualised will arguably have a negative outcome on the efforts of the country to turn
the tide against GBV. The Commission will continue to monitor progress on SAPS in light of
the recommendations.
Another matter that required attention in the course of our work in the previous year is that
of the gender pay gap in South Africa. In 2018, World Economic Forum Global Gender
Gap Report ranked South Africa at 91 out of 149 countries on economic opportunities
and participation in the economy. This remains a concern for women of South Africa
who are often faced with triple oppression. The South African Football Association (SAFA)
gender pay gap matter which was taken up by the Commission close a decade ago is
indicative of a journey of transformation that results in an ideal state. It was pleasing to
note that SAFA made a commitment to make provision for the same pay bonus between
Bafana Bafana and Banyana Banyana. We believe that this decision and commitment
was a step in the right direction in living up to the objective of bridging the pay gap
between female and male football players. Bridging the pay gap between men and
women would in future be an outcome of equality in many ways. It is in this instance
that I believe emancipation of women should result in a state of empowerment. This
empowerment starts with educating societies and women in particular about their rights
or entitlements. It is in this context that I also mention that the Commission was requested
by UNESCO Communication and Information sector committee to host a conference on
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International Day for Universal Access to Information, with a particular focus on access
to information for women in South Africa. This conference was important in reminding
stakeholders of the need to advance access to information for purposes of empowering
women with the adequate tools to improve their lives and human development.
In line with the mandate of the Commission in as far as policy and domesticating
international instruments are concerned, we participated in UN’s 63rd CSW (Commission
on the Status of Women) session. This afforded the Commission an opportunity to add its
voice on the discourse concerning legislation and policy related to the implementation of
the Beijing Platform for Action, as well as the 23rd Special Session of the General Assembly
amongst other things.
There are many more accomplishments to refer to in my reflection of the previous
financial year. This annual report will mention the detail of how we managed to reach
our objectives amidst grave challenges of reduced funding and inadequate resources.
The CEO’s foreword will cover the detailed aspects I refer to herein.
In concluding my reflection on the previous financial year, I would like to express my
sincere appreciation to the Commissioners, the CEO of the Commission, Ms Keketso
Maema, her managers and staff for their dedication and commitment to the work of
the institution. I would also like to thank the previous Commissioners who have charted a
path that we need to build on.

I thank you.

Ms. Tamara Mathebula
Acting Chairperson – Commission for Gender Equality
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OVERVIEW OF THE

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
On behalf of the Commission for the Gender Equality (CGE) I
hereby once again present to the South African Parliament
and members of the public, as required by law, our Annual
Report for the 2018/19 Financial year. For the purpose of
fulfilling the demands of democratic accountability,
this annual report contains a record of the work and
achievements of the Commission against its planned
programme activities for the preceding Financial Year as
indicated.
As an institution established in terms of Section 187 of the
Constitution of South Africa, the Commission for Gender
Equality (CGE) serves an important function of supporting the
vibrancy of democracy in the country. Therefore, the allocation
and use of public resources, including budgetary funds, to fulfil
its constitutional mandate makes it imperative to provide an account to
the South African public of how these public resources were utilised in pursuit of the
constitutional objectives for which the Commission was established in 1996. It is therefore
a great pleasure for me as Chief Executive Officer of the Commission to present this
account of our programme activities and achievements to the public.
Before I give an account of some of the highlights and key achievements from our
programme activities during the reporting financial year, it is important to note that we
present this report at a time when there is “a call for action” as the country continues to
battle and is witnessing unprecedented violence against women and members of the
LGBTIQA+ in the form of femicide and other types of gender based violence perpetrated
at all levels of our society.
I am pleased to inform the South African Parliament, the stakeholders in the gender
sector and members of the public in general that we have completed much of the
work that we set out to do at the beginning of the 2018/19 Financial Year as outlined in
our annual performance plan (APP). I am also proud to add that we have realised an
improved audit outcome during the course of the work programme that we completed
during the financial year under reporting. This is a matter of pride for us as an institution as
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it indicates our determination to use the limited public resources placed at our disposal
efficiently and effectively, minimising waste and maximising outcomes.
I want to repeat what I have said repeatedly in the past through this overview, that ours
is a daunting mandate that calls upon an institution with meagre resources and limited
institutional capacity to lead the country in the enormous task of gender transformation.
This is a call to overcome and overturn the historic injustices of gender inequality and
discrimination in this country. While this is truly an enormous challenge, as our readers will
see from the contents of this report, our work sought to answer this call through activities
falling in two broad categories: the regional/international sphere as well as the domestic
sphere. Below is therefore a synoptic reflection on selected key aspects of what we
set out to do during the financial year under review, including some of our important
achievements, as we outline our programme activities in these two broad categories
of our work. It will no doubt be clear, however, that the bulk of our work falls within the
domestic sphere.
As this overview touches on a few selected highlights of the work of the Commission
during the year under review, I urge fellow South Africans and other readers of this report
to go through and read the entire contents of this report in order to get the full scope of
our work during the period under review.
I start this overview by reflecting on our continental/regional and international work
programme and related engagements. Here I am pleased to reflect particularly on our
participation as part of the country’s delegation to the 63rd Session of the UN Committee
on the Status of Women (CSW)’s in New York in March 2018; our participation at the
Pan-African Women’s Day event hosted jointly by the Department of International
Relations and Cooperation (DIRCO) and the Pan-African Women’s Organisation (PAWO)
in July 2018; our participation at the UNESCO conference on the role of international
organisations and priorities for Africa, hosted in September 2018 by DIRCO; our
participation at the 63rd Session of the African Commission on Human and People’s Rights
on the Rights of Women in Africa, held in Banjul, in November 2018. I am pleased to say
that at this event, the CGE was given the floor to address the delegates for the first time
as an affiliate member with a statement on gender-based violence and support for the
work of the African Commission. I am proud to state that at all these international events,
the CGE assumed an important role and place among other human rights institutions
as a fully acknowledged human rights institution in its own right and made meaningful
contributions during deliberations with other key stakeholders at these events. These are
only some of the CGE’s engagements with key international stakeholders on a variety
of subjects and topics falling within our mandate. I urge our readers to go through this
report for more on some of the engagements with other international agencies in various
activities in the country.
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As indicated already, the bulk of our annual programme work falls within the category
of the domestic sphere, through the work of our three line-function departments (i.e.
Legal, Public Education & Information and Policy & Research) and also through our
offices in the nine provinces where much of our direct engagements and assistance
to citizens takes place on a daily basis. In a nutshell, the work of our three line-function
departments touched on a number of thematic areas: gender transformation, genderbased violence, sexual health and reproductive rights as well as women’s empowerment
and participation.
The Commission’s legal powers are vital for its effectiveness. Over the years the Commission
has been using these powers to push for changing the lives of ordinary people in South
Africa. During the reporting period, the Commission continued to fully utilise its unique
subpoena powers more robustly to ensure accountability for gender transformation. The
Commission has also provided expert evidence in courts on cases that affect gender
equality. For instance, through the work of our legal department we have also tackled
the challenges of lack of gender equality and transformation in the private sector as
well as within institutions of higher learning. The CGE convened public hearings whereby
selected entities in the private sector and institutions of higher learning were called upon
to engage directly with the members of the commission on the challenges of gender
transformation. This process opened a window for the CGE to gaze into these challenges
and secured the commitment of the leadership of these institutions to work with us in good
faith to overcome these challenges. The outcomes of these transformation hearings are
documented and contained in reports published by the Commission and accessible to
members of the public.
From the work of our Public Education and Information (PEI) Department, we have
continued to focus our efforts on educating our citizens in general through our public
outreach and information programme focussing on the right to gender equality, women’s
empowerment and gender mainstreaming. As part of this programme, the CGE has also
utilised media institutions to convey these messages to local communities throughout the
country and I am proud to report that we are reaching an increasing number of South
Africans with these messages.
Our research department has also conducted research work and produced a number
of research reports on key thematic areas such as sexual and reproductive health
rights issues in prisons, gender equality and women’s empowerment within traditional
leadership structures and women’s participation and representation in politics and
governance. Also, the CGE, through the Research Department’s project on the 2019
elections, convened a major conference where key political parties were invited to
engage the commission on their 2019 election manifestos, especially on their plans and
commitments towards gender transformation. The conference was well attended by
civil society organisations and gender activists engaging the representatives of political
parties on various issues ranging from gender-based violence and sexual harassment in
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the workplace, to women’s economic empowerment and women’s representation in
party leadership structures. Through these studies, the CGE has played a critical part in,
and contributed to, key public debates around some of the key policy challenges facing
the gender sector in South Africa.
The issue of resource constraints for the CGE is not only a regular theme in our annual
reports, but also a realistic concern in relation to our ability to discharge and deliver
effectively on our mandate. Once again, as the Commission continues to grapple with its
daunting mandate and carry out its work, it does this amidst persisting financial resource
constraints. I would like to believe that our policy makers, members of parliament,
stakeholders in the gender sector and the public in general, appreciate that while we
do try our utmost best to use the limited resources placed at our disposal, there is only so
much an underfunded institution with a daunting mandate like the CGE can accomplish
with limited resources. And there is no reminder of the challenges facing us more sobering
than the recent spate of incidents of gender based-based violence across the country
that we witnessed during the year under review, which prompted President Ramaphosa
to convene a national Summit on gender-based violence in November 2018. Genderbased violence has been one of the CGE’s key strategic focus themes for the past five
years. The CGE was therefore proud to have played a key role in the Summit, particularly
in the planning processes and the drafting of some of the key input documents for the
Summit. The CGE has also played a role in the formulation of the Summit Declaration
which contains one of our key demands: the re-establishment of a national council on
gender-based violence. I invite our readers to go through relevant sections of this report
to obtain greater details about our accomplishments from our domestic programme
activities.
I would like to conclude this overview by referring to one or two overarching matters of
importance that characterised the period under review. One of these matters is that there
was a significant turnover of Commissioners whose terms of office had expired during this
period. Among these were former Chairperson, Lulama Nare, Nomsisi Bata, Nomasonto
Mazibuko and Mbuyiselo Botha. In addition to these commissioners whose terms of office
had ended during this period, the terms of office of four other commissioners were due
to expire at the beginning of the new financial year. Former Deputy Chairperson, Tamara
Mathebula was appointed Acting Chairperson while the Commission awaits parliament
to complete the process of appointing new Commissioners and for the Presidency to
appoint a new Chairperson. Secondly, during the third quarter of the year under review,
the CGE faced negative media coverage relating to its internal staff matters, particularly
the treatment of staff and the handling of staff grievances. Obviously, these matters
presented the organisation with a period of anxiety and potential governance instability.
I would like to assure our stakeholders, including parliament and members of public,
that as a human rights institution, the CGE will always observe the country’s laws,
including internal policies governing the rights and interests of staff in the workplace. I
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have committed myself and the management of the CGE to the objective of placing
the proper handling of staff issues at the centre of our good governance processes
and practices. We will also regularly review current internal processes for handling staff
grievances to ensure that the leadership of the organisation remains sensitive to the
needs of our staff at all times.
As indicated above, this overview could only touch on a few highlights selected from our
vast Annual Programme of Action. It should therefore not be construed as a summary of
the contents of this annual report. I encourage fellow South Africans to read this report
and engage with its contents in order to assess how the Commission measures up to its
plans, goals and objectives as stated for the period under review. In some areas, we
have clearly fallen short of some of our lofty targets. Yet overall, we are confident that
we did a measure of justice to our mandate under conditions that were not always ideal.
I am honoured to submit this annual report in fulfilment of our Constitutional obligation
to inform Parliament and members of the public about our programmes and the use of
public resources placed at our disposal during the period under review. We hope that
South Africans will use this report to hold us accountable in respect of our mandate to
promote, protect, develop and attain gender equality in South Africa.

Keketso Maema
Chief Executive Officer
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1. GOVERNANCE
1.1. Composition of the Commission
The Commission for Gender Equality Act (No. 39 of 1996), as amended, provides for a
maximum of 12 commissioners, consisting of no fewer than two part-time commissioners
and a maximum of seven full-time. The Commission for Gender Equality (CGE) has twelve
commissioners, five of them part-time and seven full-time.

Ms L Nare:

Chairperson
(terminated
31 December 2018)

Ms N Moleko:

Full-time Commissioner

Ms F Nzimande :

Part-time Commissioner
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Ms T Mathebula:

Deputy Chairperson and
Part-time Commissioner
(Acting Chairperson from
2 January 2019)

Dr N Maphazi:

Full-time Commissioner

Ms P Sobahle:

Full-time Commissioner

Ms N Bata:

Full-time Commissioner
(terminated
31 December 2018)

Ms N Mazibuko:

Part-time Commissioner
(terminated 31 December 2018)

Ms N Sepanya-Mogale:
Part-time Commissioner

Mr M Botha:

Full-time Commissioner
(terminated
31 December 2018)

Dr W Mgoqi:

Full-time Commissioner

Mr S Rakolote:

Part-time Commissioner

Members of the commission exercise governance in terms of an approved Commissioners’
Handbook, which provides a framework for oversight and interface with the staff and
conduct their public office roles.
The plenary of commissioners sits four times a year and considers reports from management
and commissioners. Plenary meetings are supplemented by tele-plenary meetings, which
are convened at the discretion of the chairperson and any commissioner who motivates
to the chairperson to convene such a meeting to consider urgent matters. Extraordinary
plenaries are called between plenary meetings to consider issues that might arise that
would need the attention of the plenary. The following table indicates the number of
plenaries held during the financial year of 2018 –2019.

23-24 August 2018

Open and Closed
Plenary

16-17 November 2018

15-16 February 2019

In line with its statutory obligations to account to Parliament for the implementation of its
mandate, Annual Performance Plan (APP) and budget, as well as advise Parliament on
matters relating to gender equality, the following presentations were made on the work
of the commission.
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Parliamentary
Committee (PC)
on Women in the
Presidency:
Strategic Plan, APP
and Budget

24 April 2018

PC on Women in
the Presidency:
1st Quarter Report

PRESENTATIONS TO
PARLIAMENT

4 September 2018

PC on Women in
the Presidency:
Annual Report

PC on Women in
the Presidency:
nd
2 Quarter Report

9 October 2018

20 November 2018

1.2. Standing Committees
As part of its oversight and governance framework, the commission has established the
following standing committees.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Management Committee
Finance Committee
Human Resources and Remuneration Committee
Information Technology (IT) and Communications Committee
Good Governance and Social Ethics Committee
Strategic Planning, Annual Report, Monitoring and Evaluation Committee
Research and Education Committee
Risk Management Committee.

2. STAKEHOLDERS
In line with the commission’s mandate to network and collaborate with like-minded
institutions in the pursuit of the promotion, protection and attainment of gender equality
in South Africa, the commission engages with a broad range of international, State
statutory and civil society organisations. The commission interacted with the following
stakeholders in the implementation of it 2018 – 2019 Annual Performance Plan.
United Nations Agencies
•
•
•
•

United Nations (UN): Women
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO)
United Nations Development Programme
United Nations Global Impact

Regional Agencies
•
•

African Union Commission
United Nations Economic Commission on Africa

Chapter 9 Institutions
•
•
•
•

South African Human Rights Commission
Independent Electoral Commission
Cultural, Religious, Linguistic Rights Commission (CRL Rights)
Public Protector South Africa.

Chapter 10 Institutions
•
•

Public Service Commission
Financial and Fiscal Commission

Institutions of Higher Institution
University of Pretoria: Centre for Human Rights
Non-governmental Organisations (NGO)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Centre for the Study of Violence and Reconciliation
Human Rights Institute of South Africa (HURISA)
Tswaranang Legal Advocacy Centre
Foundation for Human Rights (FHR)
Women’s Legal Centre
Legal Resources Centre

Media
•
•

South African Broadcasting Corporation (SABC) Channel 404
eNews Channel Africa (eNCA)
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•
•
•
•

Soweto TV
China Global Television Network (CGTN)
Ubuntu TV
Newsflash Live Streaming

Religious and Traditional Organisations
•
•

Provincial Houses of Traditional Leadership (PHTL)
South African Council of Churches (SACC)

Parliament and Legislatures
•
•
•

Gauteng Provincial Legislature
Eastern Cape Legilature
Free State Legislature

Government Departments, Local Government and Provincial Legislatures
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Department of Women in the Presidency
Department of Social Development (DSD)
Department of Justice and Correctional Services (DOJ & CS)
South African Police Services (SAPS)
South African Local Government Association (SALGA)
Department of Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation (DPME)
Statistics South Africa (Stats SA)

Unions
•
•

Congress of South African Trade Unions (COSATU)
Federation of Unions of South Africa (FEDUSA)

Embassy
•
•
•
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Embassy of Denmark
Embassy of Norway
Embassy of Sweden

3. INTERNATIONAL AND
REGIONAL LIAISON

The South African government has acceded to or ratified international conventions,
covenants and charters and regional protocols that advance the protection and
attainment of gender equality. These conventions, covenants and protocols therefore
places an obligation on the state to ensure the protection and attainment of gender
equality. The Commission in terms of its enabling legislation is empowered to monitor
the country’s progress towards achieving gender equality in relation to regional and
international instruments. The Commission as a national human rights institution has made
meaningful contributions with various stakeholders and at international platforms, given
the recent affiliation status by the AU Commission. Below are some of the highlights of
work undertaken for the financial year relating to international and regional instruments.
3.1. Commission on Status of Women 63rd Session, New York, March 2019
The Commission on the Status of Women (CSW) is the principal global intergovernmental
body exclusively dedicated to the promotion of gender equality and the empowerment
of women. The CSW is instrumental in promoting women’s rights, documenting the reality
of women’s lives throughout the world, and shaping global standards on gender equality
and the empowerment of women. During the commission’s annual two-week session,
representatives of UN member states, civil society organisations and UN entities gather at
the UN headquarters in New York. They discuss progress and gaps in the implementation
of the 1995 Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action, the key global policy document
on gender equality, and the 23rd Special Session of the General Assembly held in 2000
(Beijing+5), as well as emerging issues that affect gender equality and the empowerment
of women. Member states agree on further actions to accelerate progress and promote
women’s enjoyment of their rights in political, economic and social fields.
The priority theme: Social protection systems, access to public services and sustainable
infrastructure for gender equality and the empowerment of women and girls.
3.2. African Commission on Human and People’s Rights and the Rights of Women in Africa,
The Gambia, 24 November – 13 November 2018
The 63rd Ordinary Session of the African Commission on Human and People’s Rights
(ACHPR/commission) took place at its headquarters in Banjul, The Gambia, from
24 October – 13 November 2018. The event brought together different human rights
stakeholders including representatives of state’s parties, AU organs, regional economic
communities (RECs), UN agencies, European Commission (EC), including countries such
as Denmark, France, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom and
the United States of America, diverse NGOs working within the Human Defenders Space,
National Human Rights Institutions (NHRIs) of which the CGE is a part, academics from
Africa institutions and beyond the frontiers of the continent, students, religious leaders,
traditional leaders and the media. The overarching objective of the commemoration was
to assess the impact of the commission’s work since its inception by raising awareness of
its mandate, highlighting its achievements and challenges, assessing its prospects, and
proposing how to move the human rights agenda forward.
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Another aim was to review and formulate strategies and recommendations on the
following three main themes:
i.
Developments on the Situation of Human Rights and Democracy in Africa.
ii.
Review of Specific Human Rights Relevant to the Work of the African Commission.
iii.
Networking for Human Rights in Africa.
The specific objectives were to:
• Assess the commission’s work since its inception and evaluate the impact of its
achievements.
• Build awareness and improve knowledge about the commission’s mandate and work
over the past 30 years.
• Contribute understanding on the achievements, challenges and perspectives of the
commission, vis-à-vis its role of implementing the rights contained in the Africa Charter.
• Provide a forum for constructive engagement between the commission and various
stakeholders working in the field of human rights.
• Establish ways of building a more cohesive future for the commission and reflect on
opportunities for the promotion and protection of human rights under the African
Charter; and showcase the Commission’s work through its various publications.
The CGE presented the first statement before the commission after being granted
affiliate status during the 62nd Ordinary Session which was hosted in Mauritania in April
2018. The statement was on the plight of gender-based violence (GBV) in the country
and mitigation strategies that the country has put in place to remedy the situation.
3.3. Conference on Role of International Organisations and Priorities for Africa in 2019,
UNESCO South Africa, International Relations and Department of Social Development,
5 – 7 September 2018
The UNESCO 2018 Conference on Southern Perspectives on Migration: Addressing
Knowledge Production, Policies and Cooperation focused on offering novel narratives
on migration, by giving voice to researchers that work on migration in fields, or from
perspectives, that have been marginalised or under-researched so far. The objective
of the conference was to explore the knowledge gaps in current migration policy
development and research, and raise challenging issues including obstacles to migration;
human rights; environmental effects on migration; migrants’ access to services at the
local level; citizenship and statelessness; promotion of social justice and solidarity; and
policymaking impact. The conference envisaged to achieve two key outcomes namely,
to improved policy environment on migration, and to increased advocacy for the rights
and inclusion of migrants.
3.4. Pan-African Women’s Organisation (PAWO), Women’s Day Celebration, 31 July 2018
The 2018 Pan-African Women’s Day was hosted by the Department of International
Relations and Cooperation (DIRCO) in collaboration with PAWO under the theme:
Celebrating a Legacy of Liberation by the Pan-African Women: Taking Forward the
Struggle for Gender Equality. The celebrations marked the 56th anniversary since the
formation of PAWO and highlighted the achievements and focused on revitalising
PAWO, as well as building a progressive women’s movement in Africa. These celebrations
coincide with the 100 years since the formation of the Bantu Women’s League.
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4. ORGANISATIONAL AND

ACCOUNTING STRUCTURE

4.1 Governance Structure

Chairperson

Deputy Chairperson

Commissioners

CEO

Under the CGE act, the commission is composed of both full and part-time commissioners,
with a chairperson and deputy chairperson, who form the executive authority in terms
of the Public Finance Management Act (PFMA). The Chief Executive Officer (CEO) is
an invited ex-officio member of the commission in plenary meetings. The CEO is the
accounting officer under the PFMA, accountable to the commissioners for the day-today functioning of the organisation. The CEO appoints staff to support these operations
and functions of the commission.
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4.2 Accounting Officer and Staff Organisation Structure

CEO

CFO

DIRECTOR

DIRECTOR

LEGAL

RESEARCH

DIRECTOR

PUBLIC
EDUCATION &
INFORMATION

DIRECTOR
PLU

MANAGER

MANAGER

COMMUNICATIONS

INTERNAL AUDIT

SPOKESPERSON

MANAGER
IT

MANAGER
HR

PROVINCIAL
MANAGERS

Ms Keketso Maema
Chief Executive Officer

Ms Joan De Klerk
Public Education &
Information

Mr Moshabi Putu
Chief Financial Officer

Mr. Mcebisi Ketse
Human Resource

Ms Marissa Van Niekerk
Legal

Mr. Mofihli Teleki
Communications

Dr Thabo Rapoo
Policy & Research

Mr Thys Monosi
Information Technology

Adv. Kamraj Anirudrah
Parliamentary Liaison

Mr Cedric Seaba
Internal Audit

Note: Each provincial office is managed by a provincial manager with support staff. The
primary purpose of the provincial office is to:
• promote gender education at provincial level;
• create ease of access for all people across the geographical and rural spread of
South Africa;
• facilitate gender reporting and redress through outreach programmes;
• solicit provincially based gender data that informs the strategic direction and
research of the commission.
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5. MANDATE, VISION AND
MISSION
The legislative mandate of the Commission derives from the following acts.
5.1. The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa Act (No. 108 of 1996)
The CGE is a State institution established under the first Constitution of the Republic of
South Africa in 1996 to strengthen constitutional democracy. The CGE is independent,
subject to the Constitution and law, and accountable to the National Assembly. A positive
constitutional duty is placed upon all other organs of State to promote the effectiveness
of the CGE.
The Bill of Rights is the cornerstone of South African constitutional democracy. Herein is
enshrined the rights of all people to the democratic values of human dignity, equality
and freedom; the State is required to respect, protect, promote and fulfil these human
rights.
The CGE’s obligation to strengthen constitutional democracy focuses on the attainment
of gender equality in all spheres of life. This recognises that the prevailing environment
of gender inequality requires positive action by both the State and private sectors, if this
equality is to be attained. Establishing a constitutional institution with the sole purpose of
achieving gender equality is recognition by the Constitution that gender equality would
not be achieved if it was merely treated as a generalised human right.
Section 187(1) of the Constitution of South Africa reads: “The Commission for Gender
Equality must promote respect for gender equality and the protection, development
and attainment of gender equality.” The CGE is a catalyst in pursuit of this aim. Section
187(2) grants the CGE “the power, as regulated by national legislation, necessary to
perform its functions, including the power to monitor, investigate, research, educate,
lobby, advise and report on issues concerning gender equality”.
In addition, the CGE has the power to institute proceedings in terms of Section 20(1)(f)
of the Promotion of Equality and Prevention of Unfair Discrimination Act (No. 4 of 2000)
(PEPUDA).
5.2. The Commission for Gender Equality Act (No. 39 of 1996), as amended
Section 11 of the CGE act provides that the commission:
(a) shall monitor and evaluate policies and practices of organs of State at any level,
statutory bodies or functionaries, public bodies and authorities, and private businesses,
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enterprises and institutions, in order to promote gender equality, and may make
recommendations that the commission deems necessary;
(b) shall develop, conduct or manage information programmes and education
programmes, to foster public understanding of matters pertaining to the promotion of
gender equality and the role and activities of the commission;
(c) shall evaluate any act of Parliament, any system of personal and family law or custom,
any system of indigenous law customs or practices, or any other law in force at the
commencement of this act, or any law proposed by Parliament or any other legislature
after the commencement of this act, affecting or likely to affect gender equality or the
status of women, and make recommendations to Parliament or such other legislature
with regard thereto;
(d) may recommend to Parliament or any other legislature the adoption of new legislation
which would promote gender equality and the status of women;
(e) shall investigate any gender-related issues of its own accord or on receipt of a
complaint, and shall endeavour to resolve any dispute or rectify any act or omission by
mediation, conciliation or negotiation, provided that the commission may at any stage
refer any matter to:
•
•
•

the Human Rights Commission to deal with it in accordance with the provisions
of the Constitution and the law
the Public Protector to deal with it in accordance with the provisions of the
Constitution or
any other authority, whichever is appropriate;

(f) shall, as far as is practicable, maintain close liaison with institutions, bodies or
authorities with similar objectives to the commission, in order to foster common policies
and practices and to promote cooperation in relation to the handling of complaints in
cases of overlapping jurisdiction or other appropriate instances;
(g) shall liaise and interact with any organisation which actively promotes gender equality
and other sectors of civil society to further the objects of the commission;
(h) shall monitor the compliance with international conventions, international covenants
and international charters, acceded to or ratified by the Republic, relating to the objects
of the commission.
(i) shall prepare and submit reports to Parliament pertaining to any such convention,
covenant or charter relating to the objects of the commission;
(j) may conduct research or cause research to be conducted to further the objects of
the commission;
(k) may consider such recommendations, suggestions and requests concerning the
promotion of gender equality as it may receive from any source.
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Our Vision

Our Mission

To promote, protect, monitor
and evaluate gender
equality through research,
public education, policy
development, legislative
initiatives, effective
monitoring and litigation.

A society free from
all forms of gender
oppression and
inequality.

Our Values

Our values are anchored in the
supremacy of the Constitution and the
rule of law, and we perform all our functions with
an ethos grounded in the following values.
•
Independence – we impartially perform
our duties without fear or favour, mindful of the
independence of our office.
•

Professionalism – we timeously execute our responsibilities
with the utmost care and diligence responsive to the society
we serve.

•

Accountability – we always give an account of our actions
and decisions.

•

Ethical behaviour – we maintain high standards of
o trustworthiness and honesty
o respect and empathy
o
•

integrity.

Teamwork – we support and work in
collaboration with our colleagues, State
organs and civil society to maximise
the attainment of our
objectives.
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6. STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVES

The CGE has translated its constitutional mandate and obligation into four strategic
objectives to guide the organisation. These form the organisational framework for
compliance, governance and effective functioning and the strategic pillars for the
implementation of the commission’s mandate and vision.

Strategic Objective No. 1: To advance enabling legislative environment for gender
equality.

Strategic Objective No. 2: To promote respect for and the protection, development
of gender equality.

Strategic Objective No. 3: To build an efficient organisation that promotes and
protects gender equality.
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7. LEGISLATIVE
FRAMEWORK

7.1 Policy and Legislative Submissions
The CGE constantly analyses existing and proposed legislation from a gender-equality
perspective in accordance with the mandate and strategic objective “to ensure the
creation and implementation of an enabling legislative framework that promotes the
attainment of gender equality”. This is undertaken to strengthen constitutional democracy
and to promote the realisation of gender equality enshrined in the Constitution and
Bill of Rights. Submissions are made to Parliament and other legislation-making organs
to improve both the content and implementation of relevant legislation with the
understanding that gender equality is pivotal in nation-building and the attainment of
the envisaged outcomes of the National Development Plan (NDP).
Number

Date

Department

1

17 April 2018 Department
of Transport

2

17 April 2018 Department
of Environmental Affairs

Bill

Synopsis

Railway
Safety Draft
Bill

The purpose of the bill is to
ensure an improved safety
level within the railway
environment. The CGE
proposed revisions that would
ensure the safety of women,
children and people with
disabilities within the railway
system.
Environmen- This bill seeks to amend the
tal Manage- National Environmental
ment Laws Bill Management Act of 1998 and
as such covers a wide range
[B14-2017]
of relevant issues.
The issues range from technical
amendments such as
definitions e.g. “constitution”,
and “environmental mineral
resources inspector” to the
general powers of mineral and
petroleum inspectors which
will include their powers to
detain items for analysis or
verification.
The CGE submission supported
the bill and in addition
to proposing community
involvement in environmental
matters also recommended
gender mainstreaming the bill
to include gender equity in
management structures.
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Number
3.

Date

Department

Bill

20 April 2018 Standing
Draft rates
Committee on and moneFinance
tary amounts
and amendments of
revenue laws
(VAT Bill)

Synopsis
The CGE observes the rates
of taxation on individuals in
South Africa has become
burdensome together with
high costs of living which
includes the unacceptable
high costs of land and
accommodation. The CGE
recommends
a) a reduction of estate duty
b) a more reasonable tax rate
for natural persons

4

5

28 April 2018

Civil Union
Amendment
Bill [PMB2017]

c) expand the list of zerobased items to include fresh
meat, baby food, books,
medicines, sanitary pads,
school wear, water for
domestic use, electricity for
domestic use and airtime.
The Civil Union Act allows
for marriage officers in the
public service to refuse to
solemnise a marriage under
the act. This amounts to
indirect discrimination against
same sex couples as well, as
categories of marriage officers.

The CGE supported the
removal of discriminatory
provisions in the Civil Union Act.
The bill proposes to fix the rate
17 May 2018 Standing
Draft rates
Committee on and moneof normal tax, amend the
Finance
tary amounts Customs and Excise Act and
and amend- also the Estate Duty Act of
ment of Rev- 1955. amongst others.
enue Laws
“Vat Bill”
The CGE proposed
amendments that would
protect women who are
beneficiaries in deceased
estates which have a high
debt burden.
The CGE also denounced the
increased VAT rate from 14%
to 15% as this would affect the
livelihood of millions of men
and women who live on the
brink of poverty.
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Number
6

Date

Department

24 May 2018 National Treasury

7

15 June 2018 Department
of Justice and
Correctional
Services

8

15 June 2018 National Parliament

Bill
Independent Review
Panel on List
of Zero-rated
Items

Synopsis
National Treasury has
appointed an Independent
Panel of Experts to review the
current list of zero-rated items.
The CGE supported a review of
the list of zero-rated items and
recommended an inclusion
of items such as sanitary
towels, text books for schools
and tertiary institutions, basic
services (electricity/water) and
baby food.

The bill is in response to the
Constitutional Court case of
Ramuhovi v President of RSA.
The judgment confirms the
invalidity of Section 7(1) of
the RCMA. The section allows
for customary marriages
conducted prior to the RCMA
to be regulated ito customary
law. The CGE supported the
amendment of the RCMA
aimed at aligning it with
the judgment as this would
extend protection to millions of
women.
The NA called for submissions
Review of
Section 25 of on the proposal to amend
the ConstiSection 25 of the Constitution
tution – exin order to transform
propriation
land ownership through
without comexpropriation without
pensation
compensation.
Draft Recognition of
Customary
Marriages
Act (RCMA)
Amendment
Bill

The CGE supported an
amendment to Section 25(8)
to include expropriation that
seeks to address genderrelated imbalances in land
ownership.
The CGE also supported
expropriation without
compensation where it is
rational, targets a specific
category of beneficiaries and
conducted in a reasonable
and justifiable manner.
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Number

Date

9

16 July 2018

Department
Department
of Mineral
Resources

Bill

Synopsis

The Draft
Broad-based
Socio-economic Empowerment
Charter for
the Mining Industry – 2018

The Minister of Mineral
Resources issued the Draft
Broad-based Socio-economic
Empowerment Charter for the
Mining Industry (hereinafter
called the Mining Charter) on
15 June 2018.
The purpose of the Mining
Charter is to address the
marginalisation of the majority
of South Africans which was
facilitated by exclusionary
policies of the apartheid
regime. The Mining Charter
seeks to redress the historic
inequalities and to give
effect to Section 9 of the
Constitution.
The CGE supported the Mining
Charter and proposed revision
to the various clauses aimed
at gender mainstreaming the
draft policy. In particular, the
CGE recommended a 50/50
gender representation in
management structures within
all mining structures.
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Number

Date

10

17 July 2018

Department

Bill

Standing
The Public
Committee on Investment
Public Finance Corporation
(PIC) Second
Amendment
Bill

11.

1 August
2018

Department
of Energy

12

30 August
2018

National Treasury

Synopsis
The amendment was aimed
at making numerous changes
to the Public Investment
Corporation Act of 2004.
These included the insertion
of certain definitions, more
accountability measures,
such as directives regarding
the management of the
corporation to be tabled in
Parliament and the inclusion
of trade union representation
within the PIC Board.
The CGE supported the
amendments such as including
more effective checks
and balances to ensure
accountability and good
governance.
The CGE also supported
amendments aimed at
ensuring that depositors will
benefit from their investment in
the PIC.

Finally, the CGE proposed
that board members must
be equitably represented in
terms of gender and women
must be given equal decisionmaking powers.
Draft Regula- The CGE supported the
tions on the
proposed policy which
Mandatory
has benefits for the entire
Display of
nation. In addition, the CGE
Energy Perrecommended gender
formance
mainstreaming measures,
Certificates
such as ensuring female
participation within the ranks
of service providers that will
be required to provide energy
performance certificates.
The CGE supported the
Report by
Independent panel’s recommendations to
Panel on the zero rate for school uniforms,
Review of
nappies, sanitary products and
Zero Vat Rate certain poultry products.
The CGE placed on record
that the identified items will
have a positive impact on
basic expenses that are
skewed towards women in
their role as caregivers.
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Number

Date

13

7 September
2018

14

3 October
2018

Department

Bill

Synopsis

Competition
Commission:
Health Market Enquiry

The Competition Commission
launched an inquiry into the
“uncompetitive conduct”
within the health care industry.
The CGE welcomed this initiative because the health care
industry in South Africa is rife
with uncompetitive practices
ranging from private practitioners, private health care
facilities, medical schemes
and pharmaceutical companies. The level of the uncompetitive conduct runs deep
and may appear legitimate,
but in many instances constitute conduct prohibited by the
Competitions Act.
The CGE placed on record
that uncompetitive conduct
which is prohibited must be
addressed as this compromises
quality health care services.
The CGE also made recommendations for the relevant
regulatory structures in the
health care industry to revise
benefits, procedures and practices in the health care industry
that have an adverse impact
on the health care needs of
the nation and more especially the biased nature of benefits
of medical scheme benefits
that favor men.

Portfolio Com- Child Justice
mittee
Amendment
Bill

The CGE supports the insertion
of the words “remit the case
to the court which made the
finding, whereupon that court
must deal with the person concerned”.
The CGE supports the changes to Section 79 as these are
in line with the Constitutional
Court judgment.
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Number

Date

15

15 October
2018

16

24 October
2018

17

18

8 March
2019

15 March
2019

Department

Bill

Synopsis

Standing
Division of
Committee on Revenue
Finance
Amendment
Bill

The aim of the bill was to
amend the Division of Revenue
Act of 2018 in accordance
with the Money Bills Amendment Procedure and Related
Matters Act, 2009. The CGE
supports the bill with its amendments.
The aim of the bill to amend
Standing
Money Bill
Committee on Amendments the Money Bills and AmendFinance
Procedures
ment Procedure and Related
and related
Matters Act, and insert certain
matters
definitions that clarify which
instruments the act apply to,
as well as to correct the powers and functions of the committees dealing with matters
related to the act.

Select Committee on
security and
Justice

The commission supports the
content of the bill.
Cybercrimes There are various forms of
and Cyberse- cyber acts or deeds that may
curity Bill
qualify as cyber violence
against women and girls. These
include non-consensual pornography; revenge porn; gender-based slurs; harassment on
gender or sexual orientation;
slut-shaming; unsolicited pornography; human trafficking
and death.

The CGE asserts that the cybercrimes and cybersecurity
are progressive.
Portfolio
National Min- The bill neglects to consider
Committee on imum Wage the myriad of challenges that
Labour
Amendment care workers experience, parBill
ticularly the issue of funding. It
is therefore submitted that the
practical effect is that most
caregivers would not enjoy the
protection that is accorded to
workers as defined in the act.
The CGE submitted that the
act in its current form has the
potential to improve the future
earnings of most of South Africa’s worst-paid aid workers.
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Number

40

Date

19

28 March
2019

20

28 March
2019

Department

Bill

Customary
Portfolio
Committee on Marriages
Act
Justice and
Correctional
services

Synopsis

The CGE recognises the need
to amend Section4(2) of the
RCMA to address the current wave of non-registered
customary marriages in the
country which prejudices most
women whose customary marriages are unregistered and
not having sufficient proof of
the existence of the marriage.
Maintenance The CGE recognises the need
Portfolio
Committee on Act
for legislative amendment,
Justice and
which will explicitly determine
Correctional
the circumstances under
services
which child maintenance may
be deducted from retirement
benefits in South Africa. The
amendment to Section 26(4)
of the Maintenance Act would
strengthen the act to ensure
that maintenance claimants
have access to justice.

8. COMMISSIONER’S INPUT
ON OVERSIGHT

8.1 Nordic Embassy Gender Dialogue, 19 April 2018
The dialogue/panel discussion was hosted by the Nordic Embassy and the CGE
participated. Students from universities and other learning institutions were invited to
express challenges experienced regarding gender-based violence.
Amongst other topics discussed were:
•

Economic inequality in society and workplaces.

•

Women in the informal sector.

•

Women entrepreneurs.

•

The use of technology for women; challenges and opportunities.

8.2 Dialogue at University of the Free State, 26 April 2018
The CGE was represented as one of the panellists and discussion reflected on recounting
the many gains made since the advent of democracy in the country, as well as a critical
assessment in terms of the many faultiness that could stymie the democratic project. A
great need to include students as part of the panellists and engagements was noted.
8.3 Symposium on Sentencing and Bail, 22 June 2018
The panel made recommendations on the issue of minimum sentences. The view was on
survivor’s justice not necessarily bringing change to perpetrator – they become repeat
convicts and receive long sentences in over-crowded prisons. The view was shared that
minimum sentences should be done away with. The focus on prisoner rights and the
effect of justice processes see a low throughput of those accused. Thirty-five per cent
of complainants withdrawof complains before arrest, with 68% withdrawing before trials.
In cases on trial, 13% pleads guilty and those eventually convicted from 100 (2006) are
6(2007) and 9 (2012). Detainees spend days in the system without trial.
The work is ongoing, however, prisoner rights and reformation were emphasised with little
support for victims and those who were violated. A clear strategy is needed to reduce
and encourage prevention. A question is whether the criminal justice system is geared
for that? This issue requires further work, although the ACJR is doing significant research
along with the University of the Western Cape (UWC) on the issues.
8.4 GBV National Dialogues, Western Cape, 20 July 2018
CGE was invited by the Women’s Ministry to these dialogues. The aim was to understand
the root cause and manifestations of gender-based violence. The primary objectives
for these dialogues were to talk to communities experiencing violence, to change
the mindsets of the communities, to raise communities ‘consciousness on the rights of
women and to address challenges of poverty and unemployment. The communities
emphasised the lack of action after lodging complaints with the police, and rampant
gender violence in their communities.
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The impact of farm evictions on women-headed households was raised. The councillor
pledged to work with the different stakeholders to expedite resolve on community
complaints in the area – work that already started through the invitation to the Joint
Women and Gender Commission in the area.
8.5 Sexual and Reproductive Health & Rights (SRHR) Seminar, 12 September 2018
The national SRHR seminar was co-hosted by CGE and the Danish Embassy to unpack
the research and evidence base on SRHR – trends and emerging issues and to discuss
strategies for developing policies, multi-sectoral interventions with all stakeholders, joint
monitoring and evaluation and reporting, and the contribution to the national, regional
and national targets. The Danish Embassy was well represented, and the Deputy Head
of Mission delivered a keynote address.
It was decided to continue with joint planning, programming, monitoring and evaluation
with like-minded partners on SRHR; and to have a follow-up meeting with the Danish
Embassy, Marie Stopes and other relevant stakeholders with a view to future partnerships.
8.6 National Launch of Constitutional Values, Unisa, Pretoria, 20 September 2018
The national launch of the Constitutional Values was co-hosted by the Public Service
Commission, the Department of Public Service and Administration and Unisa. The launch
coincided with the National Public Servant’s month with many commemorations that
were happening throughout the country. The event was attended by few Ministers of
various department, The Presidency and the chairperson and members of the portfolio
committee and Members of Parliament.
8.7 UN Women Meeting/Policy Dialogue, UN, Pretoria, 6 February 2019
The CGE attended the UN women’s meeting or policy dialogue to discuss the global
compact on gender equality and women empowerment. The policy dialogue was
convened with the aim to:
a) share lessons learned and opportunities related to advancing gender equality
and women’s empowerment;
b) discuss gender-related public policy issues that were and remained relevant for all
stakeholders in the country context;
c) facilitate participation of champions in key international policy processes focusing
on gender equality, such as the Committee on the Status of Women (meetings and
platforms and the Annual Women’s Empowerment Principles events convened
on International women’s Day, i.e. 8 March 2019.
8.8 National Summit on Gender Based Violence and Femicide held 1-2 November 2018
The Summit came into being through civil society organisations but with particular
reference to the Hashtag #Totalshutdown Movement. The movement is a body of NGOs
that operate within the gender sector which came together to demand government
response and action towards the eradication of high levels of GBV and Femicide in
the South Africa. The movement also agitated towards a national dialogue to discuss
the scrouge of GBV and femicide as well as the solutions thereof. The Commission
participated in the Summit as a key stakeholder but more importantly asa Chapter 9 that
is responsible for the promotion and protection of gender rights in South Africa. At the
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Summit, the Commission made inputs in several plenaries and in some instances offering
solutions through the mandate of the institution.
8.9 Multi-party Summit and Media Conference, Parktonian Hotel and CGE, 27 February
2019
The CGE held a multi-party summit with the view to deliberate with the six big parties
on the manifestos, their party lists and generic women representation in politics, as well
as existence of their gender equality policies. The summit was followed by a media
conference that focused on the outcomes of the multi-party summit. Political parties
committed to reviewing their party list to observe gender parity and were given three
months to submit draft gender equality or sexual harassment policies. The meeting is to
be reconvened after the 2019 elections.
8.10 Multi stakeholder Briefing with Portfolio Committee Chairperson (Social Development),
E. Cape
Hon. Zoleka Capa held a multi stakeholder briefing with stakeholders who work in the
subject of GBV in the Eastern Cape province. This was prompted by notably high levels
of GBV and Femicide in areas such as Lusikisiki and Bizana. All matters that concerns
issues of welfare, protection of women from GBV and Femicide as well as interventions
were discussed in depth during the briefing. It was also ascertained that the forms of GBV
committed have a major impact on girls who are growing up in those communities. The
provincial stakeholders resolved the following:
-

Legislation should be amended to deal with forms GBV which directly affect
communities

-

The provincial government will lead a process of drafting a programme which will
ensure the protection women and children in the aforementioned communities.

8.11 Consultative Workshop on Draft Regulations for Victim Support Service Consultative,
Inkosi Albert Luthuli, 18 March 2019
A submission was made to the KwaZulu-Natal Department of Social Development on
a draft Victim’s Empowerment Support Services Bill, 2015”. The workshop was to discuss
submissions received and further input that needed to be made.
8.12 Global partnerships and stakeholder engagement held in he W. Cape
This engagement was convened and hosted by the EU (European Union) Commissioner
for Trade. The engagement was a follow to several discussions about the issue of
economic transformation. Transformation in this instance was a reference to economic
empowerment, land and gender equality. The Commission was a participant in
the engagements due to its interest on the subject of gender equality and gender
transformation in all sectors of society.
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9. DEPARTMENTAL
REPORTS
9.1 Legal
9.1.1. Complaints
The CGE opened 546 complaints during this financial year, 530 files were closed, and 524
files are still pending. The following table represents the files that were brought forward,
opened, closed and pending during the financial year 2018/2019.
Province

Files Opened
92

Files Closed
46

Pending
111

Head Office

16

12

11

Limpopo
Western Cape
Mpumalanga
North West
Free State
KwaZulu-Natal
Eastern Cape

68
31
46
42
67
56
79

89
16
55
44
118
56
55

37
39
29
69
24
71
83

Northern Cape
Total

49
546

39
530

50
524

Gauteng
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The table below shows New Files opened from April 2018 to March 2019, indicating the nature
of complaints.
Nature of Complaint

GP

LP

WC

MP

FS

KZN

EC

NC

TOTAL

Gender-based Violence

32

5

4

9

10

15

4

12

16

5

112

Labour

5

3

3

3

2

2

4

1

10

4

37

Culture and Tradition

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

2

2

0

6

Religion

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

2

Patriarchy

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

Economic

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

8

0

11

Education

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

Health Care

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

Succession

0

3

0

4

0

0

1

0

5

0

13

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

20

19

6

1

1

7

26

20

17

2

119

10

6

9

4

3

1

10

9

7

6

65

Divorce

0

1

1

3

0

3

7

0

5

3

23

Sexual Offences

15

1

6

11

0

5

1

10

0

8

57

Maintenance

6

26

2

7

0

6

13

2

9

21

92

Defamation

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

2

Total

92

68

31

46

16

42

67

56

79

49

546

Political Representation
and Participation
General Discriminatory
Practice)
General Gender
Discriminatory Practice
(gender-related)

HO NW
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9.1.2. Legal and Outreach Clinics
The department conducted a total of 79 advocacy, legal and outreach clinics this
financial year in collaboration with Public Education and Information (PEI). The table
below provides a visual display on the split of the advocacy, legal and outreach clinics
per province, with Western Cape, Limpopo, Northern Cape and Mpumalanga ranking
the highest during this financial year.

Advocacy, Legal and Outreach Clinics
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Issues of gender-based violence, maintenance and sexual offences are still a matter of
great concern for the commission.
9.1.3. Systemic Investigations
•

Systemic gender violations in shelters

The CGE concluded its report on the state of shelters in South Africa. The report is based
on the CGE’s observations and analysis of information received from the sampled
shelters and DSD. It is evident that there are deep-rooted systemic challenges that need
to be addressed at the highest level of institutions that are expected to offer services to
survivors of violence. The recommendations of the investigation include a hearing to
held in 2019/20.
•

Maternal health

The CGE compiled a preliminary report on maternal health investigation. The department
will formally submit allegations, contained in the preliminary report, to the National
Department of Health (DoH) and afford them an opportunity to respond. Once the
response is received, the Legal Department will proceed to finalise the report.
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Decriminalisation of sex work

•

First leg of the complaint
The Parliamentary Liaison Unit has since made submissions to the South African Law
Reform Council (SALRC) Report.
Second leg of the complaint
Standard operating procedure is finalised. The CGE in conjunction with SAPS will
roll out training (on the handling of sex workers) in all provinces at SAPS. It is worth
noting that the CGE has been called to various stations for follow-up training with
SAPS members on this issue. Once all the training is completed, SAPS will compile
a report and CGE will make inputs for the purposes of monitoring and evaluation.
9.1.4. Gender Transformation Hearings on Procurement
The CGE has conducted gender transformation on procurement on 13 and 14 November
2018. The following national departments formed part of the transformation hearings:





Department of Rural development and Land Reform
Department of Health
Department of Social Development
Department of Basic Education (DBE)
The CGE compiled the Gender Transformation on Procurement report during the
last quarter of the financial year. In general, most departments argued that they
have been using the Preferential Procurement Policy Framework Act (PPPFA)
regulations issued in 2011. These regulations state that the tender must be awarded
to a bidder scoring the highest points in price and Broad-based Black Economic
Empowerment (BBBEE) does not allocate tenders or quotations based on gender.
The report contains recommendations to all the departments and a follow-up on
the implementations shall be done in the financial year 2019/2020.

9.1.5. Gender Transformation Hearings in Institutions of Higher Learning
The CGE held gender transformation hearings with institutions of higher learning on the
22 and 23 November 2018. The following universities were part of the hearings:


The University of Mpumalanga



Sol Plaatje University



Nelson Mandela university



University of Zululand



The Department of Higher Education and Training (DHET)

The CGE observed that the two new universities, Sol Plaatje University and the University
of Mpumalanga, are struggling with transformation. Nelson Mandela University
demonstrated progressive measures to track and promote transformation; whereas the
University of Zululand established language policy including sign language to persons
with disability, especially deaf students. The CGE observed that DHET failed to achieve
gender parity and the progress on transformation is too slow. The commission found that
issues of gender equality and disability are still not taken seriously at DHET.
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9.1.6. Litigation
Ngomane v Mdluli
Divorce action involving a traditional leader in a customary marriage. Complainant
consulted and instructed the CGE to proceed with divorce on the ground of irretrievable
breakdown of the marriage and gender-based violence experienced by the plaintiff.
At present, the dispute is that the defendant denies the existence of a customary
marriage between the parties. As a result, the High Court has been approached for a
declaratory order and decree of divorce.
Sedikana v Sedikana
This is a defended divorce action. Complainant is deaf and is assisted by the Legal
Department to get a decree of divorce.
Mokoena v Mndlovu
This is a defended divorce action. Complainant is assisted by the CGE to get a decree
of divorce.
WLC v President of Republic of South Africa
The case was lodged in 2014 in the Western Cape High Court to address the plight of
Muslim Women who is married in terms of Shariah Law/Muslim Rights. The Western Cape
High Court handed down judgment on this matter and the CGE was admitted as a
friend of the Court. The judgment handed down and declared inter alia that the State
is obliged by Section 7(2) of the Constitution to respect, protect, promote and fulfil the
rights in Sections 9, 10, 15, 28, 31 and 34 of the Constitution to recognise Muslim marriages
as valid and to regulate the consequences of such recognition. The matter is currently
on appeal.
Beloftebos Wedding Venue
According to media reports1, the owners of Beloftebos Wedding Venue refused to accept
a booking for a wedding by a same-sex couple, Ms Alex Thorne and her partner Alex Lu.
The refusal is said to be based on a policy not to host same-sex weddings because the
owners of Beloftebos believe marriage is limited to a life-long commitment between a
man and a woman. Michael Swain, an executive director of Freedom of Religion South
Africa, who spoke on behalf of the owners, said; “The owners of Beloftebos are Christians
who want to honour and be obedient to God in everything they do. This includes the
way in which they run their business”. The CGE and the SAHRC has brought this matter to
the Equality Court
Application for Review of Administrative Action, MEC Xasa, Cooperative Governance
and Traditional Affairs (COGTA) and House of Traditional Leaders
The traditional leadership dispute concerns the headman/woman position in Gqunqe
Village, Centane, Eastern Cape. The position of headman/woman become vacant when
Siwatawata Kona passed away in 2006. Siwatawata Kona is survived by his wife Nomisile
Kona and four daughters. Zukiswa Kona (hereinafter referred to as the Appellant) is the
eldest daughter of the late S Kona.
The royal family identified Nomisile Kona (the wife of the deceased) to act for Nomboniso
Kona, one of Nomisile’s daughters. This was largely due to the dispute about the
Appellant’s marital status.
1
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http://www.news24.com/SouthAfrica/News/hosting-same-sex-wedding-would-be-disobedience-to-god-beloftebos-venue-20170805

The acting appointment of Nomisile Kona was later reviewed by the royal family. Thereafter,
the late S Kona’s brother, Mbukumbuku April Kona was identified as headman. Due to
the lack of adequate response and/or handling of the traditional leadership dispute as
delineated in paragraphs 1.8 – 1.9 here above, the Appellant lodged a formal complaint
with the CGE on 3 June 2011, it was assessed and found to be gender-related. It alleged
that King Zwelonke Sigcawu cited that women could not hold traditional leadership
positions, and this was aggravated as she was alleged to be considered married. This
despite that per Xhosa custom, there should be no male issue, an unmarried woman
could hold the position in a permanent capacity.
This matter is currently pending.
Equality Court: Laura Meyer and Rigardt Roux
The complainant lodged a complaint with the CGE, Eastern Cape Office on 29 June
2017 against Rigardt Roux.
The Complaint centred on allegations that Mr Roux had pursued her on the social
media platform, Instagram and asked for her cellular number. He telephoned her
and asked sexually explicit questions, etc. The complainant then blocked him on the
Whatsapp messenger, whereafter he messaged her via text message (SMS).
“I had a reason for asking what I did you stupid cripple f**k”. 2
The complainant has a physical disability and was fearful that he may harass her when
she returned from studying in Cape Town to East London as he resided in East London.
The CGE has drafted papers and the respondent is to be served.
Kunene v Department of Education
The CGE received a formal complaint consisting of allegations of gender discrimination,
harassment, intimidation and assault, among others, experienced on 16 November
2017 by the complainant while employed by of Department of Education, Mothibistad
Kuruman, Northern Cape.
This matter is pending at the Equality Court.
Mocwaledi v Office of the Premier, Northern Cape
The complainant alleges that during a Strategic Planning Session on 17 October 2017,
the respondent uttered the following words to all managers in attendance: “he does not
mix and waste his time with ‘semels and varke’. Ek sal nie skrik gemaak word van mense/
aunties wat werk toe kom met hulle groot groen panties om mense ongelukkig te maak
nie”. Loosly translated of the words would be that “he does not mix and waste his time
with animals and pigs. I will not be threatened by people/old women who come to work
with their big green panties to make people unhappy.    
This matter is pending before the Equality Court.
Mahlangu and Others v Minister of Labour
This matter concerns the exclusion of domestic workers employed in private households
from the definition of “employee” in the Compensation for Occupational Injuries and
Diseases Act (No. 130 of 1993) (“COIDA” or “the act”) and thus from entitlement to benefit
under the act. The matter is unusual in that it is undisputed that COIDA’s exclusion of
2

We have in our possession a screen print of the said message.
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domestic workers is unconstitutional, and gravely so. Indeed, this appears to have been
accepted by the State for many years. Yet despite this, and despite the devastating
consequences for domestic workers who constitute some of the most vulnerable women
in our society, the exclusion has been allowed to persist for 25 years since COIDA’s
promulgation in 1993.
The CGE has entered as amicus curiae in this matter and it is pending before the High
Court.
Tshabalala v State
The Chief Justice issued directions on 13 February 2019 requesting written submissions
from the parties on two issues:
1.1. First, whether an accused can be convicted of common law rape on the basis
of common purpose; and
1.2. Second, whether the Supreme Court of Appeal decision in Phetoe v S3 was
correct and, if correct, whether there is anything to distinguish the convictions
that the applicant puts in dispute from those which his co-accused, Mr Phetoe,
was absolved.
The CGE has filed an application seeking leave to be admitted as an amicus curiae in
this matter, in order to present written and oral argument. The commission limits its written
submissions to the first question raised in the Chief Justice’s Directions. The application to
be admitted as amicus curiae has been granted.
Sithole & CGE v Sithole
The above detailed apartheid law as per Section 22(6) thereof dictated that that all
civil marriages of black persons were automatically out of community of property4. This
oppressive apartheid regime ignored the customs and belief systems as it was commonly
known and accepted that marriage would be in community of property.
In 1998, Section 22(6) of the Black Administration Act was repealed by the Marriage
and Matrimonial Property Law Amendment Act (No. 3 of 1988). This resulted in all civil
marriages entered into by black spouses on or after 2 December 1988 were to be in
community of property unless otherwise stipulated in an antenuptial contract (regardless
of race).
This amendment did not automatically change the civil marriages entered into prior
to 2 December 1988, but parties thereto were permitted to enter into and register a
notarial contract to make the provisions of the Matrimonial Property Act applicable to
their civil marriage (Section 21(2), No. 88 of 1984). This was allowed to 2 December 1990,
failing which the marriage consequences remain governed by Section 22(6) of the Black
Administration Act (No. 38 of 1927). Accordingly, this window period was for two years.
Facts of The First Applicant
Ms Sithole was married under the Black Administration Act (prior to 1988), she was
3
4
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unaware she was married out of community of property and always believed she was
married in community of property. She was unaware of the two-year window period.
This belief was further cemented by her having to sign for the bond application papers
for their matrimonial home being cited as “in community of property”.
She financially provided to the home and took her monies earned from her business to
educate her children. When her son passed away, the marriage started to crumble, and
her husband sought to sell the matrimonial home.
She then discovered that she was married out of community of property.
Accordingly, the Law Reform Commission (LRC) sought an urgent interdict stopping
the sale of the home, however the Judge, when allowing the interdict, required the
constitutional challenge to the amendment within 90 days.
In essence LRC, wishes to argue that the amendment and the associated window period
as per paragraph 2.3 hereof should have made all the marriages which were conducted
under the Black Administration Act as in community of property and those who wished to
be out of community would be provided the window period to do so.
It must be highlighted that Section 7(3) of the Divorce Act does offer some form of remedy
in that the Court is empowered to order a fair and equitable division of the estate. Be
that as it may, access to courts and legal representation is costly.
Democratic Alliance (DA) v Grace Mugabe
CGE entered as amicus curiae in the matter. Mrs Mugabe was accused of assaulting
Ms Engels with an electric cord. The SA government allowed Ms Mugabe to leave the
country, stating that Mrs Mugabe had diplomatic immunity.
Judgement was granted on this matter and the immunity against Mrs Mugabe has been
set aside. On 13 December 2018, the National Prosecuting Authority (NPA) issued a
warrant of arrest against the former first lady of Zimbabwe.

9.2 Research
9.2.1 Assessing Women’s Representation and Participation in Traditional Sector Report
The purpose of this research project was to assess the extent to which Houses of Traditional
Leaders took concrete steps, in terms of internal institutional policies and processes, as
well as sectoral programmes activities and projects, to address issues, such as gender
inequality, the lower levels of women’s representation and participation in the affairs of
these Houses of Traditional Leaders, as well other challenges such as women’s reproductive
health and sexual welfare issues. Many of the local African communities under the
authority of these Houses of Traditional Leaders face enormous social challenges, such
as domestic violence, sexual abuse, rape, under-age/childhood forced marriages and
others that need attention and policy action. In addition, the issues of gender inequality
and women’s empowerment within the traditional sector remain areas of concern for
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policy and legislation. The CGE therefore sought to assess the efforts of the national
and provincial Houses of Traditional Leaders, through their internal policies, practices
and programmes of action, to determine the extent to which they have made serious
interventions to address these challenges. The study was conducted over a period of
two years, with two report published:
•

Royalty and Women’s Empowerment: Assessing Gender Mainstreaming through
Houses of Traditional Leaders (2017)

•

Gender Rights Under Culture Rites: Assessing Women’s Empowerment through
Houses of Traditional Leaders in South Africa (2018)

Key issues:
Among the critical issues raised by the study, are the following:
•

Many members of the Houses of Traditional Leaders are largely unfamiliar with the
issues related to gender equality and transformation.

•

In some of the houses, there is limited understanding of the laws, including national
and international/continental and regional policy frameworks related to gender
transformation/equality.

•

All the Houses of Traditional Leaders (national and provincial) are still maledominated, with very limited representation and participation of women not only
as ordinary members, but also as leaders occupying positions of authority.

•

The power to appoint senior traditional leaders still resides with the royal families,
who continue to appoint more males than females, and current legislative
frameworks dealing with the appointment of senior traditional leaders fail to
address the lack of attention to gender issues when royal houses exercise their
power to appoint senior traditional leaders in the various provinces.

•

While the national framework acts regarding traditional authorities (which governs
matters related to traditional authorities in South Africa) making provision for a 30%
quota in female representation in the membership of the Houses of Traditional
Leaders, there is no legal enforcement of this provision or legal mechanisms to
sanction failure to comply. In fact, there is provision to allow for this 30% quota
requirement to be relaxed or revised downwards by provincial Premiers.

9.2.2

AssessingPlight of Women in Correctional Services Facilities Report

This project assesses the conditions and circumstances under which women incarcerated
in Correctional Service Centres in South Africa are held, including an assessment of
the services rendered to the women by the Department of Correctional Services. The
assessment also examines the extent to which Correctional Service Centres observe the
rights of female inmates to reproductive health care and welfare services. Three Centres
were selected for this assessment during this FY: Durban Westville Female Correctional
Centre in KwaZulu-Natal; Potchefstroom Female Correctional Centre in North West;
and Thohoyandou Female Correctional Services Centre in Limpopo. A research report
containing the findings and recommendations has been published for distribution to
stakeholders:
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•

Inmates in Sickness and Health: Assessing Correctional Services on the Health and
Wellness of Women in Correctional Facilities (2017)

•

Bound by Duty to Care: Assessing Correctional Service Centres on the Health and
Welfare Services for Female Offenders (2018)

Key issues:
Some of the key findings of this study showed that:
•

•

•
•

•

•

Overcrowding was found to be the central problem amongst all the Correctional
Services Centres assessed, leading to poor quality of services, especially for inmates
with health-related problems, including sexual reproductive health care problems.
In all the Centres assessed, Correctional Service officials are largely untrained to
handle health-related, sexual and reproductive health issues affecting female
prisoners.
Many cases of female inmates with mental health issues are identified but prison
officials are usually not well trained or prepared to handle these problems.
Medical health care personnel in the Correctional Services are inadequate, often
unable to provide consistent and regular care for some of the mental health care
patients.
Medical provisions/supplies (especially prescribed medicines) for inmates with
chronic illnesses are often not provided, or if they are, they are often provided
irregularly or very late.
In some of the Correctional Service Centres, the screening of inmates at entry points
was susceptible to procedural lapses, mainly due to reliance on ordinary nursing
staff without the necessary medical qualifications and expertise to detect infectious
medical conditions, including invisible but serious signs of substance abuse and
mental illnesses among new inmates. These procedural lapses usually place the
health of other inmates in danger from transmissions of infectious diseases. Also, the
failure to detect invisible medical conditions such as substance abuse and mental
health issues means that such inmates cannot receive the necessary and proper
professional medical care and counselling that they are entitled to.

9.2.3 Elections 2019 Project: Assessment of Women’s Participation and Representation
in Political Parties
This project spans two financial years (2018/19 and 2019/20). It assesses the 2019 elections
and its related processes (i.e. political party electoral processes, as well as electoral
processes driven by the Independent Electoral Commission (IEC) from a gendered
perspective, to determine the extent to which political parties and other elective
institutions have made provisions to ensure equal representation and participation
between women and men in South Africa.
As part of this study, the CGE’s Research Department convened a political parties
stakeholder conference on 27 February 2019 during which many stakeholders from civil
society, government and political parties attended and took part in the discussions.
Former IEC Chair, Advocate Pansy Tlakula was the keynote Speaker for the event. The
following political parties were invited to take part and to make presentations on their
proposed party policies and programmes on gender equality and transformation: African
National Congress (ANC), DA, Economic Freedom Fighters (EFF), Inkatha Freedom Party
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(IFP), United Democratic Movement (UDM), Freedom Front Plus (FF+) and Congress of the
People (COPE). The FF+ did not attend. Participants raised many important and relevant
issues regarding political party gender equality internal policies and representation of
women in leadership structures, including dealing with party members found to have
perpetrated acts of sexual harassment of women.
While the project is still ongoing into the new financial year, the Research Department
compiled a background research report based on the review and analysis of information
(including the figures) collected on the representation and participation of women in
politics and government/legislative institutions during the period 2014 – 2018. The purpose
was to draw comparisons and determine the level of progress achieved since the 2014
National and Provincial Elections, and just prior to the 2019 elections, in terms of gender
equality in representation and participation in politics and government.
Key issues:
This preliminary background report for this project revealed the following developments
during the interim period (since the 2014 National and Provincial Elections and prior to
the 2019 elections):
•
•
•

•
•

•

That greater progress was made in terms of more numbers of women appointed
in various positions of authority.
More female Premiers and Members of Executive Council (MECs) were appointed
in the interim period since the 2014 National and Provincial Elections.
Similarly, more female office-bearers were appointed at provincial legislatures,
National Assembly and the National Council of Provinces than before during the
same period (although party chief whip positions continued to be dominated by
male leaders at national and provincial levels).
There was greater gender balance among provincial MECs than before.
However, at political party leadership levels, within party senior leadership
structures, all the major political parties continued to be led by senior male leaders,
with limited representation for female political leaders.
These findings set a benchmark for the outcomes of the 2019 National and
Provincial Elections.

9.2.3 Policy Briefings/Dialogues Programme
Gender mainstreaming in the mining sector in South Africa has been an area of priority
for the CGE Research Department since 2014. The mining houses in South Africa have
been very slow in complying with and promoting gender equality and transformation in
the sector. In the financial year under review, the CGE Research Department conducted
and completed a study on gender mainstreaming in the mining sector in South Africa,
with two mining companies (i.e. Petra Diamonds Cullinan Operations and Impala
Platinum Holdings Ltd., Rustenburg) under assessment. The CGE Research Department
compiled and published a research report titled:
•
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Bold Claims and Small Gains: Reluctance to Promote Gender Equality in the
Mining Sector in South Africa

Based on the findings contained in this report, a policy dialogue was convened with
stakeholders on 22 August 2018 at the CGE Head Office in Johannesburg. The two
mining houses that were assessed for this study were invited, together with various other
stakeholders in the mining sector, to a presentation and discussion of the findings of the
study.
Key issues:
Some of the issues raised by the findings of the study on gender mainstreaming in the
mining sector in South Africa include the following:
The report revealed that the mining industry is struggling to promote gender transformation
due to its male dominance. There is clearly inadequate representation and participation
of women in senior level decision-making structures in mining companies. Both companies
do not seem to be putting in the necessary efforts to promote the involvement and
representation of sufficient numbers of women at senior level, as well as lack of
workplace structures to promote gender equality and transformation. Both companies
have shown limited efforts in forging an internal organisational culture conducive to
gender mainstreaming. At another level there seemed to be limited efforts to develop
internal policies, programmes and projects to promote gender mainstreaming. In some
cases, there were perceptions that management was not keen to discourage reporting
of cases of sexual harassment. In both instances it was evident that there was a lack
of understanding what gender mainstreaming means and entails. Insufficient budget
allocation for gender mainstreaming programmes and activities was indicative of the
two companies’ lack of commitment to gender equality and transformation.
9.2.4

Additional Activities

CGE participation in the planning of the National Presidential Summit on Gender-based
Violence:
The CGE was an integral part of the planning activities of the Presidential Summit on
Gender-based Violence in October 2019. As part of this, the Research Department
compiled a concept note on the proposed establishment of the National Council on
Gender-based Violence. The concept note was used as one of the key input documents
during discussions at the summit, and also contributed to the draft of the Women
Ministry’s official concept document on the proposed National Council on Genderbased Violence.
CGE participation in UNECA initiative based the African Gender Development Index
(AGDI) Project Report, 2017:
In 2017, the CGE Research Department conducted a research study on the African
Gender Development Index which prompted the United Nation Economic Commission
for Africa (UNECA) to consider South Africa (with its youth bulge population) as one of the
pilot countries, together with Nigeria and Zambia, for a four-year project on Demographic
Dividend with a Gender Dimension. The project started at the beginning of 2018 with the
focal persons from Stats SA, Department of Women, Department of Social Development
and DPME. The CGE Research Department subsequently became part of this initiative,
with two researchers becoming CGE focal persons for this initiative which has culminated
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in the first phase report that was presented in Addis Ababa on 23 – 25 April 2019. A CGE
researcher chaired the South African report session. The project is still ongoing and the
final report for the current phase of this initiative is due for submission to UNECA by the
end of May 2019.
The CGE participated in a country reporting process on Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) coordinated by Stats SA:
The CGE co-chaired the Sector Working Group on Goal 5 – Achieve gender equality
and empower all women and girls. The CGE was also participating on other SDGs to
ensure that the issue of gender equality was mainstreamed as a cross-cutting issue. It was
noted that South Africa has made strides in implementing the SDGs, including Goal 5. It
is important to indicate and communicate progress made, and to specify how far the
country has advanced on the implementation of this goal. Goal 5 is important as it affects
more than half of the world’s population. Out of the 232 indicators, there are only 54 that
are gender-specific. However, currently South Africa is mainstreaming Goal 5 across all
17 SDGs to ensure that gender is central thereby promoting gender transformation in
the long run. It is also important to highlight that South Africa has also compiled the
baseline report that domesticated a number of Tier II and Tier III SDG indicators for the
benefit of the country. Moreover, it should be stated that South African Constitution
which is the supreme law in the country is considered as one of the most progressive and
sophisticated and is considered one of the best Constitutions in the world.
Partnership with the Foundation for Human Rights (FHR):
National dialogues are conducted across the country in preparation for the drafting of
the national strategy on the UN’s Security Council Resolution 1325. A CGE researcher
participated in the dialogues, using knowledge and information gathers through the
Research Department’s work on gender-based violence.
9.3 Public Education and Information
9.3.1 Coordinated Programme on Gender Equality and Women Empowerment Focusing
on Gender Mainstreaming Using SDGs
Gender equality is a goal that has been accepted by government and has been
enshrined in in the South African Constitution. Global patterns have indicated that
inequality exists between men and women in all spheres of life. Some of the challenges
indicating areas of inequality include:
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•

women tend to suffer violence at the hands of their intimate partners more often
than men;

•

women’s political participation and their political representation in decisionmaking structures are lagging behind;

•

women and men have different economic opportunities;

•

women are over-represented among the poor;

•

women and girls make up the majority of people that are trafficked and involved
in the sex trade.

Achieving equality between men and women will therefore require changes at many
levels, including changes in attitude, relationships, institutions, legal frameworks, economic
institutions and political decision-making structures. The approach to training regarding
gender mainstreaming by the commission is aimed at addressing the challenges
mentioned.
Gender mainstreaming can be defined as a “process of assessing the implications for
women and men of any planned action, including legislation, policies or programmes,
in all areas and at all levels”5.
The purpose of the commission’s training programmes was to ensure that the perceptions,
experience, knowledge and interests of women, as well as men, are included in
policymaking, planning and decision-making.
In provinces, engagement has continued mainly with municipalities and a few provincial
departments on gender mainstreaming. Training took place in local municipalities,
such as Emadlangeni, Capricorn, Blouberg, Dipaleseng, Greater Kokstad, Merafong,
Mhlontlo and Knysna with the Eden district municipality. Participants in the training
sessions included members of the mayoral committees, councillors, ward councillors, the
women’s caucus, municipal managers, senior managers and officials from the special
programmes which included the gender desk.
Key issues emanating from the training:

5

•

The municipalities indicated that they were under-capacitated and therefore did
not have dedicated personnel for gender mainstreaming.

•

Not all institutions have gender focal persons, the units are often called special
projects and thus, municipalities lack a clear focus on gender mainstreaming.

•

Some municipalities did not have a gender policy, the focus is mainly on calendar
dates which have been dedicated for women’s issues, such as Women’s Day and
16 days of activism.

•

The lack of participation of women during the Integrated Development Plan
(IDP) process, as well as a lack of a strategy for the empowerment of women.The
COGTA Gender Policy Framework for Local Government is still in draft format and
accountability and responsibilities have not been assigned to senior managers.

•

The GFPs location in departments varies- some are linked to wellness and others to
transformation.

•

The head of department (HOD) eight principles are not implemented across
departments.

United Nations (2002). Gender Mainstreaming: An overview. New York.
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Gender Mainstreaming Workshop at National Energy Regulator of South Africa, 26th –
27September 2018
The CGE of South Africa (NERSA) on 26 and 27 September 2018. Participants in the workshop
consisted of NERSA’s senior managers. NERSA’s request stemmed froman internal audit
report which highlighted the lack of gender interventions within the institution. The training
conducted included gender sensitisation and the gender mainstreaming principles and
framework.
Gender mainstreaming at Arica Rainbow Minerals
The CGE produced a report on Africa Rainbow Minerals using the gender barometer tool
in the 2015 – 2016 financial year. In responding to the recommendations of the report, it was
requested to assist with gender mainstreaming training, as well as policy development.
A number of gender mainstreaming interventions were co- facilitated with an external
service provider procured by the mine. Interventions took place at three operations of the
mines in the Northern Cape, namely, Khumanani, Beeshoek and Blackrocks respectively.
Representatives from the labour movement comprised of Solidarity, the National Union
of Mineworkers (NUM), the Association of Mineworkers and Construction Union (AMCU),
as well as Women in Mining. The following were observed during the engagements:
•

There is a need for vigorous and practical gender equality training on gender
mainstreaming processes, first at national level and subsequently, cascaded to
provinces.

•

There is a need to advise the African Rainbow Mines (ARM) on the importance of
creating platforms in the form of women and men’s fora in the workplacewhere
employee needs, concerns and recommendations can be addressed formally
and resolutions from these platforms.

•

Another challenge needing consideration when planning is levels of literacy,
especially that of employees at the lowest levels in the different mining communities.

•

Needs of different mining communities, such as management, unions,
transformation committees. These need to be customised in order to ensure a
seamless approach in terms of role clarification. It is through the platforms of the
fora that issues of attitudes, behaviours and policy awareness can be driven in a
more organised manner.

9.3.2 Education Programme through Community Radio Stations
The CGE in partnership with the Government Communication and Information System
(GCIS) strived to relay gender equality messages across the country through community
radio station interviews and public service announcements. This was done in all 11 official
languages. The use of community radio as a medium of communication has proven to
be successful as millions of listeners from disadvantaged communities across South Africa
could be reached. Below is a table indication the listenership during the financial year:
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Station
Aganang Fm
Alfred Nzo Community Radio
Barberton Community Radio
Eden Fm
Elgin Fm
Forte Fm
Hlanganani Fm
ICORA Fm
Inanda Fm
Kanyamazane Community Radio
Khanya Community Radio
Kurara Fm
Mahikeng Fm
Makhado Fm
Modiri Fm
Mohodi Fm
Moletsi Fm
Moretele Fm
Mosupatsela Fm
Motheo Fm
Moutse Fm
Mozolo Radio
North Coast Radio
Nqubeko Fm
Pheli Fm
Qwaqwa Fm
Radio 786
Radio Khwezi
Radio Sajonisi
Radio Turf
Radio Zibonele
Rainbow Christian Community Radio

Listenership
86 000
273 000
106 000
200 000
212 000
124 000
41 000
203 000
102 000
51 000
63 000
66 000
106 000
96 000
N/A
7 000
53 000
68 000
117 000
237 000
160 000
39 000
N/A
60 000
10 000
210 000
150 000
331 000
10 000
55 000
261 000
40 000

Ratlou Fm
Revival Fm
Rhodes Music Radio
TUT Fm
Unitra Fm
Univen Radio
Vibe Fm
Vukani Fm

17 000
6 000
24 000
1 000
260 000
100 000
250 000
54 000
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Notes:

-

The stations above exclude those that request the CGE for interviews at
random.
Other radio stations from SABC are not included in the list above.
Interviews or radio slots from Media Relations are not included in the list
above.
See the full report on GCIS/Danish project for background information.

Potential Audience Reach (GCIS/Danish radio project)

4 259 000 listeners

9.3.3 Stakeholder Engagements on Gender Equality
Stakeholder engagements are critical to the CGE to ensurethat it successfully delivers
on its constitutional mandate. Section 11 (f) and (g) the Commission for Gender Equality
Act states, “shall, as far as is practical, maintain close liaison with institutions, bodies and
authorities with similar objectives to the commission, in order to foster common policies
and practices and to promote cooperation in relation to the handling of complaints in
cases of overlapping jurisdiction or appropriate instances” and “shall liaise and interact
with any organisation which actively promotes gender equality and other sectors of
civil society to further the object of the Commission”. It is therefore imperative that the
commission works closely with organisations with similar interests in promoting gender
equality in the country and beyond the borders of South Africa. Effective management of
relationships with external stakeholders is crucial to resolving issues facing organisations,
as well as identifying key policy issues relating to gender equality that needs attention
by policymakers. By using their influence, internal stakeholders hold the key to the
environment in which an organisation operates and the subsequent financial and
operating performance of the commission.
The department engaged key stakeholders on a range of issues which included,
popularising the Strategic Plan 2018 – 2023, GBV, women empowerment, sexual health
and reproductive rights and lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, intersex, queer/
questioning, asexual (LGBTIQA) issues.
Key issues in relation to GBV stakeholder engagements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There is still resistance by men to attend events which discuss GBV.
Lack of effective policing is some areas in the Free State which impact on the
reporting of gender-based violence.
There was a call for a Free Sate GBV strategy to be implemented.
Referral systems still remain a challenge and therefore access to assistance for
victims of violence still remains.
Victim Empowerment Centres are not fully resourced.
Lack of coordination of structures and departments relating to victims of violence.
SAPS is not assisting in domestic violence and sexual assault cases.
Rape and statutory rape if still rife in communities.
Impoverished communities are a target for trafficking of girls.

Key issues from the LGBTIQA community:
•
•
•
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LGBTIQA persons continue to suffer discrimination.
Lesbians remain vulnerable, hate crimes such as corrective rape, are still high.
Transgender persons are not catered for in shelters and can therefore not access
these services and which create greater vulnerability for transgendered persons.

Key issues in relation to SRHR:
•

Poverty which leads to young girls getting sexually involved with older men.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of information on contraceptives to teenagers.
Need for gender sensitisation training for educators.
Culture and traditions impact on SRHR.
Access to family planning in some clinics.
Access to justice.
Sex workers that are violated by police.
Implant (Implanon) removals pose a challenge for clinics.
Illegal abortions resulting in health complications.
Teenage pregnancy seems to be on the increase.

Key issues relating to women empowerment:
•

•
•
•
•

Lack of training to upskill women to access financing and empowerment
programmes.
Lack of mentorship programmes for women to sustain small businesses.
Culture and religion are major barriers to women empowerment and gender
equality.
Widows’ movement is restricted from 10 am to 2 pm. This impacts on economic
activities that women want to undertake.
Widows are generally discriminated against in the communities.
Issues of estates and succession remain a challenge.

9.3.4 Total Number of People Reached through Interventions
PeopleReached during Reporting Period
Province

Male

Female

Total

Eastern Cape

285

833

1118

Free State

487

736

1223

Gauteng

575

790

1365

KwaZulu-Natal

198

516

714

Limpopo

1066

4751

5817

Mpumalanga

520

969

1489

Northern Cape

589

1470

2059

North West

638

623

1261

Western Cape

752

1131

1883

TOTAL

5110

11819

16929
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10. PROVINCIAL
HIGHLIGHTS
10.1 Eastern Cape
The Eastern Cape provincial office successfully met its targets for the APP, but also
undertook several special projects for the year under review. Some litigative processes
sparked interest in the media during the year under review. The State vs Kim Omotoso
involved charges brought against a pastor accused of gender violence. The provincial
office monitored this case and others.
The work of this provincial office covered areas such as Queenstown, Alfred Nzo, and
Port Elizabeth amongst others.
To synergise activities with partners in the province, the office engaged with the following
stakeholders:
•

Forum for Institutions Supporting Democracy (FISD)

•

Rapid task team (RTT) and provincial task team (PTT) on LGBTIQA rights

•

Victim Empowerment Forum (VEP)

•

GBV forum ()

•

SALGA collaborative programmes

The cordial working relations with SALGA has led to the office participating on the
sessions organised by SALGA and aimed at women councillors of the Alfred Nzo District
Municipality on the CGE mandate.
Other important highlights included the following:
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•

Regional advocacy training programme for young women (collaboration with
Masimanyane Women’s Support Centre), from Ghana, Uganda, Angola and
Mozambique.

•

Investigation hearings with the Department of Health, Department of Education
and Buffalo City Municipality.

•

Awareness sessions on gender mainstreaming for regional offices of the Department
of Economic Affairs and Environment.

•

Participation of the CGE on PTT and RTT, convened by the Justice Department
coordination programmes in responding to LGBTIQA issues in the province.
(Training of educators, parents, and learners at Ulwazi High School on LGBTIQA)

•

The office is also monitoring a case of early child marriage involving a 14-year old
from Emvezo in a case set in the Dutywa Magistrate Court. CGE has engaged the
NPA to formulate r charges on trafficking in persons instead of abduction which
carries a lesser sentence.

•

Provincial SALGA Women Commission Lekgotla.

•

Eskom gender policy workshop.

•

Empowerment session for the Department of Health Senior Management, including
the CEOs of provincial hospitals on sexual harassment.

•

Conducted awareness session on decriminalisation of sex work (provincial
managers (PM) & legal officers (LO))

10.2 Free State
The greatest highlight for the Free State office in 2018 has been the launch of the Sesotho
Gender Terminology Glossary, the first of its kind. The gender terminology project aims to
mainstream gender equality through ”the indigenising gender-sensitive terminology in
all 11 South African official languages”. This language development project is in line with
the CGE’s public education function which seeks to educate, inform and capacitate the
public with gender terminology that upholds human dignity and the protection of human
rights, irrespective of one’s own sexual orientation, gender identity and expressions. This
project was undertaken in partnership with the Provincial Department of Sports, Arts,
Culture and Recreation: Language Services. It entailed the development of a glossary
of gender-sensitive Sesotho terms that enhance the dignity and promote human rights
for all, especially the LGBTIQA persons. PanSALB and the UFS Centre for Gender and
African Studies have been brought on board as strategic partners in the finalisation and
launch of this project. The office was represented at the 2nd Youth SDG Summit in Ghana,
Accra in November 2018 where the work of the provincial office on addressing issues of
access to SRHR and youth-friendly health care centres and programmes was showcased.
Through working with the SA SDG civil society organisation (CSO) working group through
a partnership with African Monitor, the Free State office has been able to facilitate the
participation of the CGE PEI education officer in the Free State at the 2nd African Youth
SDG Summit in Ghana.
The Free State provincial office worked on a pilot project with the provincial Treasury
Department on gender-responsive budgeting. This project was supported with donor
funding from the Belgian Development Agency. The provincial office served in an adivory
capacity together with the Department of Women. During the project it transpired that
there was a need to develop a comprehensive survey on financial matters as they relate
to gender budgeting. More importantly, it was determined that there is also a need
to institute mechanisms and frameworks that would enforce compliance on genderresponsive budgeting.
In the year under review, the province also held several engagements with stakeholders
and government departments, as well as with civil society organisations. Stakeholder
engagements focused on following aspects as they relate to the overall mandate of
CGE: gender mainstreaming, gender-based violence, sexual reproductive health rights
and matters pertaining to the strengthening of the provincial gender machinery (PGM),
as well as matters pertaining to traditional leadership and women empowerment.
The work of the province received media attention and GCIS facilitated a number of
community radio interviews. Apart from this, the province also featured in a number of
local newspapers.
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10.3 Gauteng
The activities of the province were informed mainly by strategic objective 2 which is “to
promote respect for gender equality and the protection, development and attainment
for gender equality”. For overall good governance and activities that are mainly executed
and supported by all units and management, strategic objective 3, “to build an efficient
organisation that promotes and protects gender equality” was taken into consideration.
The provincial office carried out public education initiatives, raising awareness for
communities and society at large in an effort to transform behaviour to respect and
uphold gender equality. The province’s initiatives/interventions were concentrated in
strategic objectives and are implemented across the nine provinces. Despite not having
a full staff component for at least half of the financial year, the province has managed
to implement all the APP activities. The internal audit has also indicated the office being
in good standing with no damaging findings.
Key performance indicators for the province includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conducting education and awareness interventions with key strategic partners.
Conducting information programmes on gender equality.
Conducting outreach, advocacy and legal clinics in collaboration with the Legal
Department for different stakeholders.
Liaising with like-minded organisations, acting as a catalyst to enable stakeholders
to promote gender equality.
Provision of management support to all programmes .
Efficient administration including protection and maintenance of organiaation’s
assets.

During the reporting period, the province created new partnership with like-minded
community organisations, including two tertiary institutions. In the first half, a stakeholder
engagement with the theme What Works in Addressing Gender-based Violence was
conducted in partnership with the University of Pretoria. The partnership benefited the
participants with a different perspective on gender. In the second half of the year,
another strategic partnership was established with Wits Reproductive Health Institute
& Outreach Foundation. The CGE benefited from using their venue at no cost and
documentation skills. We also worked with COGTA’s Community Development Workers
in various municipalities to mobilise communities to attend the commission’s activities.
The province conducted two gender mainstreaming interventions during the reporting
period, one with Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality, the other with Merafong Local
Municipality. In the latter, a total of 60 participants attended the awareness raising
session organised by the municipality’s Human Resources Department. The municipality
presented a draft gender policy implementation plan. In Merafong Local Municipality,
the officials indicated that they have relevant gender-related policies. It was agreed that
follow ups with both municipalities in line with the 2019 – 2020 Gender Mainstreaming
Guideline will be made in the new financial year. This will facilitate a baseline of gender
issues in the municipalities and to monitor and evaluate progress along the way.
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10.4 KwaZulu-Natal
During the year under review the KwaZulu-Natal (KZN) province operated within a
landscape of activism which was generated by interest groups who sought justice on
matters relating to GBV, women empowerment, and abuse of women and girls. With
keen interest, the provincial office participated in some of these landmark events, some
of which were led by the Total Shut Down movement. It is important to take into account
a number of service delivery protests affecting women in the province. This phenomenon
is piqued by the rising population figures which causes a strain on the resources of
the province, coupled with high levels of unemployment. It is for this reason that the
province undertook several projects that involved provincial departments. For instance,
the province worked closely with traditional leadership through COGTA which holds the
power and legal recognition in rural communities. Under this leadership recognising and
promotion of women and their rights are still challenges to be addressed.
During the year under review, the provincial office utilised relationships with partners and
stakeholders as a means to leverage on resources that would advance the mandate of
the CGE. This endeavour has aided the provincial office to meet certain objectives within
the APP cost-effectively. These are some of the partners who have made a contribution
to the APP of the CGE in the province:
KZN Planning Commission: The planning commission is a critical stakeholder as it is the
backbone of the province in terms of growth and development. The provincial office
was able to engage the planning commission on matters relating to gender equality.
University of KwaZulu-Natal: The university played a pivotal role in advancing the
public education mandate of the provincial office through outreach and community
engagement initiatives, performed by students.
Church Leaders Council of South Africa (CLCSA): CLCSA played an important role
creating access to its constituencies in order for the provincial office to deal with issues
pertaining to gender equality and religion. This was important in changing mindsets and
encouraging equality in the context of belief systems.
KZN Community Forum: This initiative is a multi-stakeholder forum which provides access
to civil society and community-based organisations. The provincial office obtained
information on the state of GBV in affected communities through this forum which
comprises of community stakeholders from various non-profit organisations (NPOs)
and community-based organisations (CBOs). It meets quarterly to engage on different
matters affecting the communities. In the year under review, the focus was on numerous
cases of GBV.
Democracy Development Programme (DDP): DDP used the expertise of the CGE in a
number of stakeholder engagements as a panellist in discussion forums.
Aids Foundation of South Africa (AFSA): The provincial office worked with AFSA as part
of the public education function in raising awareness on early childhood marriages and
UKuthwala in the province.
Deaf SA: The working relationship with the association for the deaf community sought to
provide support in addressing gender discrimination based on disability. A memorandum
of understanding (MoU) has been signed with the institution for the year to conduct
gender sensitisation initiatives.
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The Transnet Foundation: The foundation established a Health Portfolio Programme
focusing on teenage health matters which include sexual reproductive rights targeting
young learners.
Provincial Gender Machinery – Office of the Premier – Office on the Status of Women
(OSW): The provincial office played an important role in the revival of the provincial
gender machinery in order to re-institute gender mainstreaming in the province.
VumaFm: While commemorating women’s month in the previous year, VumaFm hosted
a seminar which was the first in the country organised by a radio station. CGE was central
in assisting the station to coordinate and execute a successful event attended by Minister
B Dlamini from the Women’s Ministry in the Presidency.
10.5 Limpopo
The Limpopo provincial office experienced an influx of maintenance cases, during the
financial year. The cases were indicative of the need to focus on assisting communities
in accessing justice. The provincial office engaged with the Department of Justice
and Constitutional Development and as a result the province managed to resolve 27
maintenance cases.
Following the adoption of the five-year organisational strategy of the CGE, the provincial
office initiated a process of engaging relevant stakeholders in the new programme of
the CGE. The new strategy of the CGE positioned the organisation as a catalyst that aims
to enhance relations with stakeholders. The provincial office endeavoured to attract
more partners and stakeholders important to the outputs of the work of the CGE in the
Limpopo province. Stakeholder engagements initiatives included the following:
Sexual and Reproductive Health Rights Stakeholder Engagement
Participants in matters related to SRHR included provincial and districts departments
of health, sampled hospitals, the Department of Social Development, Thuthuzela Care
Centres, NGOs, victim empowerment centres, community advice offices, universities,
gender forums, amongst others. The main objectives of the engagements were to
increase demand for access to and utilisation of SRHR Services, especially by the youth/
adolescents, women in rural areas and women with disabilities.
Stakeholder Engagement: Provincial Gender Machinery
The main objectives of the engagements were to evaluate the effectiveness of
the implementation of the national gender policy framework by the PGM, current
achievements and challenges.Secondly, these explored the role of gender focal points
and other stakeholders within the transformation agenda and avenues of new policy
and legislative discourse for purposes of accountability.
Stakeholder Engagement and Capacity Building on GBV and Sexual Offences
The provincial office worked with the Vhembe Human Rights Cluster with the objective
of building capacity in access to justice for victims of GBV and sexual offences for law
enforcement and court processes.
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Civil Society Forum Stakeholder Engagement
The provincial office held several engagements with civil society organisations (CSOs)
to enhance constitutional democracy. Civil societies were important partners with the
responsibility of filtering the mandate of the CGE at grassroots level.
Apart from these initiatives which in conjunction with stakeholders, the provincial office
also placed particular focus on mainstreaming gender inat local and provincial levels of
government in partnership with SALGA and the Public Service Commission.
Provincial authorities utilised existing partnerships with regional offices of the SABC through
an initiative of SABC Education to invite complaints via radio to engage audiences.
To address problems associated with the scourge of GBV amongst the youth in the
province, the provincial office created a programme to access communities through a
partnership with a provincially based NGO called UMTHAPO. This enabled the office to
increase referral of complaints. One of the highlights was the working relationship with
the Office on the Status of Women. This relationship was important to strengthen and
evaluate the national gender policy framework and gender mainstreaming in public
and private sectors of society.
10.6 Mpumalanga
The Mpumalanga provincial office met its targets in several special or ad hoc projects.
During the year under review, the provincial office made substantial inputs into legislative
amendments which were referred to the Parliamentary Liaison Unit of the CGE for
submission to Parliament.
The office conducted gender transformation hearings in four institutions of higher learning.
This work culminated ina published report.
The provincial office held several information sessions on sexual reproductive health
rights.
10.7 Northern Cape
The Northern Cape office has shown significant growth and managed to reach out to
all five regions of the province. The strategy of working with like-minded institutions, such
as CSO’s, faith-based organisations (FBOs), government and other Chapter 9 entities
has proven not only to be effective, but also contributed to cost savings. The education
programmes range from gender mainstreaming, SDGs, gender-based violence,
women empowerment, commemorative days’ celebration, campaigns on gender and
human rights, as well as legal clinics to assist the public on legal matters, ranging from
maintenance, divorce, discrimination, sexual harassment, GBV, amongst others. Genderbased violence remains a scourge in the province and continuous public education
was needed areas such as Victoria West, Loxton, Van Zylsrus, Kenhardt and Kimberley.
Highlights of the year under review includes the following:
Interventions on Incidents of Violence and Harassment at Schools: The provincial office
intervened in several incidents of violence and harassment as schools. Some of these
interventions resulted from complaints of educators. The interventions led to engagements
with DOE who resolved that there is a need for greater awareness of gender equality
and capacity building within in the schooling system.
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Advancement of Sex Worker Rights: The provincial office intervened in cases where the
protection of sex workers was warranted. The provincial office worked closely with SAPS
in instituting gender sensitisation workshops aimed at addressing legal obligations of
the police regarding the manner in which they handle and manage cases associated
with sex workers in the province. Of utmost importance was the opportunity to educate
members of SAPS about GBV and the decriminalisation of sex work.
Human Rights and Gender Equality: The Provincial Manager presented an academic
paper by DSD on the Status and Rights of LGBTIQA+ Persons within the Complexities of
GBV.
Gender mainstreaming programmes:
Eskom: The CGE was invited by Eskom to do a follow-up gender mainstreaming session
after the last Employment Equity Hearings held in 2014. This invitation follows positive
developments within Eskom regarding compliance with the Employment Equity Act (EEA).
A comprehensive gender mainstreaming and gender policy development workshop is
being developed. The CGE team consisted of the commissioner, provincial manager
and executive officer. A gender mainstreaming workshop was held in October for both
senior and middle managers at the Kimberley Eskom Offices.
Department of Education: The provincial office contributed to the protocol on sexual
harassment management. The inputs made by the provincial office were submitted to
the working session of the DOE. It is anticipated that the outcome of this will lead to policy
on managing sexual harassment cases within the education system.
Inputs and Outputs on Ad Hoc Activities:
•

Access to Justice Week: The provincial office took part in the campaign by
invitation from DOJ & CD. The role of provincial office was on educating
communities on their rights and the protection of the law. The campaign took
place in the Frances Baard District in Longlands and Ritchie during Women’s
Month.

•

Women Empowerment Conference: The provincial office was represented at
the conference in KimberleyWomen in business from across the Northern Cape
province Attended.

•

International Women’s Judges Conference: The Sol Plaatje University invited the
provincial office to take part in the conference. Based on the discussions and
deliberations, the provincial office will be entering into MoUs with some partners
present at the conference.

10.8 North West
The provincial office operated within the Five-Year Strategic Plan of the CGE during
the financial year. Empowered women contribute to the health and productivity of
whole families and communities, and they improve prospects for the next generation.
Still, despite solid evidence demonstrating the centrality of women’s empowerment
to reducing poverty, promoting development and addressing the world’s most urgent
challenges, gender equality remains an unfulfilled promise. Experience has shown that
addressing gender equality and women’s empowerment requires strategic interventions
at all levels of programming and policymaking. of the same applies to North West.
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The provincial office held a number of information sessions with partners who are key
in delivering on its mandate. Particular focus and priority were given to the following
aspects which prescribed by the APP.
•

Women’s Health

•

National gender policy framework.

•

Traditional sector.

•

Gender mainstreaming through Houses of Traditional Leaders.

•

Women in correctional facilities and service shelters.

•

SDGs (Goal 3 – healthy lives and well-being and Goal 5 – equality and
empowerment).

The North West provincial office worked towards their APP targets as well as special
projects during the year under review. One of these special projects included the
assessment of shelters for women who are victims of GBV. Even though the project
spanned other provinces, research was also undertaken in the North West province. The
research was conducted in Ngaka Modiri Modiri Molema District and Bojanala Platinum
District Municipalities.
As part of its focus, the provincial office also undertook a number of gender mainstreaming
for the Department of Rural, Environment and Agricultural Development in Mahikeng,
Rustenburg and Potchefstroom. From these it was clear that there is a need for regular
assessment and review of policies on gender equality in order to ensure that existing
gaps are bridged on a continuous basis.
In line with the objective of mobilising society for the purpose of advancing gender
equality, the provincial office conducted a number of stakeholder initiatives with
a particular focus on LGBTIQA rights. In doing so, the provincial office worked closely
with civil society organisations. Partners involved in the hosting of these stakeholder
engagements included, but were not limited to, SAPS, DSD, Gay Umbrella (North West),
Iranti, RITE, Bojanala and Dr Kenneth Kaunda Municipality Districts, DOE, faith-based
organisations, and the South African Human Rights Commission.
For purposes of strengthening the PGM, the provincial office held several engagements
with the provincial government. The provincial office has made several efforts to transform
society in the context of gender equality. National Gender Machineries face financial
challenges as they are often under-resourced and unable to operate on the inadequate
budget allocated to them.
10.9 Western Cape
The Western Cape office has met and exceeded some APP-related targets within a short
space of time, and at the time of change of management. The provincial office has had
various strategic partners from the public sector in the form of government departments,
institutions supporting constitutional democracy, civil societies encompassing NPOs,
NGOs, CBOs, FBOs and issue-based individuals and groups whose common interest is
women empowerment and gender equality. The office hosted engagements with
strategic partners and the purpose was to share the new CGE Five-Years Strategic Plan
2018 – 2023. These engagements were also used to gauge the nature of emerging
gender issues that need prioritising in this period.
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The Western Cape office forged a working relationship with the Department of Local
Government Human Rights Directorate who shares a common vision with the CGE of
institutionalisation gender equality through gender mainstreaming programming within
the local government sector. Since the onset of the SDGs, the CGE has used the gender
mainstreaming approach to influence the designing, planning and implementation
of IDPs. This approach requires the recognition of the right-based approach by local
government planners and people in decision-making positions. The partnership has
resulted in both the CGE and Department of Local Government (DLG) benefiting. The
CGE has benefited further through this partnership as it has been able to work with
SALGA on gender-related matters through the provincial SALGA Women Forum and IDP
Managers Forum.
The provincial office and Elgin FM entered into a partnership for the purpose of acting and
collaborating on activities that serve the community of Overberg in the Western Cape
province. The project that the two organisations engaged on ensured that the community
will benefit directly, through activations, public education and information dissemination.
This partnership allowed CGE and Elgin to pilot and present a health-themed series on air
that focused on access to health and issues of sexual and reproductive health rights. This
resulted in identifying key health care service delivery challenges in the Elgin community
and Overberg District Municipality.
During the year under review the provincial office conducted the following gender
mainstreaming workshops:
•

Gender mainstreaming workshops were held in Theewarterskloof
Municipality in Grabouw and in Matzikama Municipality in Vredendal.

•

Gender mainstreaming workshops were held in Laingsburg with the first
workshop targeting Laingsburg municipality officials. The second workshop,
also hosted in Laingsburg, was targeting the Provincial IDP Managers Forum.

•

Gender mainstreaming workshops were held in Knysna and Cederberg
targeting municipality officials focusing on sexual harassment. The second
workshop was targeting the Provincial IDP Managers Forum and was hosted
in Saldanha in December. The presentation focused on integrating gender
analysis in the design of IDP development processes.

•

Gender mainstreaming workshops were held in the Central Karoo District
Municipality – Beaufort West and Matzikama Local Municipality – Vredendal
in the West Coast District Municipality.

The Western Cape office co-hosted the round-table discussion on the assessment of
the National Gender Machinery with the African Gender Institute (UCT) and the Centre
for African Studies (UCT). The event was attended by stakeholders, academia, civil
society, government departments and members from the National Assembly. A major
recommendation was that the Western Cape Office of the Premier must be engaged
and influenced to revive the dismantled PGM.
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Not
achieved

3 engagements on
findings and recommendations on
international and
regional treaties to
advance gender
equality

3 engagements on
findings and
recommendations with
key gender
equality stakeholders on
international
and regional
treaties to advance gender
equality

Not achieved

Assessment report
on AU Agenda 2063
focusing on health

Number of
engagements
on findings
and recommendations
shared with key
gender equality
stakeholders on
international
and regional
treaties to advance gender
equality

Achieved

Assessment report
on implementation
of ACHPR

No corrective action

Information to verify the
achievement could not
be verified, the PLU was
vacant No variance

Vacancy will be filled in the new
financial year

Assessment report on AU to be
Information has been
collected, consolidation finalised in the next financial year
and report writing could
not be finalised due to
third parties submitting
information post-year
end

No variance

No corrective action

Achieved

A report on the
implementation of
the SDGs

MDGs report
and AGDI
report

No variance

Assessment report on implementation of CEDAW: Target removed

CEDAW report,
Beijing report

Corrective Action

Number of
assessment
reports on international and
regional treaties
to advance
gender equality

Monitor the
state’s compliance with
international
and regional
treaties to
advance
gender
equality

Variance

1,1

Actual Performance

Annual Target

Baseline

Performance
Indicator

Sub-strategies

Strategic outcome: To evaluate legislation, policies, practices and mechanisms and make recommendations to bring about continuous improvements to
advance gender equality

Strategic Objective 1: To advance an enabling legislative environment for gender equality

FINANCIAL YEAR ENDING 31 MARCH 2019

11. PERFORMANCE INFORMATION TABLES FOR THE
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2 investigation
reports on gender
transformation

4 monitoring and
evaluation reports
on:1. Traditional sector, 2. Correctional
facilities for women;
3. Elections 4. Policy
brief and dialogue

Number of
EE and Geninvestigation re- der Transforports on gender mation reports
equality

Number of
monitoring and
evaluation
reports

Practices of
organs of
State, private
sector and
other institutions

AGDI report
and research
reports

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

A report on the
engagements with
Parliament held on
gender-sensitive
submissions and
policy changes to
advance gender
equality

Monitor,
evaluate
and investigate policies
and

Not achieved

4 engagements with
Parliament held on
gender-sensitive
submissions and
policy changes to
advance gender
equality

1.3.

New indicator
A report on
engagements
with Parliament
on gender- sensitive submissions made and
policy changes
to advance
gender equality

Submissions
20 submissions made Achieved
made on legis- on existing and new
lation
legislation

Number of submissions made
on existing and
new legislation

To evaluate
existing legislation and
recommend
the adoption
of new legislation

Actual Performance

1.2.

Annual Target

Baseline

Performance
Indicator

Sub-strategies

No variance

No variance

No variance

were made

no request for engagements

than usual,

Parliament commenced earlier

th

Recess of the 5

Under-achieved by 1.

No variance

Variance

No corrective action

No corrective action

No corrective action

in advance

schedule

Request for Parliamentary

No corrective action

Corrective Action

Strategic outcome: To evaluate legislation, policies, practices and mechanisms and make recommendations to bring about continuous improvements to
advance gender equality

Strategic Objective 1: To advance an enabling legislative environment for gender equality
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A report on
outreach, advocacy and
legal clinics
conducted

A report on
information
programme
on gender
equality

Community radio
report and media
monitoring report
4 campaigns conAchieved
ducted as per strategy and plan
4 social media campaigns conducted
as per strategy and
plan
A report on outreach, advocacy
and legal clinics
conducted guided
by project plan

Media monitoring
report

Media monitoring
report

Media monitoring
report

Outreach, advocacy and legal clinics
report

No variance

No variance

Achieved

No variance

No variance

Achieved

Achieved

No variance

No corrective action

No corrective action

No corrective action

No corrective action

No corrective action

Report on SDGs education programme
focusing on gender
equality

Report on SDGs
education gender
mainstreaming

Achieved

No corrective action

No variance

Achieved

Targeted Education
and information
material on gender
equality guided by
project plan

6 education and
information material
developed on gender equality guided
by project plan

A report on
education and
information
programme

To develop,
conduct
and manage information and
education
programmes
to foster an
understanding of matters related
to gender
equality

2.1.

Corrective action

Actual Perfor- Variance
mance

2018/2019

Baseline

Performance
Indicator

Sub-Strategies

Strategic Outcome: To educate society to transform behaviour to respect and uphold gender equality and to further ensure effective and efficient social
justice for victims of gender violations

Strategic Objective 2: To promote respect for and the protection, development and attainment of gender equality
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JSC report

Implementation pf the JSC
report recommendations

New indicator
Number of
engagements
with stakeholders on findings
and recommendations
of complaints
handling and
systemic investigations

1 systemic investigation conducted on
shelters

3 systemic investigation reports on gender- related matters

Number of
systemic
gender rights
investigations
conducted on
gender-related matters

2 stakeholder
engagements with
stakeholders on
complaints handling
and systemic investigations

Implementation of
JSC report recommendation

80% complaints handled in compliance
with the complaints
manual from registering the complainant to assessing
the complainant on
complaints opened
in the 2018/19 financial year

Complaints handling
report

% of complaints timeously attended to in
terms of the
complaint’s
manual

2.2.

To investigate, resolve
and rectify
any gender related
issue and to
seek redress
for victims
of gender
violations review existing
legislation
and propose
legislative
changes

2018/2019

Baseline

Performance
Indicator

Sub-Strategies

No variance

No variance

Achieved

No variance

Achieved

Achieved

No corrective action

No corrective action

No corrective action

No corrective action

Achieved

No variance

Corrective action

Actual Perfor- Variance
mance

Strategic Outcome: To educate society to transform behaviour to respect and uphold gender equality and to further ensure effective and efficient social
justice for victims of gender violations

Strategic Objective 2: To promote respect for and the protection, development and attainment of gender equality
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A report on
stakeholder
relations and
management
plan

New indicator

36 stakeholder enA report on
gagements held
strategic
partnership
engagements
with like-minded organisations to remote
gender equality and women
empowerment

To liaise and
interact with
like-minded
organisations
on gender
equality

2.4.

Baseline

Performance
Indicator

Sub-Strategies

Implemented stakeholder relations and
management plan

A report on strategic partnership with
like-minded organisations to promote
gender equality and
women empowerment

2018/2019

Achieved

No variance

No corrective action

No corrective action

Achieved

No variance

Corrective action

Actual Perfor- Variance
mance

Strategic Outcome: To educate society to transform behaviour to respect and uphold gender equality and to further ensure effective and efficient social
justice for victims of gender violations

Strategic Objective 2: To promote respect for and the protection, development and attainment of gender equality
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To improve
financial and
Supply Chain
Management

Implemented HR
To improve
strategy and plans
Human resource management
and development

3.2

3.3

CGE policies
PFMA
National

A report on compliance on policies
and legislation

Comprehensive re- Financial
port on corporate
management
services
strategy

HR strategy

A compliance reNone
port on substantive
gender equality

Treasury regulations

Reviewed and aligned
commissioners handbook and governance
structure with King IV
Principles

Commissioners
handbook

Aligned commissioners handbook
and governance
structure with King
IV Principles

To develop
corporate
governance
structure and
coordination
mechanism

3.1

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

Implemented financial
management strategy

Decentralised financial
systems for all provinces

Achieved

Achieved

No variance

No variance

No variance

No variance

No variance

No variance

No variance

Achieved

Achieved

Variance

Actual Performance

Reviewed and approved financial management strategy

Reviewed and approved HR strategy and
plans implemented

A compliance report
on substantive gender
equality

A report on compliance
with legislation and
policies

2018/19

Baseline

Performance Indicator

Sub-strategies

No corrective action

No corrective action

No corrective action

No corrective action

No corrective action

No corrective action

No corrective action

Corrective action

Strategic outcome: To build highly skilled organisational capacity that implements good governance and the effective and efficient operations of the organisation

Strategic Objective 3: To build an efficient organisation that promotes and protects gender equality
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Communications sudit
conducted

Reviewed existing
branding strategy and
plan

Branding Strategy

Communications Strategy
and policies

Reviewed and
approved

To develop
and implement a
corporate
communications strategy

3.5

Knowledge management strategy

Reviewed and approved Branding
Strategy and plan

New indicator

Approved knowledge management strategy

Reviewed ICT strategy
and plans

Reviewed communications strategy and plan

ICT governance framework

ICT strategy and
plan

To provide
optimal
Information,
Communication Technology (ICT
support for
the efficient
and effective
management of the
organisation

3.4

2018/19

Communications
strategy

Baseline

Performance Indicator

Sub-strategies

Achieved

Achieved

Achieved

Not
Achieved

Achieved

Actual Performance
No corrective action

Corrective action

No variance

No variance

No variance

No corrective action

No corrective action

No corrective action

Knowledge management
An assessment
of current system
will be out-sourced
was done, and
findings indicated
that currently,
management is
not sufficiently
capacitated
to develop a
strategy. The
development of a
strategy will need
the assistance
of a knowledge
management
specialist

No variance

Variance

Strategic outcome: To build highly skilled organisational capacity that implements good governance and the effective and efficient operations of the organisation

Strategic Objective 3: To build an efficient organisation that promotes and protects gender equality

CORPORATE SUPPORT
SERVICES
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12. CORPORATE SUPPORT
SERVICES
12.1 Information Technology
OVERVIEW
For the year under review, the Information Technology (IT) unit paid particular attention
on strategic improvement plans with specific projects to drive the commissions
business objectives and advance how we do business. There were several notable
accomplishments in the year under review, however the report highlights only strategic
and impactful business improvements plans.
In addition to the latter, there were strides made to improve business unit productivity
through new systems and mobility to improve systems accessibility on and off premises,
as the IT unit developed and integrated systems in line with the Commission policies and
practices.
ICT GOVERNANCE
The external audit on IT was completed in July 2018. The outcome of this audit was
favourable to the organisation’s ICT Governance. IT unit therefore continued to maintain
green legend progress on governance framework, as a result the organisation complied
and adhered to the governance framework and the system controls.
INCIDENT MANAGEMENT
The IT service request graph demonstrate the number registered calls per classification.
The graph below shows the increased desktop support calls over the period under review.
ITC CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT PLAN
All IT projects have were completed although there were challenges on case
management system (CRM) during testing and deployment. These challenges were
mainly system errors related to workflow and additionally, slow network response.
This system generated report will assist the legal team to register complaints, track
complaints and escalate or refer complaints to other suitable institutions with the capacity
to deal with specific matters that are not gender related.
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VOIP (Voice Over Internet Protocol)
The Commissions VoIP solution has been implemented as part of the cost containment
measures, to reduce cost of telephony, increased accountability through the centralised
telephone management system. The system is further configured and aligned to the
Commissions telephone management policy.

WIDE AREA NETWORK (WAN)
The wide area network was completed and finalised, the below diagram depicts the
Commissions wide network connectivity through Managed Vodacom MPLS network.
Furthermore, the network is currently utilised to transport data and voice over the internet
protocol and it will have to be scaled up to accommodate additional cloud services in
future.
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12.2 Communications
The Communications Unit of the CGE operates to fulfil the strategic outputs related to
internal and external communications functions of the institution. This occurs in several ways
through support mechanisms rendered by the Corporate Communication component
of the organisation. The Corporate Communications of the CGE seeks to provide support
to user departments. This occurs through content development for public education,
legal and other functions of the CGE. Apart from this, the Corporate Communications is
also responsible for managing the brand of the CGE.
Media and Communication Campaigns
The Corporate Communications unit was responsible for devising communication
mechanisms for relaying messages to the be public through communication campaigns.
These campaigns occur during national months. The following communication campaigns
were carried out in support of the overall public education drive of the institution: Human
Rights Month, Youth Month, Women’s Month and 16 Days of Activism for no Violence on
Women and Children.
Communication tools used to deliver the campaigns included, public service
announcements, radio interviews, articles for community newspapers and social media.
Media and Communication Partnerships
Due to inadequate funding of corporate communications, the Corporate Communications
Unit utilised partnerships with like-minded institutions. Partners included the following:
-

Danish Embassy (Funder for SRHR Seminar)
Vukuzenzele Community Newspaper
UNFPA (Collaborator for SRHR Seminar)
 GCIS (Social media)
 PanSALB

Corporate Communications Strategy
During the year under review, the Corporate Communications Unit developed an
overall communications strategy in line with the five-year organisational strategy of the
CGE. The strategic considerations took into account the following important factors in
the future communication effort of the institution:
-

Leveraging on existing partnerships for external communication.
Raising funds for communication programmes.
Applying focus on substantive equality issues in the content meant for external
circulation.
Improving usage of digital media tools of the CGE.

Branding
As the custodian of the CGE brand, it was the responsibility of the Corporate
Communications Unit to ensure that there is a branding strategy in place to achieve the
following aspects:
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-

Enhance visibility of the CGE in public platforms.
Development of material needed for public relations events.
Brand activation within the realm of multiple partnership events.
Maintenance of the CGE brand on a quarterly basis.

Media Liaison
Press Releases TV Interviews Newspaper Interviews Radio Interviews Opinion Pieces
41
74
42
386
18
Listenership
Radio Station
Ukhozi FM
Umhlobo Wenene
Lesedi
Metro
Motsweding
Thobela
RSG
East Coast Radio
5FM
Ikwekwezi FM
Jacaranda
Gagasi 99.5
Ligwalagwala
Munghana Lonene FM
Capricorn FM
94.7
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Average Day Listenership
3.651 Million
2.793 Million
2.107 Million
1.955 Million
1.605 Million
1.535 Million
1.073 Million
923 Thousand
888 Thousand
881 Thousand
879 Thousand
836 Thousand
621 Thousand
870 Thousand
117 Thousand
871 Thousand

Newspaper Title
Daily Sun
Sunday Times
City Press
Rapport
Sowetan
Illanga
Isoleswe
The Star
Beeld
Daily News
Die Burgher
The Citizen
Mail & Guardian
New Age
The Cape Argus

Readership Per Day
14,600 00
12,000 00
6,200 00
4,500 00
4,300 00
2,400 00
2,200 00
1,700 00
1,700 00
1,500 00
1,400 00
13,000 00
13,000 00
13,000 00
9,000 00

12.3 Human Resources Management Report – 31 March 2019
Personnel costs by salary band 2018/2019

Row Labels

Sum of Number
of employees

Sum of TOTAL

Percentage of
total personnel

Average
personnel cost
per employee

1.Skilled (Level 3-5)

12

2 921 784

5%

243 482

2.Highly Skilled (Level 6-8)

22

8 035 648

14%

365 257

3.Highly Skilled Supervision (Level 9-12)

43

29 184 612

53%

678 712

4.Senior Management (Level 13-15)

5

7 114 612

13%

1 422 922

5.Commissioners

8

7 678 280

14%

959 785

6.Temporary and Internships

4

536 259

1%

134 065

Grand Total

94

55 471 194

100%

590 119
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Salaries, overtime, home-owners’ allowances and medical assistance by programme 2018/2019
Programme

Home
Owners

Leave
payout

Overtime

Salaries

Medical
Assistance

Grand Total

39 636

85 034

14 993

11 843 044

107 011

12 089 718

CEO’s office

-

-

-

2 077 110

3 672

2 080 782

Commissioners Office

-

274 878

17 682

8 370 591

11 016

8 674 168

Financial Management

39 636

18 756

299 653

4 606 407

31 212

4 995 664

Human Resources

13 212

17 170

21 952

1 505
291

11 016

1 568 641

Information &
communication

Administration

26 424

-

22 984

3 737 487

13 770

3 800 665

Internal Audit/
monitoring &
evaluation

-

7 174

27 148

1 521 383

-

1 555 705

Legal services

44 040

88 526

1 310

7 359 407

58 752

7 552 035

-

88 268

-

824 158

-

912 427

Public education &
information

52 848

-

-

6 322 886

64 212

6 439 946

Research & policy
program

6 606

29 966

10 210

5 685 812

68 850

5 801 444

222 402

609 773

415 932

53 853 576

369 511

55 471 194

Parliamentary liaison &
legislation

Grand Total

Performance-related Rewards in 2018/2019
Management Level

Number of Employees

Commissioners

-

-

Middle Management

14

817 349

Senior Management

6

481 970

Staff

57

1 412 221

Grand Total

77

2 711 540

Foreign Workers employed by the CGE in 2018/2019
Country of origin
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Amount Paid

Number

Lesotho

1

Zimbabwe

1

Total

2

Sick Leave over the period

Number of
employees

Total days
taken

% days with
medical
certification

Number of
employees
using sick
leave

Skilled (Level 3-5)

12

107

94%

6

765

18

Highly Skilled (Level
6-8)

22

92

70%

16

1 188

6

Highly Skilled
Supervision (Level 9-12)

43

300

84%

29

2 285

10

Senior Management
(Level 13-15)

5

21

90%

3

3 866

7

Salary Band

Average
cost per
employee
per day

Average
days per
employee

Commissioners

8

3

100%

1

3 371

3

Temporary and
Internships

4

1

0%

1

231

1

Grand Total

94

524

84%

56

11 957

9

Annual Leave over the period

Number of employees who have
taken leave

Total days taken

Average days
taken per
employee

Skilled (Level 3-5)

11

226

20,5

Highly Skilled (Level 6-8)

22

429

19,5

Highly Skilled Supervision (Level 9-12)

48

866

18

Senior Management (Level 13-15)

6

78

13

Commissioners

7

93

13,3

Temporary and Internships

2

17

8,5

Grand Total

96

1709

17,8

Number of employees paid out

Total amount paid
out

Average pay-out
over employee

Salary Band

Leave Payouts for 2018/2019

Reason
Termination of services

9

238 828

26 536

End of contracts

6

361 830

60 305

Retirement

1

1 086

1 086

Death

1

8 029

8 029

Grand Total

17

609 773

35 869
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Employee Changes in the year
Termination type
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Number

% Total

Death

1

6%

Resignation

8

47%

Expiry of contract

6

35%

Dismissal - operational changes

-

-

Dismissal - misconduct

1

6%

Dismissal - inefficiency

-

-

Discharge due to illness

-

-

Retirement

1

6%

Transfer to other public service departments

-

-

17

100%

87

20

1

8

5

1

1

3

2

-

5

5

51

CEO’s office

Commissioners Office

Financial
Management

Human Resources

Information &
communication

Internal Audit/
monitoring &
evaluation

Legal services

Parliamentary liaison &
legislation

Public education &
information

Research & policy
program

Grand Total

Female

Administration

Programme

38

3

5

-

8

1

4

1

6

2

1

7

Male

African

2

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

Female

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Male

Coloured

Employment Equity per race and gender

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Female

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Male

Indian

3

-

-

-

3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Female

White

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Male

56

5

6

-

5

3

1

1

5

8

1

21

Female

38

3

5

0

8

1

4

1

6

2

1

7

Male

Total per Gender

89

8

10

0

10

4

5

2

11

10

2

27

African

2

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

Coloured

-

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Indian

3

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

White

94

8

11

0

13

4

5

2

11

10

2

28

Grand
Total

Employment and vacancies by programme as at 31 March 2019

Number of
vacancies

Number
of funded
positions in the
establishment

Number of
positions filled

Vacancy
rate

Number of
additional
positions unfunded

Commissioners

4

12

8

33%

1

Human Resources

1

3

2

33%

1

IT/C

-

5

5

0%

1

Legal - National

1

4

3

25%

-

Research - National

4

12

8

33%

-

Education - National

-

3

3

0%

-

Provincial Co-ordinators

2

9

7

22%

-

Provinces - Legal

-

9

9

0%

-

Position

88

Provinces - Education

-

9

9

0%

-

Provinces Administrators

-

9

9

0%

-

Provinces - Office
Assistants

-

9

9

0%

-

Finance

-

9

9

0%

-

Parliament

2

2

-

100%

-

PA/Admin - National

1

4

3

25%

-

Driver - National

-

2

2

0%

-

Office Assistant National

-

1

1

0%

-

Internal Audit

-

2

2

0%

-

CEO’s Office

-

1

1

0%

1

TOTAL PERMANENT

15

105

90

14%

4

Temporary & Internships

3

7

4

43%

-

Grand Total

18

112

94

16%

4

Recruitment over the period
Occupational bands

Male

Female

TOTAL

African

Coloured

Indian

White

African

Coloured

Indian

White

Commissioners

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0

Senior Management

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0

Proffessionally
qualified

3

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

4

Skilled, technical
and academically
qualified workers

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

Semi-skilled and
discretionally decision
making

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

Unskilled and defined
decision making

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0

Employees with
disabilities

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0

Trainees & Internships

1

-

-

-

3

-

-

-

4

TOTAL

6

-

-

-

3

-

-

1

10

Promotions over the period
Occupational bands

Male

Female

TOTAL

African

Coloured

Indian

White

African

Coloured

Indian

White

Commissioners

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0

Senior Management

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0

Proffessionally
qualified

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0

Skilled, technical
and academically
qualified workers

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0

Semi-skilled and
discretionally decision
making

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0

Unskilled and defined
decision making

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0

Employees with
disabilities

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0

Trainees & Internships

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0

TOTAL

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0
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Terminations over the period
Occupational bands

Male

Female

TOTAL

African

Coloured

Indian

White

African

Coloured

Indian

White

Commissioners

1

-

-

-

3

-

-

-

4

Senior Management

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

1

Proffessionally
qualified

-

-

-

-

3

-

-

-

3

Skilled, technical
and academically
qualified workers

2

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

3

Semi-skilled and
discretionally decision
making

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

Unskilled and defined
decision making

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

Employees with disabilities

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0

Trainees & Internships

1

-

-

-

3

-

-

-

4

TOTAL

4

-

1

-

12

-

-

-

17

Disciplinary matters over the period
Occupational bands
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Male

Female

TOTAL

African

Coloured

Indian

White

African

Coloured

Indian

White

Commissioners

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0

Senior Management

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

1

Proffessionally
qualified

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

Skilled, technical
and academically
qualified workers

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

Semi-skilled and
discretionally
decision making

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0

Unskilled and defined
decision making

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0

Employees with
disabilities

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0

Trainees & Internships

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0

TOTAL

1

-

1

-

1

-

-

-

3

Skills Development for 2018/2019
Male
Occupational bands

African

Coloured

Female
Indian

White

African

Coloured

Indian

White

TOTAL

Commissioners

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

Senior Management

2

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

3

Proffessionally qualified

7

-

-

-

1

1

-

1

10

Skilled, technical and
academically qualified workers

1

-

-

-

2

-

-

-

3

Semi-skilled and discretionally decision
making

5

-

-

14

1

-

Unskilled and defined
decision making

2

-

-

-

8

-

-

-

10

Employees with disabilities

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0

Trainees & Internships

1

-

-

-

4

-

-

-

5

TOTAL

18

-

-

-

31

2

-

1

52

20
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FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
OVERVIEW
Financial Performance
Revenue

REVENUE

GOVERNMENT
GRANTS

INTEREST
RECEIVED

SUNDRY
INCOME

DONATIONS IN
KIND

226

207

4 349

117

98

79

568

725

80 735

2017/2018

78 266

2018/2019

DONATION IN
CASH

The Commission has received revenue to the total amount of 81.9 million. The main component of revenue consists of Government Grants received from the Department of
Women - a total amount of R80.3 million was received in the current financial year, an
increase of 3% as compared to the previous financial year. The percentage increase is
less than an average nominal increases of 5.9% experienced in the five previous financial periods due to economic and fiscal budgetary pressures experienced by National
Treasury. It is therefore as a result that the Commissions available financial resources from
allocations are reducing in real terms over time, eroding the value of the baseline budget in the medium term.
The commission has however still managed to meet all its performance objectives as
highlighted in the 2018/2019 Annual Performance Plan despite budgetary pressures that
have been experience in the current financial period.
The CGE’s budget has been supplemented by interest of R 725 thousand (2018/2019)
compared to an amount of R 568 in the previous financial year. The interest is earned
from a high average cash balances held in the bank over the period. A combined figure
of R 344 donations with conditions/ obligations was also received in the current financial
year.
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Expenditure
Expenditure per Programme:
Programmes

Actual

Budget

Variance

Actual

2018/2019

2018/2019

2018/2019

2017/2018

‘000

‘000

‘000

‘000

Commissioners: Governance & Support

11,156

13,853

2,697

11,585

Corporate Support Services

25,335

21,700

(3,635)

20,700

Service Delivery Program

44,625

45,182

557

47,656

Grand Total

81,116

80,735

(381)

79,941

The Commission’s budget is allocated amongst the three programmes as indicated
above. The Commissioners Programme has underspent by R 2,7 million in the current
financial year. The reason for under expenditure was due to vacant positions of Commissioners in the latter part of the reporting period.
The Corporate Support Services had an overspending of 3, 6 million compared to the
budget in the current financial year. The main source of the over- expenditure is depreciation which is a non-cash item and is not budgeted for. Depreciation for the 2018/2019
financial year amounts to R1,6 million. Also contributing to the shortfall is the legal costs
incurred by the HR Department on employee relations matters.
The Service Delivery programme was within its allocated budget in the period, consistent
as well with the realization of the planned activities as is reported under the section on
performance information on the Annual Performance Plan.
Expenditure per Economic Classification
Economic Classification

Actual

Budget

Variance

Prior year
Actual

2018/2019

2018/2019

2017/2018

2017/2018

‘000
Bad Debts provision
Compensation of Employees
Depreciation and Amortisation
Finance Costs
Goods and Services
Loss on disposal of Assets
Grand Total

‘000

‘000

‘000

10

-

(10)

23

55,471

57,010

1,538

53,695

1,569

-

(1,569)

1,301

22

-

(22)

-

24,002

23,725

(277)

24,921

41

-

(41)

81,116

80,735

(381)

79,941

As indicated above, the Commission has recorded total expenditure to an amount of
R81.1 million compared to the budget of R80,7 million available in the 2018/2019 financial
year. The main variances arose from compensation of employees as a result of vacancies in the Commission , set off by depreciation which is not budgeted for.
Although the Commission incurred spending above the budget , the overspending was
absorbed by other income such as interest received and donor funding income, resulting in net surplus generated for the period.
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The following demonstrates the percentage of expenditure incurred during the financial
year which apart from the noted variances are in line with the annual budget of R 80,7
million approved for the year under review.
Loss on disposal of
Assets; 0%

Bad Debts provision;
0%

Goods and Services;
30%

Compensation of
Employees, 68%

Finance
Costs;
0%
Depreciatio
n and
Amortisatio
n; 2%

The main components of expenditure are compensation of employees at 68% of the
total expenditure as well as operating expenses at 30% of total expenditure. Depreciation, which is a non-cash item contributes 2% of the total expenditure. The reason for a
significant spending on compensation of employees is due to the fact that the delivery
of the Commission’s mandate is service-driven and therefore relies on Human Capital
Resources. For purposes of service delivery, the Commission operates from nine (9) provincial offices and Head Office based in Johannesburg, employing just over a 100 staff
and commissioners, on average in the overall.
Head Office
Economic Classification

Bad Debts provision
Compensation of Employees
Depreciation and Amortisation
Finance Costs
Goods and Services
Loss on disposal of Assets
Grand Total

Provincial Office

Actual

Budget

Actual

Budget

2018/2019

2018/2019

2017/2018

2017/2018

‘000

‘000

10

-

33,007

34,128

1,569

-

22

-

18,677

18,126

41

-

53,327

52,254

‘000

‘000

22,464

22,882

5,325

5,599

27,789

28,481

From the above, the combined provincial allocation amounted to R 28,4 million (35%
of the total budget) while the remaining 52.3 million (65% of the total budget) has been
allocated to Head Office.
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The provinces are actively involved in the rendering of the core services and are considered in the main distribution outlets of the Commission’s mandate to the general public. Head Office provides general administrative support as well as core service delivery
expertise on research, content knowledge, litigation and other related legal services as
well as oversight by Commissioners and governance.
Operating Surplus
The Commission has recorded an operating surplus to an amount of R785 thousand in
the current financial year. This is against a restated surplus to an amount of R3.7 million,
recorded in the prior period.
This surplus was generated from additional income of R1,2 million in the 2018/2019 period
mainly arising from interest income of R 725 thousand as well as donor income of R 344
thousand realised during the current period.
This compares unfavourably to amounts realised previously at R 5,5 million primarily because of a donation in-kind that did not recur, previously recorded at R4,3 million.
During the latter quarter of the reporting period, eight(8) Commissioner vacancies existed pending the finalization of the recruitment process then being undertaken by the
National Assembly and the Presidency in accordance with the provisions under section 3
of the CGE Act. This has as a result generated favourable variances from the budget on
compensation of employees.
Financial Position as at 31 March 2019
As at reporting date, the financial position of the Commission as at 31 March 2019 was
considered sound and/or healthy due to solvency and liquidity assessment. The Current
ratio was favourable at 1,28:1 - This was against the ratio of 1,35:1 in the financial year
ended 31 March 2018. The main component of current assets is cash & cash equivalents
at total value of R11.4 million. This on its own exceeded the organization’s liabilities by
R1.4 million. The Commission is exposed to a possible surrender of R1 million back to the
fiscus - The process is regulated through National Treasury regulation 15(8) and supporting practice notes and is anticipated to be finalized by end of November 2019. The Solvency ratio at 31 March 2019 was 2 folds compared to 2.4 as at 31 March 2018. To this
end, the total assets exceeded total liabilities by R10.4 million, signaling and affirming the
going concern assertion made by the Commission.
BBBEE Compliance
In terms of section 13(1)(G) of the BBBEE Act, all spheres of government, public entities
and organs of state must report on their compliance with broad-based black economic
empowerment in their audited annual financial statements and annual reports required
under the Public Finance Management Act, 1999 (Act No. 1 of 1999).
To comply with this provision, the CGE has conducted an assessment and verification of
the current status based on financial information for the year ended 31 March 2019. The
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assessment and verification looked into different elements of the BBBEE scorecard such
as Management Control, Skills Development, Enterprise and Supplier Development as
well as other Socio-Economic Development issues.
At the time of reporting, the assessment was yet to be concluded and therefore the CGE
is unable to indicate its BBBEE status. It is however, anticipated that the assessment by an
independent verification professional will result in a compliant B-BBEE certificate.

Risk Management and internal control
The Public Finance Management Act imposes on the Accounting Officer, a duty to develop and maintain transparent, efficient and effective systems of internal control and
risk management. In line with these obligations, the Commission developed sound Risk
Management governance framework, policies and procedures that enables prudent
exercise of the responsibilities and sound governance ethos.
In terms of the established Risk Management philosophies and approach, the management and governance arrangements at the Commission, recognises that risk management is an integral part to good corporate governance. Risk Management is therefore
integrated to strategic and operational activities undertaken to deliver the legal mandate as derived from the CGE Act and the Constitution of the Republic.
To this end, the Commission has established a Risk Management Committee to monitor
the implementation of Risk Management in a systematic and regular manner, ensuring
the Commission achieves its objectives.
The Commission , systematically manages and regularly update its risk profile at a strategic, macro-operational and operational level. The goal of risk management is to ensure that significant, actual and potential risks facing the Commission, are identified,
assessed, evaluated and managed in an effective way.
The Risk Management Committee is comprised of Senior Managers of the Commission
and outside member(s) with the necessary expertise in Risk management. The members
of the management team are required as a matter of philosophy to have Risk Management embed into management processes and take accountability on the implementation of the risk response strategies and plans.
Central to the risk management process, the Risk management Committee is responsible for the assessment and evaluation of significant risks and ensures that there are
appropriate forums and focus on feedback with regard to management of risks through
an appropriate system of control. These risks are assessed in terms of impact and likelihood in order to determine inherent risk exposures to the organization. The risks are
then rated and accountability at Executive level established for each significant risks.
The Risk response Plans are approved by the Audit Committee and presented to the
Plenary for the exercise of oversight responsibilities.
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Key Risks impacting the Commission
The table hereunder depicts the risk situation that obtained during the year under review
and summarises the top most risks as contained in the Risk Register where the associated
inherent risk and the residue risk (after existing compensating controls were taken into
account. The controls were validated by the internal audit for their adequacy and effectiveness). For ease of reference the legend below encapsulates the organisational risk
assessment criteria and management risk appetite. .

Exposure rating

Low – from 1 -5
Medium – from 6-12

Overall
assessment
Acceptable
Acceptable w ith
caution

High – From 12.5 – 25
Unacceptable

In line with public sector guidelines, the Commission’s risk tolerance levels are conservatively set at a medium rating of 6 – 12 exposure. The risk rating is a product of the
probability of an occurrence that could significantly have an impact on whether or not
the Commission meets its stated objectives. The ratings by management are verified by
internal audit to give assurance to the Commission’s governance structures with regards
to the integrity of the internal control measures in place and the process of risk management through the organisation. Management and the Executive were comfortable that
mitigating strategies adopted were adequate and effective measures to ensure that
threats which could significantly impact the achievement of objectives were kept to a
minimum. The overall depiction is shown in the table below.

Risk

Risk discription and impact

Limited Budget and Dependency on allocation
Resources to fulfil the from the fiscus limits the
mandate
extent to which the services
are rendered as obligated
by the Constitution, the
CGE Act and PEPUDA. It is
therefore that programmes
engaged in a limited to
those planned in the APP
without space to respond
to emerging demands such
as recent GBV and Femicide endemic/pandemic
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Mitigation

Cost containment measures put in place , prioritisation (optimum) use
of available resource as
well as leverage of partnership with like-minded
organisations

Risk after
mitigation
High

Lack of an effective
management of
information resources and knowledge
Management

The CGE performance
effectiveness is reliant on
timely availability of updated and quality information
and knowledge. A case for
an automated Knowledge
management system has
been advanced for an
effective core-competence
and strategic performance.
The current electronic system environment requires
improvement to mitigate
this up-side risk.

The use of conventional
Medium
information management systems, ameliorated with available application software such as
SharePoint, automated
case/complaint management system, Website
and intra-organisational
communications infrastructure

Reputation

The risk that the CGE does
not offer the service to the
standards expected by
the Public in line with the
Constitutional values and
principles; independent
and without fear or favour

Ongoing training and
awareness raising on the
mandate of the CGE as
well as standards of ethics and conduct by staff
and Commissioners

Quality of Staff

CGE relies upon the highest
quality of staff to deliver
services at the required
level of competence. Key
members of staff leaving
the organisation would impact on services delivered
and therefore detrimentally
affect the performance
and ultimately reputation
of the CGE as a Chapter 9
institution.

The CGE recruits highHigh
ly qualified staff and
rewards competitively
within the sector. Although the staff turnover
is relatively low; any loss
of a key or experienced
staff member has potential to negatively impact
service delivery as some
core functions relies upon
specialised expertise arising from learning experience on the unique part
of the CGE mandate.

Medium

Dependency on out- Some of the CGE strategic
side stakeholders.
objectives can only be
pursued with collaboration
or cooperation with respectively partners or subjects
(such as on investigation,
monitoring, research). The
achievement of these
objectives is therefore a
function of cooperation by
government departments,
organs of state, civil society
and individual members of
the public as the case may
be.

The CGE Act provides
Medium
for subpoena powers to
enforce cooperation. Further, voluntary interventions as well as formalised
partnership agreements
are entered with relevant
stakeholders as part of
planning and the general
management of programmes, where appropriate.

Different understanding of the CGE
mandate

Information and Education on the CGE mandate is provided to the
internal stakeholders and
the public on a continual
basis through legal clincs
and similar workshops.

CGE might not meaningfully deliver in line with the
value-laden Constitutional principles (substantive
equality) as this is also
dependant on common
understanding by both the
right holders and the CGE.

Medium
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13. REPORT OF THE 					
AUDIT COMMITTEE
We are pleased to present our Interim report for the financial year ended 31 March 2019.

3.3.1. Audit Committee members and attendance
The Audit Committee for the year under review comprised three external members and
one internal member. The members of the Audit Committee are listed hereunder. The
Audit Committee is required to meet at least four times a year according to its approved
terms of reference (TOR). During the current year, the committee held five (5) Ordinary
meetings and four (4) Special meetings as indicated below.
Name of Member

Designation

Mr. M.G Nthakheni
Ms. S. Setati
Mrs. R.T Mocwaledi *
Commissioner N Bata**

Chairperson (External)
Member (External)
Member (External)
Member (Internal)

Number of ordinary meetings
attended
5
5
2
3

Number special
meetings
attended
4
4
2
2

* Mrs. R.T. Mocwaledi contract ended on the 30 September 2018.
** Commissioner N. Bata contract ended on the 30 December 2018.

3.3.2. Audit committee responsibility
We report that we have complied with its responsibilities emanate from Sections 38 (1)
(a) and 77 of the Public Finance Management Act No. 1 of 1999 and Treasury Regulation
3.1. We also report that we have adopted appropriate formal Terms of Reference. We
report that the affairs of the Committee were conducted in compliance with their Terms
of Reference.

3.3.3. Effectiveness of internal control
The Audit Committee is satisfied with the adequacy and effectiveness of Internal Controls
remained in place throughout the year and where shortcomings were identified; management has addressed them through implementation of management action plan.
The Commission has designed a system of internal control to provide cost-effective assurance that its goals will be achieved economically, effectively and efficiently and the
audit Committee is satisfied with the implementation thereof.
Shortcomings were identified by Internal Audit during the financial year and, management
has put commitments and addressed them through implementation of management audit action plan. In most areas, the matters reported previously have been addressed. Despite this, nothing significant and/or material has been brought to our attention to indicate
a total breakdown in the functioning of these controls as at 31 March 2019.
Accordingly, with the exception of the reported deficiencies and deviations, we can
report that we are satisfied with the key control implemented over financial and performance management reporting for the period under review.
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3.3.4. Internal Audit
The Audit Committee reviewed the internal audit quarterly reports to ensure that internal
audit activities were conducted in terms of the approved risk based annual and threeyear rolling plan. Internal audit has discharged its responsibilities in terms of approved
charter and executed the plan accordingly although with limited human resources. Internal Audit also validated the implementation of management action plan through
reviewing the finding register.

3.3.5. Risk Management
Management is responsible for proactively identifying, evaluating, managing and monitoring all significant risks faced by the Commission.
Risk maturity level is gradually improving as various improvements have been seen during
the year under review in the identification, monitoring and management of risk facing
the Commission and that had contributed to the effectiveness of controls.
3.3.6. In-Year Management and Quarterly Report
The Audit Committee has reviewed the content and quality of the quarterly financial
and performance reports prepared and issued by the Commission during the year under
review, in compliance with the statutory reporting framework and we are satisfied. The
Committee has also noted continuous improvement in the quality of quarterly financial
and performance reports submitted by management for review over time.
3.3.7. Evaluation of Annual Financial Statements
TThe Audit Committee has reviewed and discussed financial statements and performance information for 2018/19 financial year with management and dully recommended them for approval.
3.3.8. Auditor General’s Report
The Committee has reviewed the Auditor General’s management and audit reports and
concurs with their conclusion.
In accordance, the Audit Committee concurs and accepts the conclusions of the Auditor General of South Africa on the annual financial statements and pre-determine objectives and is of the opinion that the audited financial statements and performance
information be accepted and read with the report of the Auditor General.
We would like to express our appreciation to the Commissioners, Accounting Officer,
Management, and to Internal Audit for their commitment and achievement of unqualified audit opinion.

_____________________
Mr. MG Nthakheni
Chairperson of the Audit Committee
31 July 2019
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Report of the auditor-general to Parliament on
the Commission for Gender Equality
Report on the audit of the financial statements
Opinion
1. I have audited the financial statements of the Commission for Gender Equality set
out on pages 116 to 164, which comprise the statement of financial position as at 31
March 2019, the statement of financial performance, statement of changes in net
assets, cash flow statement and the statement of comparison of budget and actual
amounts for the year then ended, as well as the notes to the financial statements,
including a summary of significant accounting policies.
2. In my opinion, the financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the
financial position of the Commission for Gender Equality as at 31 March 2019, and
its financial performance and cash flows for the year then ended in accordance
with the South African Standards of Generally Recognised Accounting Practice (SA
Standards of GRAP) and the requirements of the Public Finance Management Act of
South Africa, 1999 (Act No. 1 of 1999) (PFMA).

Basis for opinion
3. I conducted my audit in accordance with the International Standards on Auditing
(ISAs). My responsibilities under those standards are further described in the auditorgeneral’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements section of this
auditor’s report.
4. I am independent of the constitutional institution in accordance with sections 290
and 291 of the International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants’ Code of ethics
for professional accountants (IESBA code), parts 1 and 3 of the International Ethics
Standards Board for Accountants’ International Code of Ethics for Professional
Accountants (including International Independence Standards) and the ethical
requirements that are relevant to my audit in South Africa. I have fulfilled my other
ethical responsibilities in accordance with these requirements and the IESBA codes.
5. I believe that the audit evidence I have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to
provide a basis for my opinion.

Responsibilities of the accounting officer for the financial statements
6. The accounting officer is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of
the financial statements in accordance with the SA Standards of GRAP and the
requirements of the PFMA, and for such internal control as the accounting officer
determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are
free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
7. In preparing the financial statements, the accounting officer is responsible for
assessing the Commission for Gender Equality’s ability to continue as a going
concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters relating to going concern and using the
going concern basis of accounting unless the appropriate governance structure
either intends to liquidate the constitutional institution or to cease operations, or has
no realistic alternative but to do so.
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Auditor-general’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements
8. My objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial
statements as a whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or
error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes my opinion. Reasonable assurance
is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in
accordance with the ISAs will always detect a material misstatement when it exists.
Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually
or in aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic
decisions of users taken on the basis of these financial statements.
9. A further description of my responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements is
included in the annexure to this auditor’s report.

Report on the audit of the annual performance report
Introduction and scope
10. In accordance with the Public Audit Act of South Africa, 2004 (Act No. 25 of 2004)
(PAA) and the general notice issued in terms thereof, I have a responsibility to report
material findings on the reported performance information against predetermined
objectives for selected strategic objectives presented in the annual performance
report. I performed procedures to identify findings but not to gather evidence to
express assurance.
11. My procedures address the reported performance information, which must be based
on the approved performance planning documents of the constitutional institution.
I have not evaluated the completeness and appropriateness of the performance
indicators included in the planning documents. My procedures also did not extend
to any disclosures or assertions relating to planned performance strategies and
information in respect of future periods that may be included as part of the reported
performance information. Accordingly, my findings do not extend to these matters.
12. I evaluated the usefulness and reliability of the reported performance information
in accordance with the criteria developed from the performance management
and reporting framework, as defined in the general notice, for the following selected
strategic objectives presented in the annual performance report of the constitutional
institution for the year ended 31 March 2019:

Strategic objectives
Strategic objective 1: To advance an enabling legislative environment for gender equality
Strategic objective 2: To promote respect for and
the protection, development and attainment of
gender equality

Pages in the annual
performance report
71 – 72
73 – 75

13. I performed procedures to determine whether the reported performance information
was properly presented and whether performance was consistent with the approved
performance planning documents. I performed further procedures to determine
whether the indicators and related targets were measurable and relevant, and
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assessed the reliability of the reported performance information to determine
whether it was valid, accurate and complete.
14. I did not raise any material findings on the usefulness and reliability of the reported
performance information for these strategic objectives:
•

Strategic objective 1: To advance an enabling legislative environment for gender
equality

•

Strategic objective 2: To promote respect for and the protection, development
and attainment of gender equality

Other matters
15. I draw attention to the matters below.
Achievement of planned targets
16. Refer to the annual performance report on pages 71 to 77 for information on the
achievement of planned targets for the year and explanations provided for the
under achievement of a number of targets.
Adjustment of material misstatements
17. I identified material misstatements in the annual performance report submitted for
auditing. These material misstatements were on the reported performance information
of Strategic objective 1: To advance an enabling legislative environment for gender
equality and Strategic objective 2: To promote respect for and the protection,
development and attainment of gender equality. As management subsequently
corrected the misstatements, I did not raise any material findings on the usefulness
and reliability of the reported performance information.

Report on the audit of compliance with legislation
Introduction and scope
18. In accordance with the PAA and the general notice issued in terms thereof, I have
a responsibility to report material findings on the compliance of the constitutional
institution with specific matters in key legislation. I performed procedures to identify
findings but not to gather evidence to express assurance.
19. The material findings on compliance with specific matters in key legislations are as
follows:
Expenditure management
20. Effective and appropriate steps were not taken to prevent irregular expenditure
amounting to R864 654, as disclosed in note 18 to the annual financial statements, as
required by section 38(1)(c)(ii) of the PFMA and treasury regulation 9.1.1.

Other information
21. The accounting officer is responsible for the other information. The other information
comprises the information included in the annual report. The other information does
not include the financial statements, the auditor’s report and those selected strategic
objectives presented in the annual performance report that have been specifically
reported in this auditor’s report.
22. My opinion on the financial statements and findings on the reported performance
information and compliance with legislation do not cover the other information and
I do not express an audit opinion or any form of assurance conclusion thereon.
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23. In connection with my audit, my responsibility is to read the other information and,
in doing so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with the
financial statements and the selected strategic objectives presented in the annual
performance report, or my knowledge obtained in the audit, or otherwise appears to
be materially misstated.
24. If based on the work I have performed, I conclude that there is a material misstatement
in this other information, I am required to report that fact. I have nothing to report in
this regard.

Internal control deficiencies
25. I considered internal control relevant to my audit of the financial statements, reported
performance information and compliance with applicable legislation; however, my
objective was not to express any form of assurance on it. The matter reported below
is limited to the significant internal control deficiency that resulted in the finding on
compliance with legislation included in this report.
26. Insufficient oversight responsibility was exercised with regards to compliance and
related internal controls, particularly in the areas of procurement planning and
contract management.

Other reports
27. I draw attention to the following engagement that could have an impact on the
matters reported in the constitutional institution’s financial statements, reported
performance information, compliance with applicable legislation and other related
matters. This report did not form part of my opinion on the financial statements or my
findings on the reported performance information or compliance with legislation.

Investigations
28. The Public Protector is in the process of investigating an allegation of possible
fraudulent activity in respect of the 2013-14 financial period. The investigation was
still in progress at the date of this auditor’s report.

Pretoria
31 July 2019
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Annexure – Auditor-general’s responsibility for the audit
1. As part of an audit in accordance with the ISAs, I exercise professional judgement
and maintain professional scepticism throughout my audit of the financial statements,
and the procedures performed on reported performance information for selected
strategic objectives and on the constitutional institution’s compliance with respect to
the selected subject matters.

Financial statements
2. In addition to my responsibility for the audit of the financial statements as described
in this auditor’s report, I also:
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•

identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements
whether due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive
to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to
provide a basis for my opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement
resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve
collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of
internal control

•

obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to
design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for
the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the constitutional
institution’s internal control

•

evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness
of accounting estimates and related disclosures made by the accounting officer.

•

conclude on the appropriateness of the accounting officer’s use of the going
concern basis of accounting in the preparation of the financial statements.
I also conclude, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material
uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt
on the Commission for Gender Equality’s ability to continue as a going concern.
If I conclude that a material uncertainty exists, I am required to draw attention
in my auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the financial statements about
the material uncertainty or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify the
opinion on the financial statements. My conclusions are based on the information
available to me at the date of this auditor’s report. However, future events or
conditions may cause a constitutional institution to cease continuing as a going
concern

•

evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial
statements, including the disclosures, and whether the financial statements
represent the underlying transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair
presentation

Communication with those charged with governance
3. I communicate with the accounting officer regarding, among other matters, the
planned scope and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any
significant deficiencies in internal control that I identify during my audit.
4. I also confirm to the accounting officer that I have complied with relevant ethical
requirements regarding independence, and communicate all relationships and other
matters that may reasonably be thought to have a bearing on my independence
and, where applicable, related safeguards.
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Accounting Officer’s Responsibilities and Approval
The Accounting Officer is responsible for monitoring the preparation and the integrity
of the financial statements and related information included in this annual report. In
order for the accounting officer to discharge these responsibilities, as well as those
bestowed on it in terms of the Public Finance Management Act, No. 29 of 1999 and
other applicable legislation, it has developed and maintained a system of internal
controls.
The accounting officer acknowledges that management is ultimately responsible for
the system of internal financial controls established by the Commission for Gender
Equality (hereinafter: CGE) and place considerable importance on maintaining
a strong control environment. To enable the accounting officer to meet these
responsibilities, the Commissioners set standards for internal control aimed at reducing
the risk of error or loss in a cost-effective manner. These standards include the proper
delegation of responsibilities within a clearly defined framework, effective accounting
procedures and adequate segregation of duties to ensure an acceptable level of risk.
These controls are monitored throughout the CGE and all employees are required to
maintain the highest ethical standards in ensuring the CGE’s mandate is conducted
in a manner that, in all reasonable circumstances, is above reproach. The focus of risk
management is on identifying, assessing and monitoring all known forms of risk across
the CGE.
While operating risk cannot be fully eliminated, the CGE endeavours to minimize it by
ensuring that appropriate infrastructure, controls, systems and ethical behaviour are
applied and managed within predetermined procedures and constraints. Monitoring
of these controls includes a regular review of their operations by the accounting officer
and independent oversight by an audit committee.
As part of the system of internal control, the internal audit function conducts operational,
financial and specific audits and co- ordinates audit coverage with the external
auditors. The external auditors are responsible for reporting on the financial statements.
The financial statements are prepared in accordance with South African Standards
of Generally Recognised Accounting Practice (GRAP), including any interpretations,
guidelines and directives issued by the Accounting Standards Board. They are based
on appropriate accounting policies consistently applied and supported by reasonable
and prudent judgment and estimates.
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The accounting officer believes that the CGE will continue to be a going concern in
the foreseeable future due to the availability of funding from the National Treasury.
For this reason, the accounting officer continues to adopt the going concern basis in
preparing the annual financial statements.
The accounting officer approved the annual financial statements for the year ended
31 March 2019 as set out on pages 116 to 154 on 31 July 2019 which were signed on
its behalf by:

Keketso Maema 					Ms. Tamara Mathebula
Accounting Officer				
Acting Chairperson
							Commission for Gender Equality
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Statement of Financial Position as at 31 March 2019
Amounts in Rand

Note(s)

2019

2018
Restated*

Assets
Current Assets
Inventories

2

231,127

-

Prepayments

3

1,026,232

790,260

Receivables from non-exchange transactions

4

122,618

172,447

Cash and cash equivalents

5

11,428,583

8,769,850

12,808,560

9,732,557

Non-Current Assets
Property, plant and equipment

6

7,191,488

7,317,355

Intangible assets

7

499,610

467,078

7,691,098

7,784,433

20,499,658

17,516,990

Total Assets
Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Finance lease obligation

8

174,093

33,900

Payables from exchange transactions

9

6,446,394

3,957,229

Provisions

10

3,350,694

3,182,697

9,971,181

7,173,826

Non-Current Liabilities
Finance lease obligation

39,564

27,735

Total Liabilities

10,010,745

7,201,561

NET ASSETS

10,488,913

10,315,429

Accumulated surplus

10,488,913

10,315,429

*See Note 17
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Statement of Financial Performance for the year ended 31 March 2019
Amounts in Rand

Note(s)

2018

2019

Restated*

Revenue
Revenue from exchange transactions
Other income

11

822,767

646,821

-

171,941

822,767

818,762

343,704

4,555,651

Transfers from National Government

80,735,000

78,266,000

Total revenue from non-exchange transactions

81,078,704

82,821,651

Total revenue

81,901,471

83,640,413

Gain on disposal of assets and liabilities
Total revenue from exchange transactions
Revenue from non-exchange transactions
Public contributions and donations

12

Expenditure
Operating Expenses

13

(24,001,965)

(24,989,250)

Employee related costs

14

(55,471,194)

(53,830,573)

(1,569,022)

(1,096,384)

Debt Impairment

(10,287)

(23,209)

Loss on disposal of assets and liabilities

(41,059)

Finance costs

(22,450)

(1,675)

(81,115,977)

(79,941,091)

785,494

3,699,322

Depreciation and amortisation

Total expenditure
Surplus for the year

-

*See Note 17
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Statement of Changes in Net Assets for the year ended 31 March 2019
Amounts in Rand
Opening balance as previously reported
Adjustments
Correction of errors
Balance at 1 April 2017 as restated*

Accumulated surplus
Restated*
6,553,501
62,606
6,616,107

Changes in net assets
Surplus for the year ending 31 March 2018

3,699,322

Total changes

3,699,322

Restated* Balance at 1 April 2018

10,315,426

Changes in net assets
Funds Surrendered to National Treasury

(612,007)

Net income (losses) recognised directly in net assets

(612,007)

Surplus for the year

785,494

Total recognised income and expenses for the year

173,487

Total changes

173,487

Balance at 31 March 2019

*See Note 17
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Cash Flow Statement for the year ended 31 March 2019
Amounts in Rand

Note(s)

2018

2019

Restated*

Cash flows from operating activities
Receipts
Grants

80,735,000

78,266,000

Interest Received

724,564

568,089

Donor Income

226,224

206,641

Sundry Income

159,582

78,732

81,845,370

79,119,462

Personnel

(54,869,233)

(52,789,656)

Suppliers

(22,930,232)

(20,759,713)

(22,450)

(1,675)

(77,821,915)

(73,551,044)

16

4,023,455

5,568,418

Purchase of property, plant and equipment

6

(1,402,127)

(1,471,096)

Proceeds from sale of property, plant and equipment

6

4,100

286,440

Purchase of other intangible assets

7

Payments

Finance costs

Net cash flows from operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities

(118,717)

(199,317)

(1,516,744)

(1,383,973)

152,022

61,635

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents

2,658,733

4,246,080

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year

8,769,850

4,523,770

11,428,583

8,769,850

Net cash flows from investing activities
Cash flows from financing activities
Finance lease payments

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year

5

*See Note 17
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Statement of Comparison of Budget and Actual Amounts for the year
ended 31 March 2019
Budget on Accrual Basis

Amounts in Rand

Approved
budget

Final Budget Actual
amounts on
comparable
basis

Difference
Reference
between
final budget
and actual

Statement of Financial Performance
Revenue
Revenue from exchange transactions
Other income

-

-

822,767

822,767

Note 20

Revenue from non-exchange transactions
Transfer revenue
Public contributions
and donations

-

-

343,704

343,704

Note 20

Transfers from National Government

80,735,000

80,735,000

80,735,000

-

Note 20

Total revenue from
non-exchange
transactions

80,735,000

80,735,000

81,078,704

343,704

Total revenue

80,735,000

80,735,000

81,901,471

1,166,471

Expenditure
(57,209,600)

(57,209,600)

(55,471,194)

1,738,406

Note 20

Depreciation and
amortisation

-

-

(1,569,022)

(1,569,022)

Note 20

Finance costs

-

-

(22,450)

(22,450)

Note 20

Debt Impairment

-

-

(10,287)

(10,287)

Note 20
Note 20

Personnel
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General Expenses

(23,525,400)

(23,525,400)

(24,001,965)

(476,565)

Total expenditure

(80,735,000)

(80,735,000)

(81,074,918)

(339,918)

Operating surplus

-

-

826,553

826,553

Loss on disposal of assets
and - liabilities

-

-

(41,059)

(41,059)

Surplus for the year

-

-

785,494

785,494

Note 20
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Accounting Policies
1.

Presentation of Financial Statements

The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the Standards
of Generally Recognised Accounting Practice (GRAP), issued by the Accounting
Standards Board in accordance with Section 122(3) of the Public Finance Management
Act (Act 29 of 1999).
These financial statements have been prepared on an accrual basis of accounting and
are in accordance with historical cost convention as the basis of measurement, unless
specified otherwise.
In the absence of an issued and effective Standard of GRAP, accounting policies
for material transactions, events or conditions were developed in accordance with
paragraphs 8, 10 and 11 of GRAP 3 as read with Directive 5.
Assets, liabilities, revenues and expenses were not offset, except where offsetting is
either required or permitted by a Standard of GRAP.
A summary of the significant accounting policies, which have been consistently applied
in the preparation of these financial statements, are disclosed below.
These accounting policies are consistent with the previous period.
1.1

Standards of GRAP effective for financial periods commencing on after 1 April 2018

Standard

Effective Date

Impact

GRAP 34- Separate Financial Statements

1 April 2019

Not Applicable to CGE

GRAP 35- Consolidated Financial Statement

1 April 2019

Not Applicable to CGE

GRAP 36- Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures

1 April 2019

Not Applicable to CGE

GRAP 37- Joint Arrangements

1 April 2019

Not Applicable to CGE

GRAP 38- Disclosure of Interests in Other Entities

1 April 2019

Not Applicable to CGE

GRAP 110- Living and Non-living Resources

1 April 2019

Not Applicable to CGE

IGRAP 19- Liabilities to Pay Levies

1 April 2019

Impact to be assessed

GRAP108- Statutory Receivables

1 April 2019

Impact to be assessed

1.2 Presentation currency
These financial statements are presented in South African Rand, which is the functional
currency of the CGE..All financial information presented in South African Rand has been
rounded to the nearest rand, unless otherwise stated.
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Accounting Policies
1.3 Reporting Entity Background
The CGE is an institution established in terms of Chapter Nine of the Constitution Act (Act
No. 108 of 1996) of the Republic of South Africa, and is responsible for:
The promotion for the respect of gender equality and
• Protection, development and attainment of gender equality. Its additional mandate is
further provided for in the Commission on Gender Equality Act (Act No. 39 of 1996) as
amended.
•

The primary objective of Chapter Nine institutions, including the CGE, is to strengthen
constitutional democracy. The core business of the CGE is: • To promote gender equality and
• To advise and make recommendations to Parliament and any other legislature with
regard to any laws or proposed legislation that affects gender equality and the status
of women.
For the purpose of reporting its activities as amongst others is contemplated in the
Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, section 181 and the Public Finance
Management Act of 1999;

1.4 Going concern assumption
These annual financial statements were prepared based on the expectation that the
entity will continue to operate as a going concern for at least the next 12 months. The
going concern basis presumes that funds will be available to finance future operations
and that the realisation of assets and settlement of liabilities, contingent obligations and
commitments will occur in the ordinary course of business.
1.5 Significant judgements and sources of estimation uncertainty
The preparation of financial statements requires management to make judgements,
estimates and assumptions that affect the application of accounting policies and the
reported amounts of assets, liabilities, income and expenses. Actual results may differ
from these estimates.
Estimated and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an on-going basis. Revisions
to accounting estimates are recognised in the period in which the estimate is revised
and in any future periods affected. Information about significant areas of estimation,
uncertainty and critical judgements in applying accounting policies that have the most
significant effect on the amount recognised in the financial statements is given in the
following notes:
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Depreciation and amortisation
At the end of each financial year, management assesses whether there is any indication
that CGE’s expectations about the residual value and the useful life of assets included in
the property, plant and equipment have changed since the preceding reporting date. If
any such indication exists, the change has been accounted for as a change in accounting
estimate in accordance with Standards of GRAP on Accounting Policies, Changes in
Accounting Estimates and Errors. The amortisation period and the amortisation method
for intangible assets are reviewed at each reporting date.
Impairment of non-cash generating assets
The CGE assesses at each reporting date whether there is any indication that an asset
may be impaired. If any such indication exists, the CGE estimates the recoverable
service amount for non-cash asset. In testing for, and determining the value-in-use of
non-financial assets, management is required to rely on the use of estimates about
the asset’s ability to continue to generate cash flows (in the case of cash-generating
assets). For non-cash-generating assets, estimates are made regarding the depreciated
replacement cost, restoration cost, or service units of the asset, depending on the nature
of the impairment and the availability of information.
Provisions and contingent assets and liabilities
Provisions were raised based on management’s determined estimate using the
information available.
1.6 Revenue from exchange transactions
Measurement
Revenue is measured at the fair value of the consideration received or receivable, net of
trade discounts and volume rebates.
Interest
Interest is recognised, in surplus or loss, using the effective interest rate method.
1.7 Revenue from non-exchange transactions
Revenue comprises gross inflows of economic benefits or service potential received and
receivable by an entity.
Recognition
Revenue received from conditional grants, donations and funding are recognised as
revenue to the extent that the entity has complied with any of the criteria, conditions
or obligations embodied in the agreement. To the extent that the criteria, conditions or
obligations have not been met, a liability is recognised.
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1.7 Revenue from non-exchange transactions (continued)
Measurement
Revenue from a non-exchange transaction is measured at the amount of the increase
in net assets recognised by the entity. When, because of a non-exchange transaction,
the entity recognises an asset, it also recognises revenue equivalent to the amount of
the asset measured at its fair value as at the date of acquisition, unless it is also required
to recognise a liability.
Where a liability is required to be recognised it will be measured as the best estimate of
the amount required to settle the obligation at the reporting date, and the amount of
the increase in net assets, if any, recognised as revenue. When a liability is subsequently
reduced, because a condition is satisfied, the amount of the reduction in the liability is
recognised as revenue.
Gifts and donations, including goods and services in-kind
Gifts and donations, including services in kind, are recognised as assets and revenue
when it is probable that the future economic benefits or service potential will flow to the
constitutional institution and the fair value of the assets can be measured reliably.
Transfers
CGE recognises an asset in respect of transfers when the transferred resources meet the
definition of an asset and satisfy the criteria for recognition as an asset. Transferred assets
are measured at their fair value as at the date of acquisition.
1.8 Irregular expenditure
Irregular expenditure that was incurred and identified during the current financial
and which was condoned before year end and/or before finalisation of the financial
statements must also be recorded appropriately in the irregular expenditure register. In
such an instance, no further action is also required with the exception of updating the
note to the financial statements.
Irregular expenditure that was incurred and identified during the current financial year
and for which condonement is being awaited at year end must be recorded in the
irregular expenditure register. No further action is required with the exception of updating
the note to the financial statements.
Where irregular expenditure was incurred in the previous financial year and is only
condoned in the following financial year, the register and the disclosure note to the
financial statements must be updated with the amount condoned.
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Irregular expenditure that was incurred and identified during the current financial year
and which was not condoned by the National Treasury or the relevant authority must
be recorded appropriately in the irregular expenditure register. If liability for the irregular
expenditure can be attributed to a person, a debt account must be created if such
a person is liable in law. Immediate steps must thereafter be taken to recover the
amount from the person concerned. If recovery is not possible, the accounting officer
or accounting authority may write off the amount as debt impairment and disclose
such in the relevant note to the financial statements. The irregular expenditure register
must also be updated accordingly. If the irregular expenditure has not been condoned
and no person is liable in law, the expenditure related thereto must remain against the
relevant programme/expenditure item, be disclosed as such in the note to the financial
statements and updated accordingly in the irregular expenditure register.
1.9 Property, plant and equipment
Recognition and Measurement
At initial recognition an item of property, plant and Equipment is measured at cost.
An asset acquired through a non- exhange is recognised at its fair value at a date of
acquisition.
Property, plant and equipment comprise of computer equipment, furniture and fittings,
office equipment and motor vehicles and are stated at historical costs less accumulated
depreciation.
Cost includes expenditures that are directly attributable to the acquisition of the asset.
Purchased software that is integral to the functionality of the related equipment is
capitalised as part of that equipment.
When parts of item of property, plant and equipment have different useful lives, they
are accounted for as separate components of property, plant and equipment and
depreciated accordingly.
Repairs and maintenance
Maintenance and repairs, which neither materially add to the value of assets nor
appreciably prolong their useful lives, are expensed during the financial year in which
they are incurred.
Subsequent expenditures
Where the CGE replaces parts of an asset, it derecognises the part of the asset being
replaced and capitalises the new component. Subsequent expenditure including major
spare parts and servicing equipment qualify as property, plant and equipment if the
recognition criteria are met.
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Depreciation
Depreciation is charged against the assets over the useful lives of an asset from the date
the asset is available for use.
Depreciation is calculated on the depreciable amount, using the straight-line method
over the estimated useful lives of the assets. Components of assets that are significant in
relation to the whole asset and that have different useful lives are depreciated separately.
The depreciable amount is determined after considering an assets’ residual value, where
applicable.
The assets’ residual values, useful lives and depreciation methods are reviewed
periodically and adjusted prospectively, if appropriate. The assets bought specifically for
a project and intended for donation at the end of the project’s life are depreciated over
the life of the contract as the residual value at that point will be nil.

The useful lives of items of property, plant and equipment have been assessed as follows:
Item

Depreciation method

Average useful life

Office Furniture

Straight line

5-15 years

Motor vehicles

Straight line

5-12 years

Office equipment

Straight line

5-12 years

IT equipment

Straight line

5-12 years

Leased Assets

Straight line

2 years

De-recognition
Items of property, plant and equipment are derecognised when the asset is disposed of
or when there are no further economic benefits or service potential expected from the
use of the asset.
The gain or loss arising on the disposal or retirement of an item of property, plant and
equipment is determined as the difference between the sales proceeds and the carrying
value and is recognised in Surplus or Deficit.
Impairment
The CGE tests for impairment where there is an indication that an asset may be impaired.
An assessment of whether there is an indication of possible impairment is done at each
reporting date. Where the carrying amount of an item of property, plant and equipment
is greater than the estimated recoverable amount (or recoverable service amount), it
is written down immediately to its recoverable amount (or recoverable service amount)
and an impairment loss is charged to Surplus or Deficit.
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Where items of property, plant and equipment have been impaired, the carrying value
is adjusted by the impairment loss, which is recognised as an expense in Surplus or Deficit
the period that the impairment is identified. An impairment is reversed only to the extent
that the asset’s carrying amount does not exceed the carrying amount that would have
been determined had no impairment been recognised. A reversal of the impairment is
recognised in Surplus or Deficit.
1.10 Intangible assets
The CGE recognises an intangible asset in its Statement of Financial Position only when
it is probable that the expected future economic benefits or service potential that are
attributable to the asset will flow to the entity and the cost or fair value of the asset can
be measured reliably. Intangible assets are initially recognised at cost.
Where an intangible asset is acquired by the CGE for no or nominal consideration (i.e.
a non-exchange transaction), the cost is deemed to be equal to the fair value of that
asset on the date acquired.
Where an intangible asset is acquired in exchange for a non-monetary asset or monetary
assets or a combination of monetary and non-monetary assets, the asset acquired is initially
measured at fair value (the cost). If the acquired item’s fair value is not determinable, it’s
deemed cost is the carrying amount of the asset(s) given up.
Intangible assets consist of computer software. Intangible assets are stated at cost
less accumulated amortisation and any accumulated impairment losses. Purchased
computer software and the direct costs associated with the customisation and installation
thereof, are capitalised and amortised over estimated useful lives of the assets from the
date that they are available for use.
Amortisation
Each item is amortised over its useful life once it is available for use. Amortisation is
charged so as to write off the cost or valuation of assets over their estimated useful lives,
using the straight-line method.
The estimated useful lives, residual values, and amortisation method are reviewed at each
year end, with the effect of any changes in estimate accounted for on a prospective
basis.
De-recognition
Intangible assets are derecognised when the asset is disposed of or when there are no
further economic benefits or service potential expected from the asset. The gain or loss
arising on the disposal or retirement of an intangible asset is determined as the difference
between the sales proceeds and the carrying value and is recognised in Surplus or Deficit.
Item

Depreciation method

Average useful life

Computer software

Straight line

5-9 years
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1.11 Leases
Recognition
Assets subject to operating leases are those wherein, substantially all the risks and rewards
of ownership are not transferred to the lessee through the lease and are not recognised
in the Statement of Financial Position. The operating lease expense is recognised over
the course of the lease arrangement.
The determination of whether an arrangement is, or contains a lease is based on the
substance of the arrangement at inception date; namely whether fulfilment of the
arrangement is dependent on the use of a specific asset or assets or the arrangement
conveys a right to use the asset.
Measurement
The lease expense recognised for operating leases is charged to Surplus or Deficit on a
straight-line basis over the term of the relevant lease. To the extent that the straight-lined
lease payments differ from the actual lease payments the difference is recognised in
Surplus or Deficit as either lease payments in advance (operating lease asset) or lease
payments payable (operating lease liability) as the case may be. This resulting asset and
/ or liability is measured as the undiscounted difference between the straight-line lease
payments and the contractual lease payments.
De-recognition
The operating lease liability is derecognised when the entity’s obligation to settle the
liability is extinguished. The operating lease asset is derecognised when the entity no
longer anticipates economic benefits to flow from the asset. Leases that the CGE enters as
a lessee, and where the lessor retains substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership of
the underlying asset, are classified as operating leases. Payments made under operating
leases are charged against revenue on a straight- line basis over the term of the lease.
Finance leases - lessee
Finance leases are recognised as assets and liabilities in the statement of financial position
at amounts equal to the fair value of the leased property or, if lower, the present value
of the minimum lease payments. The corresponding liability to the lessor is included in the
statement of financial position as a finance lease obligation.
The discount rate used in calculating the present value of the minimum lease payments
is the incremental borrowing rate.
Minimum lease payments are apportioned between the finance charge and reduction
of the outstanding liability. The finance charge is allocated to each period during the
lease term so as to produce a constant periodic rate on the remaining balance of the
liability.
Any contingent rents are expensed in the period in which they are incurred.
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1.12 Employee benefits
Short-term employee benefits
Short term employee benefits encompass all those benefits that become payable in
the short term, i.e. within a financial year or within 12 months after the financial year.
Therefore, short term employee benefits include remuneration, compensated absences
and bonuses.
Short term employee benefits are recognised in Surplus or Deficit as services are rendered,
except for non-accumulating benefits, which are recognised when the specific event
occurs. These short-term employee benefits are measured at their undiscounted costs in
the period the employee renders the related service, or the specific event occurs.
Short-term employee benefits including annual leave are measured on an undiscounted
basis and are expensed as the related service is provided. A provision is recognised for
the amount expected to be paid under short-term cash plans if the CGE has a present
legal or constructive obligation to pay this amount as a result of past service provided by
employee and the obligation can be estimated reliably.
Defined contribution plans
Contributions made towards the fund are recognised as an expense in Surplus or Deficit
in the period that such contributions become payable. This contribution expense is
measured at the undiscounted amount of the contribution paid or payable to the fund.
A liability is recognised to the extent that any of the contributions have not yet been
paid. Conversely an asset is recognised to the extent that any contributions have been
paid in advance.
Termination Benefits
Termination benefits are recognised as an expense when the CGE is committed, without
realistic possibility of withdrawal, to a formal detailed plan to terminate employment
before the normal retirement date. Termination benefits for voluntary redundancies
are recognised if the CGE has made an offer encouraging voluntary redundancy, it
is probable that the offer will be accepted, and the number of acceptances can be
estimated reliably.
1.13 Financial instruments
Initial recognition
Financial instruments are recognised initially when CGE becomes a party to the
contractual provisions of the instruments. Financial instruments or their component part
are classified on initial recognition as a financial asset, a financial liability or an equity
instrument in accordance with the substance of the contractual arrangement.
Financial Instruments are recognised using trade date accounting.
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Financial instruments are measured initially at its fair value plus, in the case of a financial
asset or a financial liability not subsequently measured at fair value, transaction costs
that are directly attributable to the acquisition or issue of the financial asset or financial
liability.
The CGE measures all financial assets and financial liabilities after initial recognition using
the amortised cost. All financial assets measured at amortised cost are subject to an
impairment review.
Financial assets
The CGE’s principle financial assets are accounts receivable and cash and cash
equivalents, which are classified as financial instruments at amortised cost.
Receivable from non-exchange transactions
Receivables are initially recognised at fair value plus transaction costs that are directly
attributable to the acquisition and subsequently stated at amortised cost, less provision
for impairment. All receivables are assessed at least annually for possible impairment.
Impairments of receivables are determined in accordance with the accounting policy
for impairments. Impairment adjustments are made through the use of an allowance
account.
Bad debts are written off in the year in which they are identified as irrecoverable. Amounts
receivable within 12 months from the reporting date is classified as current.
Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents are measured at amortised cost.
Cash includes cash on hand and cash with banks. Cash equivalents are short-term highly
liquid investments that are held with registered banking institutions with maturities of three
months or less and are subject to an insignificant risk of change in value. For the purposes
of the Cash Flow Statement, cash and cash equivalents comprise cash on hand and
deposits held on call with banks.
Financial liabilities
All financial liabilities are measured at amortised cost, comprising original debt less
principle payments and amortisations. The CGE’s principle financial liabilities are accounts
payable.
Payables from exchange transactions
Trade payables are initially measured at fair value plus transaction costs that are directly
attributable to the acquisition and are subsequently measured at amortised cost using
the effective interest rate method.
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Payables from non-exchange transactions
Short-term payables from non-exchange transactions are stated at nominal values. The
non-exchange payables arise from legislative, mainly employee taxes payable to state
agencies and/or contractual agreements, other than exchanges, entered into willingly
by employees of the Commission.
Derecognition
Financial assets
The CGE derecognises a financial asset (or where applicable part thereof) only when:
• The right to receive cash flows from the asset have expired;
• The CGE retains the right to receive cash flows from the asset, but has assumed an
obligation to pay them in full without material delay to a third party under a ‘pass
through’ arrangement; or
• The Commission has transferred its rights to receive cash flows from the asset and either
i. Has transferred substantially all the risks and rewards of the asset or,
ii. Has neither transferred nor retained substantially all the risks and rewards of the asset
but has transferred control of the asset.
Financial liabilities
A financial liability is derecognised when the obligation under the liability is discharged
or cancelled or expires.
Where an existing financial liability is replaced by another from the same customer on
substantially different terms, or the terms of an existing liability are substantially modified,
such an exchange or modification is treated as a de-recognition of the original liability,
and the difference in the respective carrying amounts is recognised in the surplus or
deficit for the year.
1.14 Contingent Liabilities
Contingent liabilities are not recognised and an estimate of the financial impact is only
disclosed in the notes.
1.15 Commitments
Items are classified as commitments when an entity has committed itself to future
transactions that will normally result in the outflow of cash. Disclosures are required in
respect of unrecognised contractual commitments.
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1.16 Fruitless and wasteful expenditure
All expenditure relating to fruitless and wasteful expenditure is recognised as an expense
in the statement of financial performance in the year period that the expenditure was
incurred. The expenditure is classified in accordance with the nature of the expense,
and where recovered, it is subsequently accounted for as revenue in the statement of
financial performance.
1.17 Related parties
Parties are considered to be related if one party has the ability to control the other party
or to exercise significant influence or join the party in making financial and operating
decisions. Entities in the National Sphere of government are considered related parties
of the CGE by virtue of the common control through Parliament.
Key management is defined as being individuals with the authority and responsibility for
planning, directing and controlling activities of the CGE. All individuals from Management
up to the Commissioners are key management individuals in their dealings with the CGE.
Other related party transactions are also disclosed in terms of the requirements of the
Standard. The objective of the standard and financial statement is to provide relevant
and reliable information and therefore materiality is considered in the disclosure of these
transactions.
1.18 Comparative figures
Where material accounting errors, which relate to prior periods, have been identified in
the current year, the correction is made retrospectively as far as is practicable and the
prior year comparatives are restated accordingly. Where there has been a change in
accounting policy in the current year, the adjustment is made retrospectively as far as is
practicable and the prior year comparatives are restated accordingly.
1.19 Events after reporting date
All adjusting events, both favourable and unfavourable, that occur between reporting
date and the date when the financial statements are issued have been reported and
adjusted for in the financial statements.
Those events that are indicative of conditions that came into existence subsequent to
reporting date have not been adjusted for.
The CGE will adjust the amounts recognised in the financial statements to reflect adjusting
events after the reporting date once the event occurred.
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The CGE will disclose the nature of the event and an estimate its financial effect or a
statement that such estimate cannot be made in respect of all material non-adjusting
events, where non-disclosure could influence the economic decisions of users taken on
the basis of the financial statements.
1.20 Inventories
The cost of inventories is assigned using the weighted average cost formula. The same
cost formula is used for all inventories having a similar nature and use. Inventory is
presented at the lower of cost or current replacement cost.
1.21 Segment information
A segment is an activity of an entity:
• whose results are regularly reviewed by management to make decisions about
resources to be allocated to that activity and in assessing its performance; and
• for which separate financial information is available.
Reportable segments are the actual segments which are reported on in the segment
report.
Measurement
The amount of each segment item reported is the measure reported to management
for the purposes of making decisions about allocating resources to the segment
and assessing its performance. Adjustments and eliminations made in preparing the
entity’s financial statements and allocations of revenues and expenses are included in
determining reported segment surplus or deficit only if they are included in the measure
of the segment’s surplus or deficit that is used by management. Similarly, only those assets
and liabilities that are included in the measures of the segment’s assets and segment’s
liabilities that are used by management are reported for that segment. If amounts are
allocated to reported segment surplus or deficit, assets or liabilities, those amounts are
allocated on a reasonable basis.
If management uses only one measure of a segment’s surplus or deficit, the segment’s
assets or the segment’s liabilities in assessing segment performance and deciding how to
allocate resources, segment surplus or deficit, assets and liabilities are reported in terms
of that measure. If management uses more than one measure of a segment’s surplus
or deficit, the segment’s assets or the segment’s liabilities, the reported measures are
those that management believes are determined in accordance with the measurement
principles most consistent with those used in measuring the corresponding amounts in
the entity’s financial statements.
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1.22 Budget information
The approved budget is prepared on a accrual basis and presented by economic
classification linked to performance outcome objectives.
The approved budget covers the fiscal period from 01-Apr-18 to 31-Mar-19.
The financial statements and the budget are on the same basis of accounting therefore
a comparison with the budgeted amounts for the reporting period have been included
in the Statement of comparison of budget and actual amounts.
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Amounts in Rand

2019

2018

2. Inventories
Consumable stores

231,127

-

Software Subscriptions

741,488

790,260

Water and Lights

284,744

3. Prepayments
-

1,026,232

790,260

127,667

172,447

4. Receivables from non-exchange transactions
Staff and Insurance debtors
Cash Advance
Provision for doubtful debts

5,238
(10,287)
122,618

172,447

Receivables from non-exchange transactions past due but not impaired
Other receivables from non-exchange transactions which are less than 3 months past due are not considered
to be impaired. At 31 March 2019, R 3,500 (2018: R 36,265) were past due but not impaired.
The ageing of amounts past due but not impaired is as follows:
3 months past due

3,500

36,265
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Amounts in Rand

2019

2018

5. Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents consist of:
Cash on hand

14,488

11,453

Bank balances

11,414,095

8,758,397

11,428,583

8,769,850

6. Property, plant and equipment

			
2019
Cost /
Valuation

Accumulated

Carrying

Cost /

Accumulated

Carrying

depreciation

value

Valuation

depreciation

value

and

and

accumulated

accumulated

impairment

impairment

Office Furniture

3,314,375

(1,965,055)

1,349,320

3,306,104

(1,852,236)

1,453,868

Motor vehicles

7,124,212

(3,125,107)

3,999,105

6,621,963

(3,120,963)

3,501,000

420,751

1,473,315

(1,153,387)

319,928

1,215,300

6,354,010

(4,372,347)

1,981,663

207,012

69,595

(8,699)

60,896

7,191,488

17,824,987

(10,507,632)

7,317,355

Office equipment

781,049

IT equipment

4,349,692

Leased Assets
Total
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355,582
15,924,910

(360,298)
(3,134,392)
(148,570)
(8,733,422)
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Amounts in Rand

2019

2018

6. Property, plant and equipment (continued)
Reconciliation of property, plant and equipment - 2019
Opening

Additions

Disposals

Depreciation

Total

(140,150)

420,751

(4,144)

3,999,105

balance
Office equipment

319,928

249,324

Motor vehicles

3,501,000

502,249

Office Furniture

1,453,868

260,127

(30,003)

(334,672)

1,349,320

IT equipment

1,981,663

104,440

(6,803)

(864,000)

1,215,300

Leased Assets

60,896

285,987

7,317,355

1,402,127

(8,351)
-

(45,157)

(139,871)

207,012

(1,482,837)

7,191,488

Reconciliation of property, plant and equipment - 2018
Opening

Additions

Disposals

Depreciation

Total

balance
Office equipment

302,031

39,041

(7,503)

Motor vehicles

2,322,008

1,270,114

(91,122)

Office Furniture

1,678,886

79,150

(713)

(303,455)

1,453,868

IT equipment

2,691,697

13,196

(18,303)

(704,927)

1,981,663

Leased Assets

-

69,595

6,994,622

1,471,096

(117,641)

(13,641)
-

319,928
3,501,000

(8,699)

60,896

(1,030,722)

7,317,355

Assets subject to finance lease (Net carrying amount)

Leased Assets

207,012

60,896
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Amounts in Rand

2019

2018

Change in Accounting Estimates
Included in depreciation for 2018/2019 financial year is an effect of a change in estimate of R 1 211 337
arising from management’s decision to change the residual values of motor vehicles in terms of GRAP 17.
The change will result in an increase of depreciation in future periods for Motor Vehicles. The total increase
in future periods is R 1 211 337.
7. Intangible assets

2019

2018

Cost /

Accumulated

Carrying

Cost /

Accumulated

Carrying

Valuation

depreciation

value

Valuation

depreciation

value

and

and

accumulated

accumulated

impairment

impairment

Computer software, other

606,453

(269,608)

336,845

606,453

(183,423)

423,030

Intangible
assets under
development

162,765

-

162,765

44,048

-

44,048

Total

769,218

(269,608)

499,610

650,501

(183,423)

467,078

Reconciliation of intangible assets - 2019
Opening
balance
Computer software, other
Intangible assets under development
Total

Additions

Amortisation

423,030

-

44,048
467,078

Total

(86,185)

336,845

118,717

-

162,765

118,717

(86,185)

499,610

Reconciliation of intangible assets - 2018
Computer software, other
Intangible assets under development
Total

333,424

155,269

-

44,048

333,424

199,317

(65,663)
(65,663)

423,030
44,048
467,078

Intangible assets in the process of being constructed or developed
Cumulative expenditure recognised in the carrying value of Intangible assets
Intangible assets under development

118,717

44,048

The expenditure incurred relates to the development of the case management system as well as the Human
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Amounts in Rand

2019

2018

8. Finance lease obligation
Minimum lease payments due
- within one year
- in second to fifth year inclusive

187,265

38,537

40,486

28,903

227,751

67,440

less: future finance charges

(14,094)

(5,806)

Present value of minimum lease payments

213,657

61,634

174,092

33,900

Present value of minimum lease payments due
- within one year
- in second to fifth year inclusive

Non-current liabilities
Current liabilities

39,565

27,734

213,657

61,634

39,564

27,735

174,093

33,900

213,657

61,635

These leases are linked to prime lending rate of 10% with no escalation and for a period of two years. The
cellular phones and the telephones under the finance leases are currently depreciated over the lease term
of two years.
The obligations under finance leases are secured by the lessor’s charge over the leased assets.
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Amounts in Rand

2019

2018

Trade payables

2,786,285

979,881

Leave Accrual

9. Payables from exchange transactions
2,333,389

2,117,479

Annual Bonus- 13th Cheque

621,438

617,357

Accrued expenses

705,282

242,512

6,446,394

3,957,229

10. Provisions
Reconciliation of provisions - 2019
Opening
Balance
Performance Bonus
Provision for Salary Increases

Utilised
during the
year

Additions

2,671,032

2,860,480

(2,711,540)

511,665

490,214

(511,665)

3,182,697

3,350,694

(3,223,205)

UnderProvision

Total

40,508
-

2,860,480
490,214

40,508

3,350,694

Reconciliation of provisions - 2018
Opening
Balance
Performance Bonus
Provision for Salary Increases

Additions

Utilised
during the
year

Total

1,000,000

2,671,032

(1,000,000)

2,671,032

-

511,665

-

511,665

1,000,000

3,182,697

(1,000,000)

3,182,697

The performance bonus is payable to staff and management in terms of the Performance Management
and Development Policy of the Commission. The performance bonus is payable within the ensuing 12
months’ period after the reporting date and is determined on the basis of an objective assessment of
individual staff member’s performance during the period. The provision is estimated to the current figures
subject to the finalisation of the assessment as referred above. Furthermore, in terms of the internal policies,
performance bonus is payable subject to a strict condition that the financial position of the Commission
permits, and such payment would be sound to the financial performance objectives of the Commission
for a given period.
The provision for Salary increases relates to salaries adjustments of the Commissioners as per directive from
presidency. The provision covers expected payments that would be made to Commissioners for services
already rendered where the pronouncement on salary increases had not been issued by the Presidency.
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Amounts in Rand

2019

2018

11. Other income
Interest Received
Sundry Income

724,564

568,089

98,203

78,732

822,767

646,821

Donations in Kind

117,480

4,349,010

Donation in Cash

226,224

206,641

343,704

4,555,651

12. Public contributions and donations
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Amounts in Rand

2019

2018

13. Operating expenses
Advertising
Auditor-General remuneration

139,641

69,020

2,614,760

2,053,762

64,233

63,531

2,049,236

1,600,878

937,731

961,842

Bank Chargesharges
Office Cleaning, Maintenance, Plants and Security
Consulting and professional fees
Courier Services

158,910

281,705

Conferences and seminars

1,518,918

1,683,494

Legal Fees

1,470,419

1,196,592

Computer Servicing, IT and Website

1,926,593

1,228,571

Printing and stationery

557,023

601,485

Software expenses

185,250

-

Subscriptions and membership fees

39,273

34,691

Telecommunication Expenses

1,410,926

1,991,407

Travel - local

4,815,190

4,470,467

Travel - overseas

1,048,154

831,485

Report Writing, Printing and Publishing

3,103,828

6,014,152

Staff Training and Development

447,564

582,788

Operating lease expenses

326,873

342,363

Other office running costs

881,825

691,988

Maintenance of Property and Buildings

62,849

48,360

Office Consumables and Refreshments

242,769

240,669

24,001,965

24,989,250

14. Employee related costs

Amounts in Rand
Basic

2018

40,879,853

39,941,130

Medical aid - Employer contributions

369,511

398,960

Unemployment Insurance Fund

171,847

174,289

2,860,000

2,159,367

843,416

404,019

5,050,052

4,896,635

133,774

125,841

Performance Bonus
Leave pay provision charge
Provident Fund- Employer Contributions
Workers Compensation Assistance
Overtime payments

424,557

280,503

13th Cheque

2,572,826

2,979,122

Allowances

1,676,721

2,008,306

Employer Contributions- Other
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488,637
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15. Related parties
Relationships
The CGE is a schedule 1 Constitutional Institution in terms of the Public Finance Management Act (Act 1
of 1999 as amended). Although the CGE is an independent institution, created under chapter 9 of the
Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, the CGE has defined relationships with other entities that fall
within the national sphere of government.
Unless specifically disclosed, the transactions between the CGE and these entities are concluded on an
arm’s length basis. There are no restrictions in the CGE’s capacity to transact with any entity. Listed below
are public sector entities which the Commission transacted with during the reporting period:
1. The Department for Women in the Presidency
2. The National Department of Public Works
3. Telkom South Africa Ltd.
4. South African Broadcasting Corporation
5. South African Revenue Services
6. Unemployment Insurance Fund
7. Compensation Fund
8. Services Sector, Education and Training Authority
9. Government Printing Works
10. The South African School of Government
Remuneration of management
Commissioners
2019
Name

Basic salary

13th
Cheque

Allowances

Employer
Contributions

Total

LH Bata- Contract Ended 31 December 2019

774,419

-

103,139

55,956

933,514

MA Botha- Contract Ended 31
December 2019

630,569

60,658

2,800

54,628

748,655

M Maphazi

779,693

26,880

72,000

74,826

953,399

NG Mazibuko- Until 31 December
2019

295,638

-

1,400

4,295

301,333

W Mgoqi

789,365

59,825

79,503

10,861

939,554

8,183

-

-

-

8,183

L Nare- Until 31 December 2019

T Mpumlwana (Contract Lapsed)

843,234

72,536

2,800

69,177

987,747

PLF Nzimande (Part time)

419,634

-

27,818

5,933

453,385

PS Sobahle

861,152

44,064

69,974

10,904

986,094

TE Mathebula

631,321

-

67,675

8,144

707,140

SD Rakolote

53,613

-

8,160

1,045

62,818

NM Moleko

825,800

-

5,942

72,046

903,788

NS Mogale

107,037

-

-

3,376

110,413

7,019,658

263,963

441,211

371,191

8,096,023
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2018
Basic
salary

Name

Allowances

Total

LH Bata

768,044

84,600

852,644

MA Botha

840,186

12,467

852,653

M Maphazi

768,964

174,894

943,858

NG Mazibuko

348,250

7,700

355,950

W Mgoqi

768,640

76,262

844,902

T Mpumlwana (Contract Lapsed)

221,701

14,800

236,501

1,013,602

12,600

1,026,202

PLF Nzimande (Part time)

359,183

4,830

364,013

PS Sobahle

840,784

15,400

856,184

TE Mathebula

102,674

642

103,316

SD Rakolote

14,288

-

14,288

NM Moleko

265,283

-

265,283

NS Mogale

44,410

-

44,410

6,356,009

404,195

6,760,204

L Nare

Executive management
2019		 				 		
Name

Basic

13th

salary

Cheque

Allowances

Performance
Bonus

Employer
Contributions

Total

K. AnirudhraHOD (Terminated
end of January
2019)

812,675

69,527

71,109

79,322

11,791

1,044,424

J De Klerk- HOD

767,008

61,134

78,000

79,322

112,066

1,097,530

K Maema- CEO

1,257,452

100,953

131,770

114,692

17,236

1,622,103

975,450

-

60,000

81,720

12,836

1,130,006

TJ Rapoo- HOD

821,528

46,954

36,000

63,457

111,974

1,079,913

MM Van NiekerkHOD

967,089

-

1,246

63,457

112,672

1,144,464

5,601,202

278,568

378,125

481,970

M Putu- CFO

378,575

7,118,440

Allowances

Total

2018
Name
K. Anirudhra- HOD

877,975

140,108

1,018,083

J De Klerk- HOD

939,220

78,000

1,017,220

K Maema- CEO

1,381,898

90,000

1,471,898

M Putu- CFO

989,822

60,000

1,049,822

TJ Rapoo- HOD

982,166

36,000

1,018,166

1,018,238

-

1,018,238

6,189,319

404,108

6,593,427

MM Van NiekerkHOD
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16. Cash generated from operations
Surplus
Adjustments for:
Depreciation and amortisation

785,494

3,699,322

1,569,022

1,096,384

Gain (loss) on sale of assets and liabilities

41,059

(171,941)

Debt impairment

10,287

23,209

167,997

2,182,697

-

3,146

(612,012)

-

Movements in provisions
Other non-cash items
Funds Surrendered to National Treasury
Changes in working capital:
Inventories
Prepayments
Consumer debtors
Other receivables from non-exchange transactions
Payables from exchange transactions
Payables from-non exchange transactions

(231,127)

-

(235,972)

(746,543)

(10,287)

(23,209)

49,829

67,794

2,489,165
4,023,455

575,523
(1,137,964)
5,568,418
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17.

2019

2018

Prior period errors

Finance Leases
During the financial year ended 31 March 2018, CGE entered into an RT15 transversal contract with the
service provider for the provision of cellphones, telephone lines and other solutions. Management has
performed an analysis of this arrangement in this current financial year where cellphones and telephone
lines are concerned. A conclusion was reached that the arrangement contains a finance lease. As a result,
an adjustment to account for this arrangement was made retrospectively.
Fully Depreciated Assets
The entity also presented fully depreciated assets in the prior year without performing reassessment of useful
lives as required by GRAP 17. Management made a retrospective correction in the current financial year.
Medical Aid Subsidies
Management discovered that two employees received medical aid subsidies. Management has discovered
that the employees were not eligible to receive the subsidies. Corrective action in terms of recovery has
taken place. Receivables have been raised against the two employees.

The effect of this adjustments on the financial statements is as
follows:
Statement of financial position
Increase in Property, plant and equipment- Leased Assets

-

69,596

Increase in Accumulated Depreciation

-

(8,700)

Increase in Finance Lease Obligation

-

(61,635)

Decrease in Accumulated Depreciation- Property, Plant and
Equipment

-

213,772

Increase in Opening Accumulated Surplus or Deficit

-

296,059

Increase in other receivables from non-exchange transactions

-

83,030

Decrease in Depreciation expense

-

205,072

Increase in Finance Costs

-

(1,674)

Statement of financial performance

Decrease In operating expenditure

-

9,634

Decrease in Employee Related Costs

-

20,424

-

69,596

Cash flow statement
Cash flow from operating activities
Increase in Property, Plant and Equipment
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Cash flow from financing activities
Increase in Finance lease obligations

-

Amounts in Rand

2019

61,635
2018

18. Irregular expenditure
Opening balance

34,745,106

Add: Irregular Expenditure - current year
Less: Amounts condoned

864,654
(34,623,992)
985,768

34,103,471
641,635
34,745,106

Analysis of expenditure awaiting condonation per age classification
Current year

648,413

Prior years

641,635

337,355

34,103,471

985,768

34,745,106

Details of irregular expenditure – Not yet condoned
Disciplinary steps taken/
criminal proceedings
People Resolution- Expired Contract

Currently under investigation

53,660

Tracker- Expired Contract

Currently under investigation

17,987

Emergence Growth ccno contract/ scm process not
followed.

Currently under Investigation

5,187

Mac Ndhlovu Incorporated
attorneys- scm process not followed

Currently under Investigation

162,108

Delloitte- Expired Contract

Currently under Investigation

157,415

Chubb- Contract Automatically
renewed

Currently Under Investigation

10,280

Chorus Call- Expired Contract

Currently under Investigation

54,123

Deloitte- Similar Services procured
individually

Currently under Investigation

107,546

Mapheto- Briefing outside of the
approved legal panel

Currently under Investigation

124,350

Three quotes not obtained

Currently under Investigation

293,112
985,768
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19. Reconciliation between budget and statement of financial
performance
Reconciliation of budget surplus/deficit with the surplus/
deficit in the statement of financial performance:
Net surplus per the statement of financial performance

785,494

3,678,898

Adjusted for:
Other income not budgeted for
Admin and General Expenditure in excess (lower) than the budget
Personnel Expenditure in excess (lower) than the budget
Assets written off
Depreciation not budgeted for

(1,166,471)

(5,488,916)

476,565

672,039

(1,738,406)

(72,904)

1,569,022

114,499
1,096,384

Loss on disposal of assets

41,059

-

Impairment of debts

10,287

-

Finance Costs not budgeted for.

22,450

-

-

-

Net surplus per approved budget
20. Budget differences
Material differences between budget and actual amounts

For the period under review a net surplus of R 785 494 was reported compared to a restated surplus R3 699
322 in the previous period. This surplus was generated from additional income of R1 166 471 in the 2018/2019
period mainly arising from interest income of R 724 564 as well as donor income of R 343 704 realised during the
current period. This compares unfavourably to amounts realised previously at R 5 488 916 primarily because of
a donation in-kind that did not recur, previously recorded at R4 349 010.
Expenditure on personnel costs resulted in a saving of R1 738 406 due to positions that remained vacant in the
current year. The major contributors were the four position of commissioners which became vacant for three
months effective from 1 January 2019. Moreover, there has also been a few vacant critical staff positions within
the establishment. These vacancies effectively contributed respectively savings of around R 800 000 and R 938
406 on a total annual salary baseline budget of R 57,2 million. The over-expenditure on general expenses was
catered for by other income such as donation and partially by interest income.
The depreciation expense of R 1 569 022 had a counter-effect to the above favourable variances since this
provision was not budgeted for when the 2018/2019 budget was compiled.
Finance costs, debt impairment and loss on disposal of assets were not budgeted for. Finance Costs relate to
the implicit interest incurred on the finance leases for cellphones and telephone equipment that supports the
VOIP infrastructure.
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21. Risk management
Financial risk management
In ordinary course of operations, an entity’s activities expose it to a variety of financial risks: market risk, cash
flow interest rate risk, credit risk and liquidity risk. It is therefore a policy of CGE to disclose information that
enables the user of its financial statements to evaluate the nature and extent of risk arising from financial
instruments to which the CGE is exposed on the reporting date.
Liquidity risk
The CGE’s risk to liquidity is a result of the funds available to cover future commitments. The CGE manages the
liquidity risk through an on-going review of future commitments and the cash flows arising from allocations
by National Treasury.
The financial liabilities maturity analysis of the CGE, for the reporting period shows contractual cash outflows
on an undiscounted basis as below. The balances due within 12 months equal their carrying balances as the
impact of discounting is not significant.
The CGE’s exposure to the interest rate is limited, as the CGE has no significant interest-bearing liabilities.
Furthermore, other than cash held in the bank account, the CGE has no significant interest-bearing assets,
the entity’s income and operating cash flows are substantially independent of changes in market interest
rates.
At 31 March, 2019
Payables from exchange transactions



At 31 March, 2018


Payables from exchange transactions

Less than 1year
6,446,394
Less than 1year
3,957,232

Credit risk
Credit risk consists mainly of cash deposits, cash equivalents and other receivables. The CGE only deposits
cash with major banks with high quality credit standing and limits exposure to any other counter party. The
credit quality of the bankers was affirmed at BB+ in November 2018 using Fitch Ratings.
The credit quality of receivables from exchange transactions that are neither past nor due nor impaired is
good.
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22. Financial instruments disclosure
Categories of financial instruments 2019
Financial assets
			

At amortised cost

Receivables from non-exchange transactions

122,618

Cash and cash equivalents

11,428,582
11,551,200

Financial liabilities
										

At amortised cost

Trade and other payables from exchange transactions

6,446,394

2018
Financial assets
At amortised cost
Other receivables from non-exchange transactions
Cash and cash equivalents
Prepayments

Total

172,447

172,447

8,769,850

8,769,850

790,260

790,260

9,732,557

9,732,557

Financial liabilities
At amortised cost
Trade and other payables from exchange transactions

3,957,229

Total
3,957,229

23. Operating Leases
Not later than one year
Later than one year but less than 5 years

59,633

318,044

-

7,687

59,633

325,731

The Commission is leasing photocopy machines from the service provider. The
commitment relates to costs that are yet to be incurred in the next financial year.
The expiration period of the lease is 31 December 2019.
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24. Commitments
Authorised capital expenditure
Already contracted for:


Property, plant and equipment



Intangible assets

384,450

514,759

-

176,192

384,450

690,951

384,450

690,951

6,802,344

-

2,903,739

-

Already contracted for but not provided for

6,802,344

-

Not yet contracted for and authorised by

2,903,739

-

9,706,083

-

Total capital commitments
Already contracted for:
Authorised operational expenditure
Already contracted for:


Goods and Services

Not yet contracted for:


Goods and Services

Total operational commitments

This committed expenditure relates to plant and equipment as well as goods and services and will be
financed by available cash resources and retained surpluses.
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25. Contingencies
Contingent liabilities
In terms of the National Treasury practice notes, the Commission is required to surrender surplus
funds generated from operating activities in a reporting period back to the Revenue Fund. For
the 2018/2019 period, the Commission reported a net surplus of R785 494. The formulation of the
amounts to surrender considers factors to mitigate retention by the Commission and other factors
mitigating for the surrender. On assessment of these, the Commission estimates an exposure of
surrender to the maximum amount of R1 million. A final determination shall be upon application
by the Commission on the basis of audited outcomes set for 31 July 2019.
Contingent Asset
The Commission was taken to CCMA by one of its former employees on account of unfair
dismissal. During the current financial year, the CCMA granted an order against CGE that the
former employee must be compensated an amount of R223 026 as part of settlement. The
Management of the Commission are of the view that the judgement was irrational. Management
therefore made a decision to appeal the matter. The matter is currently in the labour court. The
Commission’s lawyers and management are of the view that the matter will be resolved in CGE’s
favour.
26. Fruitless and wasteful expenditure
Opening Balance
Incurred During the year
Transferred to Receivables for Recovery

-

62,606

20,424

20,424

(20,424)

(83,030)

-

-

The fruitless and wasteful expenditure mentioned above took place as a result of incorrect
payments of medical aid subsidies to employees who in terms of the internal policies were not
entitled to receive the subsidy. To this effect, management has instituted corrective action to
recover the amounts and the necessary disciplinary steps.
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27. Segment information
General information
Identification of segments
The Commission operates its affairs through three sub-programmes. The Corporate Services and
Commissioners’ sub- programmes are considered predominantly administrative. The third sub-programme is
considered a segment that focuses on the core service delivery objectives of the Commission. The strategy
deployment and delivery of the service are carried out through service offices in the nine provinces of the
republic. The line function departments at Head Office based in Johannesburg also render services which
are directly contributing to the delivery in the main segment as defined in GRAP18. The Segment’s main
activities are to roll out the legislative mandate ranging from Public Education and awareness on gender
rights. Research and Monitoring of gender related policy and practice issues as well as the protection and
advancement of gender equality within the private and public sector.
2019
Commissioners and
Governance

Corporate
Support
Services

Service
Delivery

Total

Revenue
Revenue from non-exchange
transactions

-

81,078,704

-

81,078,704

Revenue from exchange
transactions

-

822,767

-

822,767

Total segment revenue

-

81,901,471

-

81,901,471

Entity’s revenue

81,901,471

Expenditure
Personnel

8,690,032

11,940,366

13,503,331

34,133,729

Operating Expenditure

2,465,895

11,752,132

4,549,366

18,767,393

Depreciation and Amortisation

-

1,569,021

-

1,569,021

Loss on disposal of assets

-

41,059

-

41,059

Doubtful Debts

-

10,287

-

10,287

Finance Costs

-

22,450

-

22,450

Operating Expenses (Provinces)

-

-

5,234,574

5,234,574

Personnel Costs (Provinces)

-

-

21,337,464

21,337,464

Total segment expenditure

11,155,927

25,335,315

44,624,735

81,115,977

Total segmental surplus

785,494
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Commissioners and
Governance

Corporate
Support
Services

Service
Delivery

Total

Assets
Inventories

-

231,127

-

231,127

Prepayments

-

1,026,232

-

1,026,232

Receivables from non- exchange
transactions

-

122,618

-

122,618

Cash and Cash Equivalents

-

11,428,583

-

11,428,583

Property, Plant and Equipment

-

7,191,488

-

7,191,488

Intangible Assets

-

499,610

-

499,610

Total segment assets

-

20,499,658

-

20,499,658

Total assets as per Statement of
financial Position

20,499,658

Liabilities
Finance Lease Liabilities

-

213,657

-

213,657

Payables from Exchange Transactions

-

6,446,394

-

6,446,394

Provisions

-

3,350,694

-

3,350,694

Total segment liabilities

-

10,010,745

-

10,010,745

Total liabilities as per Statement of
financial Position
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10,010,745

ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
APP

Annual Performance Plan

ACHPR

African Commission on Human and People’s Rights

ACT

Association of Community Television

AFSA		
AGDI

Aids Foundation of South Africa
African Gender Development Index

AMCU		

Association of Mineworkers and Construction Union

ARM		

African Rainbow Mines

AU 		

African Union

BBBEE

Broad-based Black Economic Empowerment

CEDAW

Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women

CEO

Chief Executive Officer

CGE

Commission for Gender Equality

CGTN		

China Global Television Network

CLCSA
COGTA

Church Leaders Council of South Africa
Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs

COIDA
COSATU

Compensation for Occupational Injuries and Diseases Act
Congress of South African Trade Unions

CPF
CRL Rights

Community Policing Forum
Cultural, Religious, Linguistic Rights Commission

CSO		

Civil Society Organisations

CSW		

Commission on the Status of Women

DA		
DBE

Democratic Alliance
Department of Basic Education

DDG

Deputy Director-General

DDP		

Democracy Development Programme

DHET 		
DIRCO		

Department of Higher Education and Training
Department of International Relations and Cooperation

DLG 		

Department of Local Government

DOE		

Department of Education

DPME		
DoH

Department of Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation
Department of Health

DOJ&CS
DSD

Department of Justice and Correctional Services
Department of Social Development

EC		

European Commission

EEA		

Employment Equity Act
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eNCA

eNews Channel Africa

FBOs

Faith-based organisations

FHR		

Foundation for Human Rights

FISD		
GBV

Forum for Institutions Supporting Democracy
Gender-based violence

CBOs		

Community-based organisations

GFP 		

Gender Focal Persons

GCIS		
HEI 		

Government Communication and Information System
Higher education institutions

HOD		

Head of department

HURISA

Human Rights Institute of South Africa

IDP		
IEC 		

Integrated Development Plan
Independent Electoral Commission

HSRC		
IT 		

Human Science Research Council
Information technology

LAN 		

Local area network

LGBTIQA
Lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, intersex, queer/questioning, asexual
		
LRC		
MECs		
MoU
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Law Reform Commission
Members of Executive Council
Memorandum of understanding

NAP		

National Action Plan

NCRF

National Community Radio Forum

NDP 		

National Development Plan

NERSA		

National Energy Regulator of South Africa

NGO		

Non-government organisation

NHRIs
NICSA

National Human Rights Institutions
National Interfaith Council of South Africa

NPA

National Prosecuting Authority

NPOs		
NT		
NUM
OSW		
PanSALB-

Non-profit organisations
National Treasury
National Union of Mineworkers
Office on the Status of Women
Pan South African Language Board

PAWO		

Pan-African Women’s Organisation

PEI 		

Public Education and Information

PEPUDA

Promotion of Equality and Prevention of Unfair Discrimination Act

PGM 		

Provincial Gender Machinery

PIC		

Public Investment Corporation

PFMA		

Public Finance Management Act

PHTL 		
PC		
PPPFA		
PTT		
RECs		
RCMA		
RTT		
SABC		

Provincial Houses of Traditional Leadership
Portfolio Committee
Preferential Procurement Policy Framework Act
Provincial task team
Regional economic communities
Recognition of Customary Marriages Act
Rapid task team
South African Broadcasting Corporation

SACC		

South African Council of Churches

SADC

Southern African Development Community

SAHRC

South African Human Rights Commission

SALGA

South African Local Government Association

SALRC

South African Law Reform Council

SAPS		

South African Police Services

SARS		

South African Revenue Services

SDG

Sustainable Development Goals

SRC

Students’ Representative Council

SRHR		

Sexual and Reproductive Health

Stats SA

Statistics South Africa

TMS		
ToR 		

Telephone Management System
Terms of Reference

UFS 		

University of the Free State

UN 		

United Nations

UNECA

United Nation Economic Commission for Africa

UNESCO

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation

UWC		

University of the Western Cape

VEP		

Victim Empowerment Forum

VOIP
WAN 		

Voice Over Internet Protocol
Wide area network

PFMA
CGE
GRAP

Public Finance Management Act
Commission for Gender Equality
Generally Recognised Accounting Practice
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